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Sum m ary
In this thesis, th ree organic m olecules are exam ined on th ree d istin ct su r
faces by a variety of surface science techniques, forem ost am ong th e m being
scanning tu n n elin g m icroscopy (STM ).
W hen d eposited on th e \V 0 2 /W (1 1 0 ) surface, Ceo fullerenes self-assem ble
into islands which grow from th e s u b s tra te ’s inner step edges, form ing a closepacked m onolayer.
At som e bias voltages, chains of m olecules sit topologically lower in height
th a n others, because th ey lie in th e grooves betw een th e W O 2 nanorow s.
W hen th e sam ple is im aged a t room te m p e ra tu re , all Ceo are sp inning to o
fa«t for th e STM to resolve, an d so ap p ea r as featureless spheres. However,
w hen cooled to 78 K, th e m olecules’ m otion is frozen an d th e ir inner o rb ital
s tru c tu re can be seen.
D epending on th e ra te of cooling, an o rb ital-o rd ered m onolayer (slow
cooling), or a glassy m onolayer w ith ran d o m m olecular o rien tatio n s (fast
quenching) can be achieved.
Diu'ing cooling, two phase tra n sitio n s are observed. As th e te m p e ra tu re is
decreased, a s tru c tu ra l tra n sitio n occurs a t 259 K w hen some m olecules begin
to freeze, and a kinetic tra n sitio n is observed a t 220 K w hen all m olecular
m otion has sto p p ed .
Betw een th e tw o tran sitio n s, several d y nam ic behaviours are observed.
Som e m olecules w hich spin like a to p ap p e a r as a ring w ith eith er a d ark
centre or a p ro tru sio n . O th ers change th e ir ap p a re n t height over tim e, w hich
is a ttrib u te d to th em gaining an d losing an electron, an d th u s changing th e ir
density of sta te s and hence th e ir co nductance, as m easured by STM . T his
charging an d discharging is accom panied by th e m olecules’ ro ta tio n on th e

surface, as they interact with their neighbours and the underlying oxide sub
strate. The observations obtained by STM are supported by DFT calcula
tions.
The second molecule examined was nickel diphenyl-porphyrin (NiDPP)
deposited on the A g (lll) and A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3 R30° surfaces. On the
inert A g (lll) surface, NiDPP self-assembles into a single close-packed do
main, as shown by STM and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). The
molecules exhibit a tilted-row structure with a slightly oblique unit cell, with
one diagonal of the unit cell aligned with the step edges of the underlying
substrate.
In contrast, on the A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3 R30° surface the XiDPP molecules
adopt one of three equivalent orientations, dictated by the surface synunetry.
The molecules pack closer together, and this strain is acconnnodated by a
stronger interaction with the more-reactive surface. Three domains rotated
by 120° to one another are observed to be randomly distributed over the sur
face due to nucleation from molecules adopting one of the three orientations
upon contact with the surface.
Finally, another porphyrin, manganese-chloride tetraphenyl-porphyrin, or
MnClTPP, has also been studied on the A g (lll) surface. Upon deposition,
the molecule adopts a saddle conformation and the axial chloride ligand
points out into the vacuum. The monolayer assembles into the typical square
close-packed geometry commonly observed for tetraphenyl-porphyrins.
When it is annealed up to 510 K, the Cl-ligand is removed, but the Mn(III)
oxidation state is stabilised through interaction with the substrate, as ob
served by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).
Exposure to molecular oxygen oxidises the central Mn ion to the Mn(IV)
state and the oxygen molecule binds to the centre as a bidentate peroxide
ligand. This Mn02TPP state is stable up to 445 K, whereupon the O2 is
lost from the molecule, and the Mn ion is reduced back to the Mn(IH) state.
From core-level X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) taken from the Cl 2p and
O Is levels, the activation energies for Cl and O2 removal were foimd to l)e

AEci = 0.35 ± 0.02 eV and AE 0 2 = 0.26 ± 0.03 eV, respectively.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
U nderstanding the mechanisms th a t control m a tte r on the smallest level is
one of the key goals of m aterials science. W hen deposited onto a surface,
atom s and molecules arrange themselves into novel structures, often resulting
in emergent behaviour and interesting phenomena.
This self-assembly is a fundam ental topic of surface science and nan
otechnology [1-20] and requires a broad understanding of the complex interj)lay between the adsorbates and the surfaces which support them . Organic
molecules represent an interesting avenue for the study of self-assembly due
to the myriad different species and activities available.
Three organic molecules will be exam ined in this thesis; th e fullerene
Ceo; and two porphyrin derivatives, (5,15-diphenylporphyrinato)N i(II), des
ignated N iD P P for convenience, and (5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato)M n(III)Cl, M n C lT P P .
Fullerenes are a class of carbon allotropes consisting of sp^-hybridised
carbon atom s arranged in three-dim ensional, closed-cage structures.
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fullerene family encompasses such exotic m aterials as the single atom ic sheets
of graphene, pseudo-one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and spherical Cco
buckminsterfullerenes, from which the family derives its name. It is the last
of these, Ceo, which will be described in detail in this thesis.
Many potential applications of Ceo fullerenes have been postulated, and
they are th e basis of active areas of research. W hen added to bulk hetero
junction solar cells as electron acceptors, in some cases they have been shown
to increase efficiencies immensely [21], indicating th a t Ceo niay be very im
portant for the future development of organic solar cells. Ceo has also shown
some promise as a future d a ta storage medium [22], with precise, repeatable
non-volatile storage possible w ith a d a ta density approaching the theoretical
limit of a single-molecular bit size.
However, even though m any applications for Ceo have been theorised
since their discovery in 1985 [23], m any open fundam ental questions remain.
W hen deposited onto metallic surfaces at room tem perattire, Ceo molecules
generally form close-packed islands, and sta rt to nucleate at su b strate stej)
edges.
Thin Cgo films on m etal [18, 24-37] and sem iconductor [22, 38 42] surfaces
have been widely studied, however reports of their self-assembly on oxides
are much more rare [43-45]. It is for this reason th a t the interaction between
Ceo and the oxide nanorows of W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) is examined in this work.
Due to their spherical symmetry, Ceo molecules have enough energy to
freely ro tate at room tem perature. However during cooling, m olecule-substrate interactions overcome the molecules’ kinetic energy, resulting in two
separate phase transitions. A num ber of different effects are observed, such

3

as spinning perpendicular to the surface, molecular charging and the eventual
freezing in place of the Ceo molecules’ orientations.
The interaction between the molecules and substrate is dependent on the
metal surface and can result in adsorbate-induced surface reconstruction,
which can be accompanied by charge transfer between the surface and the
molecules [25], however, in this thesis, no induced surface reconstructions are
observed on the strained-connnensurate W 02/W (110) surface [46-48].

NH

HN

Figure 1.1: Chemical structure of the simplest porphyrin, Porphin, with
numbers indicating the meso-positions
Porphyrins are another family of organic molecules. The simplest form,
porphine, consists of an unsaturated macrocyclic carbon structure made up
of four pyrrole rings and four C atoms in the meso positions, with two of
the pyrrole rings’ nitrogen atoms each bonded to a delocalised hydrogen
atom, as shown in Figure 1.1. This simple structure forms the basis for
many of the most im])ortant chemicals both in industry and the natural
world. If the central hydrogen atoms are removed, the four nitrogen atoms
can act as ligands for a transition metal ion. When an Fe(II) ion is added
to the porphyrin, it becomes a heme, the metal complex which is the key
component in the oxygen-storage capacity of red blood cells (haemoglobin),
vital for most animal life on Earth. When Mg(II) is substituted instead of

4
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Fe(II), the resulting structure forms the basis for chlorophyll, without which
plant life on Earth would be unable to produce food from the sun. Porphyrins
can form complexes with many transition metal ions, and those of Fe, Ni and
Co have been shown to exhibit magnetic properties [49].
As well as by transition metal binding, complex porphyrins can be formed
through the attachm ent of side chains to the outer carbon ring, most com
monly at the 5, 10, 15 and 20 positions (as indicated in Figure 1.1). Such
substituent groups alter both the bonding of the molecule and its electronic
structure.
Depending on the central transition metaFs oxidation state, it can bond
to a fifth ligand pointing perpendicularly out of the plane of the porphyrin
macrocycle, as in the case of MnClTPP. This ligand can be physically ma
nipulated by annealing the organic layer or chemically altered by subjecting
the molecules to reactive gas. The nature of the ligand affects the electronic
structure of the porphyrin, which can be probed by scanning tunneling mi
croscopy and X-ray spectroscopy.
In addition to the organic molecule examined, the choice of surface is
crucial, with some substrates acting as templates for the the molecules’ self
organisation.
When W (llO) is oxidised it forms an ultra-thin O -W -0 trilayer on its
surface. This trilayer corresponds to the W02(010) structure, however due
to the slight lattice mismatch between W (llO) and \V02(010), the surface
reconstructs to form a strained-commensurate overlayer exhibiting ordered
oxide nanorows oriented along the [337] and [337] directions of the substrate.

5
Such nanorows can be used to template the deposition of Ceo molecules,
and the morphology and chemistry of the surface cause the molecular layer
to exhibit interesting physical and chemical properties.
In order to highlight the effect of the molecule-substrate interaction,
XiDPP is deposited onto two different, but related, surfaces, A g ( lll) and
A g /S i(lll)-\/3

X

\/3 R30°. A g (lll), which will also act as the substrate

for M nClTPP deposition, is a simple close-packed noble metal surface, while
A g /S i(lll) has the so-called honeycomb-chain-trimer structure, consisting
of pseudo-hexagons of Ag surrounding Si trimers. This more complex and
reactive surface interacts more strongly with the NiDPP molecules, affecting
their self-assembly [50].
In chaj)ter 3, Ceo molecules are deposited onto the W 02/W (110) surface,
which exhil)its a regular array of oxide nanorows. This causes some molecules
to lie tojiologically lower than others, and they appear as dark chains in STM
images. The ultrathin \\"02 layer also decouples the Ceo molecules from the
underlying W (llO) substrate, allowing charge to accumulate on individual
Cfio molecules.
Chapter 4 discusses the effect two different, but related, surfaces have
on the self-assembly of NiDPP molecules. A g (lll) is a relatively-simple,
inert surface which leads to a close-packed structure, whereas the complex
A g /S i(lll)-V 3 x

R3(r surface is more reactive and gives rise to a random

domain structure within the NiDPP thin film.
Finally, M nClTPP is deposited onto the A g (lll) surface in chapter 5,
again leading to a close-packed structure. However, this unreactive surface
still plays a vital role in the transformation of the axial Cl-ligand. When the

6
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Cl is removed from the molecule by annealing, an atom from the A g (lll)
surface acts as a fifth ligand, stabihsing the M n(III)TPP state.

C hapter 2
E xp erim en tal T echniques
In this chapter, the exijcrim ental techniques used over the course of this thesis
will be explained. These are all connnon surface science techniques, ranging
from m easurem ents averaged over a large area of th e surface (Auger electron
spectroscopy, Section 2.1; low-energy electron diffraction. Section 2.2; etc.)
to a very localised technique th a t can probe m aterials on th e atom ic scale
(scanning tiuuieling microscopy, Section 2.3). T he most accurate ab initio
sinnilation technique available, density functional theory, is invaluable in
explaining observed experim ental results, and will be examined in Section 2.6.

2.1

A uger electron sp ectroscop y

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a surface-sensitive and m ost im por
tantly m aterial-sensitive technique based on the Auger effect, which allows
the characterisation of a surface’s cleanliness and make-up. T he Auger effect
was discovered independently by Lise M eitner [51] and Pierre Auger [52] in

7
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the 1920s, however it wasn’t until the 1950s that its value as an experimental
technique was realised.

2.1.1

T h e A uger effect

The Auger effect describes the non-radiative emission of an electron after a
core vacancy is filled. A schematic of the Auger process is shown in Figure 2.1.
(c)

Vac
] Valence Level

Auger

E lectron co llisio n

A u g e r e le c tr o n e m is s io n

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Auger process, (a) An impinging high-energy
electron collides with a core electron, leaving behind a vacancy, ( b ) The
vacancy is filled by a higher-level electron. The energy released causes the
emission of an Auger electron, (c) The energy of the Auger electron is defined
by the difference between the initial transition and the original energy level
of the Auger electron before emission.

A high-energy electron (or photon) collides with an atom, causing the
emission of a core electron (Figure 2.1a). The vacancy left behind is then
filled by an outer-shell electron (Figure 2.1b).

The energy released then

stimulates the emission of an Auger electron, which can be detected and
analysed. The kinetic energy of the Auger electron is the difference between
the initial transition (Li

K \n Figure 2.1c) and the Auger electron’s

ionisation energy (^ 2 ,3 ). The Auger electron is defined by the spectroscopic
notation of the energy levels involved in its emission { K L \ L 2 ,i in Figure 2.1).

2.1. Auger electron spectroscopy
The K, L, M, etc.
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nomenclature used to describe the transitions is

something of a holdover from the early days of X-ray research. The Nobel
laureate Charles G. Barkla first noticed th at some X-rays were able to pen
etrate thicker sheets of metal than others. He began to characterise these
differing penetration “strengths” as “yl” for more penetrating and “B ” for
less penetrating, however he worried th at further types of X-rays would be
discovered, and so reclassified A as K and B as L, to leave the labels A - J
free. We now know th at his /\-ty p e rays were produced by the refilling of the
hmerniost Is shell in a manner similar to th at in Figure 2.1, and there can be
no A J transitions to closer-bound orbitals, however the nomenclature has
been kept for historical reasons.
In this way, this terminology is conunonly used in spectroscopic tech
niques such as AES. An electronic orbital’s principal quantum number n is
indicated alphabetically by its letter, i.e. K {n = 1; Is), L (n = 2; 2s, 2p),
etc. The subscript on L and higher gives a unique designation to each of the
different orbitals which may have the same n, but difi^erent /, s or j quantum
numbers, i.e. Lj has quantiun numbers n =

2

and I = 0 , and so corresponds

to the 2 s orbital; L 2 is 2 p(i/ 2 ) with n = 2, I — 1, j = ^ and L 3 is 2 p(3 / 2 ) with
n = 2, / = 1, J = | , and so on in order of increasing energy. When a tran
sition involves multiple orbitals it is described by the orbitals’ spectroscopic
notation, such as the K L \ L 2 ,z transition in Figure 2.1.
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2.1.2

A u ger electron sp ectro sco p y

The energies of Auger transitions are specific to each element and its chemical
environment, so th at its Auger spectrum acts as an elemental “fingerprint” ,
which can be compared to a catalogue of known spectra.

Each element

typically has one or more “characteristic peaks” which can be used to detect
its presence in complex spectra, e.g. when organic molecules are deposited
on a surface, or when testing a surface for possible contamination.
Auger Spectrum Beam Energy = 3 keV
1.50-05

le-05

-5e-06

-le-05

'a -1.5e-05

Carbon 272 eV
Molybdenum 187 eV

-2e-05

Oxygen 512 eV

-2.5e-05

-3e-05
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Electron Energy (eV)

Figure 2.2: Auger spectrum of a Mo sample contaminated by O and C. The
primary beam energy was 3keV and the characteristic peaks of Mo and the
main contaminants are shown.

Due to the high linear background signal, the Auger spectrum is usually
represented as a differentiated spectrum, i.e. ^

vs. E. Due to the fact that

the differential of a peak (i.e. its slope) will be represented as first a negative
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and then positive double peak, it is usual to refer only to the negative peak’s
position.
An example spectrum of a dirty Mo(llO) sample is shown in Figure 2.2.
The characteristic j)eaks of molybdenum (187eV), and the two main con
taminants, oxygen (512 eV) and carbon (272 eV), are highlighted.

2.1.3

A uger electro n sp ectro sco p y set-u p

Figure 2.3 shows the experimental set-up of the Auger electron spectroscopy
apparatus. 3-5 keV electrons are emitted by the electron gun and collide with
the sample. The resulting Auger electrons are passed through a cylindrical
mirror analyser (CMA).
The CMA consists of two concentric cylinders, the outer, which can have
a bias of —lOV^ to —2000 V placed upon it, and the inner, which is grounded.
Two apertures allow a narrow beam of Auger electrons to enter the space
between the two cylinders, where they are repelled by the outer bias. The
shape of the CMA is designed so that only those electrons Vv^ith the same
energy as the outer bias can pass through both apertures and arrive at the
detector.
In this way the CMA selects the electrons according to their energy by
sweejiing through energies from 10-2000 eV, however, partial sweeps can also
be used to more qtiickly screen samples, and to limit the time they are sub
jected to high energy 3-5 keV electrons, which can damage surface structures.
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electron g u n
(3 or 5 keV)
sam ple

f-

cylindrical
nnirror analyser

*>N.

V

d etector

rT

energy s w e e p
( 1 0 - 2 0 0 0 eV)

Figure 2.3: Auger electron spectroscopy apparatus.

2.2

Low -energy electron diffraction

Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is based on the diffraction of elec
trons by the Bragg planes of a single-crystalline sample. Due to the electrons'
low energy (typically 10-200 eV), their mean free path in the material is lim
ited to the first few atomic layers, and so LEED gives information only on
the surface’s topological structure.
The diffraction of electrons by a crystal’s lattice was first observed ex
perimentally by Davisson and Germer in 1927 [53]. The experiment was
originally intended to study the surface of a nickel target, with the hypothe
sis th a t even the smoothest surface would be too rough for specular reflection,
and would instead diffuse an incident electron beam. However, after the acci
dental oxidation of the target, the sample was cleaned in a high-temperature
oven, thus creating single crystallites on the surface. When the experiment
was repeated, they observed that the electrons were scattered tis if by a
diffraction grating, and using Bragg’s law it was shown that the electrons
were diffracting from the nickel crystal planes.

This serendipitous result

2.2.
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hears m entioning because n o t only is it th e first ex p erim en tal evidence of th e
w ave-particle d u ality of m a tte r, b u t was also im p o rta n t for th e developm ent
of q u an tu m m echanics and th e Schrodinger equation.

2.2.1

B ra g g ’s law

T he diffraction of X -rays from crystalline solids was explained by W illiam
Law rence B ragg by describing th e solid as a series of parallel planes, an d
th e characteristic sp o ts observed o rig in atin g from po in ts of co n stru ctiv e in
terference of th e X -rays. A sim ilar tre a tm e n t can be perform ed for electron
diffraction, since th e electro n s’ de Broglie w avelength is com parable to th e
in terato m ic spacing, however an a lte rn a te th eo ry is described in Section 2.2.3
for scatterin g due to a surface.
As shown in F igure 2.4, depen d in g on th e angle of diffraction from th e
atom s in th e cry stal, th e p a th len g th difference betw een th e sc a tte re d waves
reflecting from different layers of th e cry stal can cause th e m to interfere
constructively (F igure 2-4a) or d estru ctiv ely (F igure 2.4b).
T h e p a th difference is given by iisin (0 ), w here
an d

6

d

is th e in terlayer spacing,

is th e angle su b ten d ed l^etween th e incident an d diffracted waves. In

th e case of F igure 2.4a, th e p a th len g th difference betw een th e two reflected
waves is an integer num ber of w avelengths (2A).
phase shift of

2 tt ,

T his is equivalent to a

and so th e tw o waves co n structively interfere. In co n trast,

in F ig m e 2.4b th e p a th difference is equal to one an d a half w avelengths, i.e.
a phase shift of tt, leading to d estru ctiv e interference.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of Bragg diffraction. The incident beams are shown
norm al to the lattice planes of the sample, as in LEED. Different angles of
the diffracted waves exhibit (a ) constructive and (b ) destructive interference,
depending on w hether the p ath difference (shown in green for constructive
and red for destructive interference. A is the wavelength of the incident beam.
d is the in-plane atomic spacing and 0 is the angle between the incident beam
and the atom ic layers.
The relation derived by Bragg for constructive interference between two
waves at norm al incidence was:

nX = dsiri(^)

( 2 . 1)

where n is an integer and A is the w'avelength of the incident wave.
It is clear from E quation 2.1 th a t some angles will lead to m axim a in
the diffracted beam intensity, but it should be noted th a t in the case of the
diagram, if only two atom s are involved, there will be a sm ooth transition
between m axim a and minima. In practice, the size of the electron beam in
LEED m eans th a t many atom s diffract the beam , mainly sharp peaks are

2.2. Low-energy electron diffraction
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observed, surrounded by areas of destructive interference. For this reason
LEED is an averaging technique.
Bragg diffraction (and hence LEED) does not directly measure real-space
atom ic distances. Instead, the distance between diffraction spots is inversely
proportional to the interatom ic spacing, d, and th e nX term is related to the
num ber of wavelengths th a t fit between atom s. Therefore, a LEED p attern
describes reciprocal space.

2.2.2

T h e reciprocal la ttic e

Reciprocal space effectively represents th e periodicity of a Bravais lattice.
This is ec|uivalent to performing a Fourier transform on a periodic function.
Consider a vector R. which represents the Bravais lattice, and a plane
wave

= cos(/\ ■f) + i sin(7\ • f) which has the same periodicity as the

Bravais lattice.
If their periodicities are equal, then for any point f:

^i K {f+R) _

^iK r ^iK R _

g i/f-r
^iK f

The set of vectors K which satisfy th e above relation describes the re
ciprocal lattice. It is also noted th a t the reciprocal lattice is itself a Bravais
lattice, and the reciprocal of the reciprocal lattice returns the original realspace lattice.

C h a p te r 2.
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For an infinite 3-diniensional la ttice, defined by its p rim itive vectors
th e reciprocal la ttice (a*,b*,c*) is defined as:

a* = 27t ^ ^ X c

^2 2)

a ■ {b X ^

9 = 27t^ ^ ^ ^

(2.3)

5 • (c X o)

-

^

a xh

,

c* = 27t^;— 2;— =r

,,

(2.4)

c - { a X b)

2.2.3

Surface diffraction

T he de Broglie w avelength of an electron, Ag is given by:

w here rrie an d Eg are th e ele c tro n ’s m ass and kinetic energy, respectively.
C onsider a beam of electrons im pinging on a 3-dim ensional crystal, as in
Section 2.2.1. For an incident electron w ith wave vector ko =

27 t / / ? A o ,

and

a sc a tte re d wave vector k — 2i:/hX, th e von Laue condition for co n stru ctiv e
interference sta te s th a t:

k — ko = Ghki = ha* + kb* + Ic*

(2.6)

i.e. Ghki is a vector of th e reciprocal lattice.*
O nly elastic scatterin g is considered, and so energy is conserved, i.e.
|/C()| = |A;|. As m entioned, th e m ean free p a th of electrons w ith in a cry stal
Note that the condition 2fco • G = \G\ reduces to the Bragg condition n \ = 2dsin(9)

2.2. Low-energy electron diffraction
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is small and so only the first few atomic layers play a role in the diffraction.
Therefore, there are no diffraction elements perpendicular to the surface, and
the lattice can be considered as a 2-dimensional series of rods extending from
the surface lattice points.
Following from this, the 2-dimensional simplification of Equation 2.6 and
the reciprocal lattice vectors become

f.2 0 _ i^2D ^

^

^

(2.7)
( 2 .8 )

(2.9)

where n is the surface normal unit vector.
A usefvd visualisation of the effect of Equation 2.7 is the Ewald sphere,
shown in Figure 2.5.
The Ewald sphere illustrates the points of constructive interference form
ed l)y the incident and diffracted electron waves.

The upper half of the

sphere can be considered as the hemispherical fluorescent screen of the LEED
apparatus, and from Figure 2.5b it is clear how a higher kinetic energy leads
to more LEED spots visible on the screen.

2.2.4

L ow -energy electro n diffraction ap p aratu s

The set-up for LEED is shown in Figure 2.6a.
Electrons are emitted from the electron gun by an accelerating voltage
V', and are diffracted by the sample. They then pass through a series of up
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Figure 2.5: The Ew ald sphere construction. The sphere has a radius |A-o|, and
because L E E D is perform ed using a beam of electrons im i^inging norm al to
the surface, by default the incident wave vector ka lies parallel to the vertical
00 rod. The spots (rods) are num bered by th e ir h k value. Points where the
rods cross the sphere coincide w ith the Laue co nd ition (E quation 2.7). (a)
Spots are then formed on the fluorescent L E E D screen at these points of
constructive interference, (b) at higher kin e tic energies, the E w ald sphere
radius increases and more rods cross the sphere, thus more L E E D spots
(green circles) are visible.
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Figure 2.6: ( a ) E xp erim e ntal apparatus for low energy electron d iffra ctio n ,
(b) L E E D p a tte rn recorded from the clean M o (llO ) surface at an energy of
142 eV. The p rim itiv e reciprocal la ttic e vectors

a*

and 5* are shown in w hite.

to four grids before co lliding w ith a fluorescent coating on the screen, where
lig h t is em itted.

The first and last grids are held at the groim d p o te n tia l
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to confine the field. The central grids are kept close to F at F ± SV, in
order to select only elastically scattered electrons. Finally, the electrons are
post-accelerated by a high voltage placed on the screen, in order to maximise
the efficiency of the fluorescence.
A LEED p a tte rn obtained from th e clean M o(llO ) surface is shown in
Figure 2.6b, showing the hexagonal reciprocal lattice representative of the
close-packed (110) surface of a body-centred cubic crystal.

2.3

Scanning tu n n elin g m icroscopy

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) was developed at IBM in the
1980s by Gerci Binnig and Heinrich Rolirer, however no introduction to scan
ning probe microscopy would be complete w ithout m entioning th e contribu
tion of Edw'ard H utchinson (Hutchie) Synge.
E H Synge was the nephew of playwright of John M illington Synge and
older brother of physicist John Lighten Synge, and he studied m athem atics
at (but (hd not graduate from) Trinity College Dublin. Becoming reclusive
after his time at TCD , it w^as not m itil after his death th a t his contributions
to what is now known as nanoscience were recognised. In correspondence
w ith Albert Einstein in 1928, Synge elaborated on his idea for a scanning
near-held optical microscope (SNOM) capable of optically imaging m aterials
w'ith sub-wavelength resolution by scanning th e ap ertu re over the surface,
making point-1 )y-point m easurem ents. U nfortunately for Hutchie, his ideas
were at least 50 years ahead of their time, w ith technology only catching up
with him after the development of piezoelectric m aterials to facilitate the
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scanning mechanism. However, this often-overlooked pioneer described quite
succinctly the technology which would later be used for SNOM and STM
today.

2.3.1

Q uantum tunneling

Imagine attem pting to throw a ball to a person on the other side of a wall.
R ather th an tossing it over th e wall, you hurl the ball directly at it, and
instead of bouncing off, it passes through to the other side unscathed. This
seems fantastic, but this is analogous to the process th a t occurs on the quan
tum scale, known as tunneling.
The tim e-independent Schrodinger equation describes the motion of a
particle’s (in this case an electron’s) wavefunction U’„{z) moving under the
influence of a potential U{z).

For simplicity, the one-dimensional case is

considered:
+

=

( 2 . 10 )

where h is the reduced P lanck’s constant, m is the mass of the electron, E
is its energy and

2

its position.

For a wave encountering the potential barrier U{z), as in Figure 2.7a,
there are three regimes to consider: (I) the travelhng wave before meeting
the barrier, where U{z < 0) = 0; (II) the wave inside the barrier, where
U{0 < z < W ) = U > E\ and (III) th e wave after encountering the l)arrier,
where U{z > W ) — 0. In the classical case, the w avefunction’s value in
regimes (II) and (III) would be equal to zero, however when one solves the
Schrodinger equation, two solutions are possible; a travelling wave where
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Figure 2.7: (a ) The general tunneling case through a one-dimensional po
tential barrier, (b) Schematic of the tim neling arrangem ent from the tip to
the sample through the vacuum barrier in an STM.
U{z) < E (regimes (I) and (III)) and an exponential decay w ithin the barrier
(regime (II)). We are only concerned w ith the la tte r of the two, as this is w hat
governs tunneling.

where

K

=

^ 2 m { U - E)
h

(2 . 11 )

Since the probability density is given by the square of the wave function and,
assuming there is a small bias V between the tip and sample, in order for
tum ieling to occur there m ust be a finite probability of finding an electron
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from z = 0 at z = W , thus:

2 „ - 2 kW

(2 .12)

If the bias is small, U{z) —E ^ (pM, the work fvmction of the sample. 0m gives
the minimum energy needed to bring electrons from the highest occupied
energy level (Fermi level, Ep, in m etals at T = 0 K) to the vacuum level.
The small bias also means th a t only electron states w ithin e V of Ef.- are
excited, thus tunneling is mainly by electrons near the Fermi Energy.
However, in order for tunneling to occur (assuming electrons are tum ieling
from tip to surface, as in Figure 2.7b) there nnist be em pty states of the
same energy in the surface for the electrons to tunnel into, therefore the
tunneling current is dependent on the density of states, as well as the num ber
of electrons between Ep — e V and Ep.

i.e.

|^/'n(0)| 2 g - 2 K H ’

/ oc

(2.13)

Ef-eV

By definition, summing the probability over an energy range, such as between
Ep — e and Ep, gives the num ber of states available in this energy range per
unit volume, i.e. the local density of states, Ps{z, E):
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Therefore the tunneling current is proportional to the local density of states
and a scaling factor which decays exponentially with the width of the gap,

/o c

^

(2.15)

Ps{z,

E f —eV

An elegant demonstration of the power of the exponential dependence arises
when considering typical physical parameters. Taking a value for the work
function of 0a/~'1€>V gives

k

~

1.025A \

If the difference between the

distance from the sample of the closest tip atom, di, and the second closest
atom, c/2 , is d2 —d\ ~ 1 A, then the ratio between the current flowing through
atom 1 to th at flowing through atom 2 is I1 /I 2 ~ 10, i.e. a tip atom only 1 A
closer to the surface collects 90% of the current flowing between the surface
and tip [54].
It is this exponential dependence of the tunneling current on the gap
width which gives the STM its high resolution: in the horizontal plane only
those atoms closest to the apex contribute significantly to tunneling; and in
the vertical direction, a small 1 A difference in height changes the current by
10 fold.

2.3.2

T h e scan n in g tu n n elin g m icroscop e

Binnig and Rohrer w^ere awarded the 1986 Nobel prize in Physics for their
invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The STM utilises
the phenomenon of quantum tmineling in order to visualise the electronic
and topological structvu'e of the surfaces of metals and semiconductors. The
apparatus consists of an extremely sharp needle or “tip” , the apex of which
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has a radius of curvature on the order of several nanometers, and is capable
of precise positioning and movement. This tip is brought extremely close to
the conducting sample, upon which a voltage bias is placed, and the tip is
rastered across the sample, recording the tunneling current at every point in
the raster scan.
The positioning apparatus usually makes use of the reverse piezoelec
tric effect. When a voltage is placed across a piezoelectric crystal it un
dergoes a deformation proportional to the voltage. This deformation is ex
tremely controllable and repeatable, allowing the tip to be positioned with
sub-nanometer precision.
The STM can be operated in two modes: constant-current and constantheight. The difference between these modes is illustrated in Figure 2.8. In
the constant-current mode, the tinmeling current is kept constant using an
electronic feedback loop, and the height is varied, thus causing the tip to map
out a convolution of the density of states and the topography of the surface.
The constant-height mode on the other hand scans the tip at a constant
height and records the varying tunneling current due to the corrugation and
make-up of the surface.
The latter of these two modes is considerably more “risky” , since the
roughness of the surface on the nanoscale is unknown before scanning, and
so it is inevitable th at the tip will come into contact with parts of the surface,
either changing the tip ’s structure and hence the scanned image, or ruining
the tip altogether. The advantage of constant-height over constant-current
is th at very high speed scanning is possible, since the constant-current mode
is limited by the response of the feedback system, however it is only suitable
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Feedback

loop

Current

Figure 2.8: (a) Tunneling in the constant-current mode. The dotted line
shows the path followed by the STM tip. Notice that the substituted atoms
shown in red exhibit a different apparent height to the blue surface atoms
due to their different local density of states, (b) STM tip operating in the
constant-height mode. The tip maintains a constant height over the surface
and records the current, shown by an orange glow. Again, the current due
to the substituted atoms is higher than the surrounding surface.
for atoniically-flat systems, and so all images presented in this thesis were
obtained in constant-current mode.

2.3.3

C reatec G m bH L T -STM

The low^-temperature STM (LT-STM) used in Chapters 3 and 5 for the Ceo
and M nClTPP work is a connnercial instrument from Createc GmbH, shown
in Figure 2.9, modified to accept “Omicron-style” sample plates. It consists
of independent analysis and preparation chambers, separated by a gate valve
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and each pum ped by their own ionisation pum p, and a differentially pum ped
load-lock w ith a turbom olecular pump. The preparation cham ber has a 4-axis
{x, y, z and 9) m anipulator with integrated electron-beam heater for sample
preparation and copper block for LEED m easurem ents and deposition, w ith
optional LN 2 cooling.
Ne* ion
sputterin g gun

L oad-lock with
differential pum ping

L N /L H e
C ryostat

(

O j input
leak v a lv e

STM
ch a m b er

/

/

r o u seplle
Tcipa /sam

Field e m is s io n /
e -b e a m hea tin g
for tip preparation

raLl

)

caroNSfil

S train -free
w in d ow for R A S

O rgan ic I
m olecu lar
sou rces ,
(r e m o v e d )
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ch a m tier

4 -a x is M anipulator
with e -b e a m h eater
I a n d c o p p e r block

e -b e a m
ev a p o ra to r
for m etal
d e p o sitio n

G a te v a lv e

P n eu m a tic
d a m p e rs

Figure 2.9: Photograph of the Createc LT-STM system, with its component
parts labelled.

Also integrated into the preparation cham ber are a Ne"^ ion sputtering
gun, m etallic and organic deposition sources, LEED optics, leak valve for gas
input and a tip preparation stage w ith field emission via a single-crystalline
Mo plate, and e-beam heating using a “V”-shape filament.
The analysis cham ber houses a tip /sam p le carousel and the STM head.
T he scanning head is cooled via a two-chamber cryostat com patible w ith
either liquid nitrogen or liquid helium.

The head used for m easurem ents

in this work was a Besocke-style design, however it has since been replaced
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by a Slider-type head (commissioning in progress). The tip is magnetically
mounted onto the scanning head in both designs, however the Slider scanner
allows up to 10 mm of movement in the ^-direction, while the Besocke only
perm itted 2-3 mm of vertical motion.
The entire chamber can be supported by four pneumatic dampers to me
chanically decouple it from its environment and reduce noise during scanning.

2.3.4

Omicron GmbH VT-STM
EA 125 Energy A nalyter

Analysis Cham ber

Preparation Cham ber

LEED Cam era

G ate Valve

Evaporator

STM Cham ber
Heater Assembly
W obble Stick

Figure 2.10; Photograph of the Omicron VT-STM system, with its compo
nent parts labelled [55].

The images of XiDPP in Chapter 4 were obtained using a variableteniperature scanner (VT-STM) from Omicron, shown in Figure 2.10 [55].
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Similar to the Createc system, it consists of separate preparation and anal
ysis chambers, and a fast entry load-lock, again with an ionisation pvnnp
on each of the main chambers and a tnrbomolecular pump attached to the
load-lock.
The preparation chamber is equipped with an Ar**^ ion sputter gun, a
manipulator with resistive sample heating and three molecular evaporators.
The analysis chamber houses another manipulator with direct and resistive
heating, a DAR 400 twin-anode X-ray source, an EA 125 energy analyser
for XPS, Omicron LEED optics and the Oniicron VT-STM head. In the
VT-STM, the sample is placed above the tij) with the surface facing down
and the tip facing up, in contrast to the Createc scanner.

2.3.5

Im age p rocessin g

D ata collected by an STM is in the form of an (X, 1", Z) maj) of height values,
i.e. for each of 512 x 512 points in the X - Y ' plane, the STM records the
height of the tip (Z). This is then represented by specialised software [56] as
a topographic image. Usually this image will include mechanical noise from
the environment, artefacts introduced by tip instability, piezo creep, etc. In
order to remove these artefacts, the image is processed by various techniques
such as plane subtraction, flattening, smoothing, reducing the Z-range, 2-D
fast Fourier transform filtering, drift correction, etc. Some treatm ents are
more radical than others. In this thesis ah original STM images have l)een
processed to some degree, the minimum being plane subtraction and Z-range
equalisation to enhance contrast, which is applied to all images, however none
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liave been corrected for tliernial drift or piezo creep. Any further processing
is noted in the relevant hgure caption.

2.4

X -ray absorption sp ectroscop y

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a technique for probing th e local
electronic structure of m aterials. Due to the need for a high signal-to-noise
ratio, high brilliance source, and tiniable frequency range, synchrotron X-ray
radiation is generally used to analyse th e small am ount of m aterial comprising
a molecular monolayer.
During an XAS m easurem ent, a m onochrom ated X-ray beam is tuned
to an energy range where core electrons of the sample can be excited and
passed through a sample. This excitation is observed as a loss in intensity
of the transm itted X-ray beam, and the difference in intensity between the
incident beam (/q) and transm itted beam {It) is expressed ais the absorption
coefftcient //,:

It = h e - ^ ^
. .

/X

_ - Hh/h)
X

where x is the thickness of the sample. W ith a constant sample thickness,
a plot of ^ vs. incident energy gives a “fingerprint” of the chemical nature
and electronic structure of the sample.
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Due to the complex nature of the interaction between the incident X-rays
and the crystal, the resulting XAS spectra exhibit several distinct features,
as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: A schematic XAS spectrum, with the main peak regions and
their sources highhghted [57].

Walther Kossel first explained the structure of X-ray absorption peaks as
due to electronic transitions to the first unoccupied molecular orbital above
the Fermi energy (chemical potential). In turn, these were named the “Kos
sel structure” , however the more usual name for this region today is the
absorption edge region.
The dominant feature of the spectrum produced by X-ray absorption is
the “rising edge” , which occurs at the core-level binding energy of the absorb-
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ing atoms, w ith some smaller “pre-edge” features present at lower energies.
M easurem ents of this are usually referred to as XANES (X-ray A bsorption
Near-Edge Structure) or NEXAFS (Near-edge X-ray A bsorption Fine Struc
ture). Mn 2p NEXAFS spectra are presented in C hapter 5 (Figure 5.7).
The oscillatory structure which can extend for hundreds of eV past the
absorption edge was explained by Ralph Kronig, who had earlier first pos
tulated the idea of electron spin.

This so-called “Kronig stru ctu re” was

attrib u te d to nniltiple scatterings of the excited electron by th e crystal la t
tice, and K ronig’s equation formed th e basis for m any early publications on
X-ray absorption, although his theoretical basis was som ewhat flawed. It was
not until the 1970s when Edw ard Stern and colleagues at the University of
W ashington and Boeing Scientific Research L aboratory teased out th e details
of the theory [58]. The m odern description for the high-energy stru ctu re is
EXAFS (Extended X-ray A bsorption Fine Structure).
At higher energies, scattering of the excited photo-electron from neighbom ing atom s gives rise to a hue stru ctu re (EXAFS) due to the constructive
and destructive interference of the excited and scattered electrons. W hen
NEXAFS (XANES) and EXAFS are combined, the overall technique is known
cis XAFS (X-ray absorption fine structure).
The edges are designated according to th e principal quantum num ber of
the core electron excited; n = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to th e K-, L- and M('dges, respectively. These transitions are shown schem atically in Figure 2.12
Since a photo-electron is excited into an unoccupied orbital or band,
XANES (NEXAFS) prim arily gives inform ation on the sam ple’s unoccupied
states in the presence of the core-hole induced by the initial excitation from
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram showing the designation of XAS transitions
according to their core energy level. K transitions are excited from the Is
state, L from the 2s and 2p, and M from the 3s, 3p and 3d states [59].
the core-level, and thus the final NEXAFS state can be thought of as a core
“exciton” .

2.5

X -ray p h otoem ission sp ectroscop y

Similar to XAS, X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) involves a colli
mated, monochromatic beam of X-rays incident on a sample, however in this
case, the kinetic energy and number of photoelectrons which escape the sur
face are measured. Due to the small mean free path of electrons in a material,
XPS is a surface-sensitive technique, as only electrons ejected from the top
1-10 nm of a sample can be detected.
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The photoelectric effect has a rich history, beginning w ith its discovery in
1887 by Heinrich Hertz, and its Nobel prize-winning explanation by A lbert
Einstein in 1905.

Several attem p ts were m ade to make use of photoelec

trons produced by X-rays, however it was only after W orld W ar II th a t Kai
Siegbahn developed the equipm ent necessary for high energy resolution ex
perim ents, and, together w ith engineers from Hewlett Packard, produced the
first commercial XPS instrum ent in 1969. His efforts to develop XPS into
a useful tool for science were recognised in 1981 when he shared the Nobel
prize in Physics.
An XPS spectrum is generally plotted as the num ber of electrons detected
vs. their binding energy

E b in d in g

dmg)-

E p h o fo n

(-E'fem efic “I” 0 )

where Ephoton is the photon energy of the X-rays incident on the sample,
Ekinetic is the kinetic energy of the electron as m easured by the instrum ent,
and 0 is the work function of the spectrom eter.
The relative binding energies of the electrons captured depend on their
atom ic orbitals, w ith core electrons having a higher Ebinding th an weaklybound outer-shell electrons, however the particular spectrum of energies
observed is characteristic of the element being analysed.

The num ber of

electrons counted at a particular elem ent’s characteristic energy is directly
proportional to the am ount of th a t element w ithin the area irradiated (when
a relative scaling factor is taken into account), and so XPS can give a quan
titative measure of a sam ple’s make-up.
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2.6

D en sity functional theory

Density functional theory (D FT) is an ab initio approach to the calculation
of m aterials’ properties on the atom ic scale, in th a t it is derived from first
principles w ithout assum ptions e.g. fitting param eters based on experim ental
evidence. However, due to its complex nature, certain justified simplifications
are made in order to allow calculations to be performed w ith a reasonable
speed.
To perfectly sim ulate th e properties of a m aterial, one nuist solve the
Schrodinger equation (E quation 2.16) for all the m aterial’s electrons and
nuclei. The H am iltonian for this system is given in Equation 2.17, with the
first two term s describing the kinetic energies of th e nuclei and electrons,
respectively, and the following term s th e internuclear, electron-electron and
nucleus-electron Coulomb interactions.

(2.16)

(2.17)

For N electrons and M nuclei, this leads to a non-separable p artial dif
ferential equation w ith 3 {M + N ) variables, which is obviously impossible to
solve in practice for all but the sim plest systems.
Instead, the Born-O ppenheim er (BO) approxim ation states th a t since
the ratio of the mass of a nucleon to th a t of an electron A/„/me ~ 1836,
nuclei move much slower th a n electrons, and so can be regarded as static;
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i.e. their kinetic energy term can be neglected. In this way, the molecular
wavefunction is split into an electronic and a nuclear term:

The BO H am iltonian for the electrons therefore becomes:

.-. H,30lpe{{Ea}\ { r j ) = £'e({^a})V^e({^a}; { ^ J )

(2.19)

i.e. the electronic dynamics are effectively decoupled from those of the nu
clei. The nuclear coordinates

enter the Schrodinger equation as external

param eters, not dynamic variables, thus greatly reducing the complexity of
the partial differential equation.
T he nuclear kinetic energy is then reintroduced into the Schrodinger equa
tion for the nuclear motion:

^ £ ,{{ ;? „ } ) - ^

where the eigenvalue

< /'n ({ 4 } ) =

(2.20)

is the to tal energy of th e molecule.

Implicit in the BO approxim ation is the idea th a t electrons which interact
w ith each other merely move in a fixed potential created by th e nuclei, and
th a t no electronic transitions occur as a result of th e (slow) nuclear motion.
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Unfortunately, even the decoupled equation is a very complicated interacting
many-body problem and still contains 3 N variables.
In 1927, just one year after the publication of the Schrodinger equation,
Douglas Hartree proposed a formalism to describe many electron systems.
In the Hartree approach, the many-body wavefvmction is replaced by the
product of the wavefunctions of the individual electrons:

■ -- f p N i r N )

Applying this wavefunction to Equation 2.19, and minimising the energy
while constraining the wavefunction to be normalised leads to the Hartree
equation:

thus reducing the problem to the solution of a single i)article e(iuation in an
effective potential, V^, which depends on the single particle orbitals. This
is the simplest case of a mean-field approximation to the electron-electron
interaction, and is solved using the self-consistent iteration method:
1. Guess starting orbitals
2. Calculate effective potential
3. Solve single particle equation
4. Recalculate effective potential from new' single particle orbitals
5. Iterate to self-consistency
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Unfortunately, in 1930, ,1. C. Slater and V. A. Fock pointed out that the
Hartree method did not conserve the antisymmetry of the wavefunction, and
so the more complex Hartree-Fock approximation was developed.
Taking an ansatz for I*!/) where the Slater determinant guarantees that
the Pauli principle is respected and the wavefunction is antisymmetric upon
particle exchange:

^i(n)Xi((7'i)

V^2(ri)x2((Ti)

pN{ri)xN{<yi)

■H^l[r2)Xl{(T2)

'lp2{r2)X2{(^2)

1pN{r2)XN{(^2)

0 i (5.')X i (^n )

^2(r7v)X2((7iv)

fpN{rN)XN{crN)

\/M

A similar treatment to that of Hartree leads to:

i

B

+ f(t'rn{f)Vea{r}
3

2 ^E ^XiXj

/

fd

3

/

D

where the the energy terms are identified as: A kinetic energy; B energy
due to the external potential; C the “Hartree” energy; and D the “exchange”
energy. This exchange energy term leads to a non-local potential that acts
on ipi at all r \ and gives rise to an integral-differential equation, which is
more computationally intensive to solve than the Hartree approximation.
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T he eigenvalues of

are Lagrange multipliers, and can be interpreted as

an approxim ation to the electron’s ionisation energy under the approxim ate
assum ption th a t the other orbitals are unaffected.
T he “H artree” term simplifies to:

Vn{r) =

where n{f ) =

/d V '

(2.22)

the full charge density. This realisation leads
i

to the fundam ental idea behind density functional theory. If the full wavefunction was used, the am ount of memory required to store it grows ex
ponentially w ith N . For example, if it were represented on a very rough
grid, w ith 3 points per degree of freedom, the amoiuit of memory scales as
roughly

IQi.sN, gQ

gQ electrons, ~ 1 0 '^ values would need to be

stored (for comparison, the num ber of baryons in the observable universe is
~10*°). Instead, in their seminal 1964 work Pierre Hohenberg and W alter
Kohn proposed th a t it is sufficient to avoid the full rnany-body wavefunction
and instead calculate the charge density n{f ) directly [60].

2.6.1

T he theorem s of H ohenberg and K ohn

Hohenberg and Kohn proposed two theorem s for any system of interacting
particles in an external potential [60]:
1. The external potential V^yx is uniquely determ ined by the ground state
particle density n (f); i.e. there cannot be two potentials th a t differ
by more th an a constant and th a t give rise to the same ground state
density.
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2. An energy functional E[n] exists, such th at the exact ground state
energy is given by the global minimum of E[n], and the ground state
density is the density th at minimises E["n\.

i.e.

E qs ~ niin [i?[n]] = mm F[n] -1- / d ^ rn(f^K xt(0
n

where

F[n] — min (4>| T +

|^)

(2.23)

A major consequence of the first theorem is that since the external po
tential dehnes the Hamiltonian, all properties of the system (including the
many-body wavefimction) are unicjuely determined by its ground state den
sity. The density functional F[n] is universal, in th at it depends only on
the type of interacting particles, not on the specific problem (\4xt)) how
ever the exact form of F[n] requires a constrained search over N electron
wavefuuctions, which is impractical.
Although some approximations for F[n] are known, these explicit func
tionals of the density are generally thought to be too crude to be very useful.
It is noted how'ever th at the group of Emily Carter in Princeton has recently
made some strides towards an orbital-free DFT based on the Thomas-Fermi
(equation [61], but this approach is still in its infancy. The more usual so
lution to the problem of the functional is to use the so-called Kohn-Sham
theory.
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2.6.2

K ohn-Sham theory

hi 1965, Walter Kohn and his colleague Lu Jeu Sham pul)lisheci a practical
method to calculate the density by solving a non-interacting Hartree-type
problem with the same ground state energy as the interacting system.
From Equation 2.23, the functional F[n] consists of a kinetic energy term
T and an electron-electron potential energy term Ke- These terms are given
below in Equation 2.24:

F[n] = ($Gs| - ^
'

+-^xcN
'

K inetic energy

'

Hartree energy Enin]

^
(2.24)

The Hartree energy is the largest part of the interaction energy and is known
exactly, while Exc[n] is the “exchange-correlation” energy, which contains
all interaction effects beyond the classical Hartree energy, and is expected to
be small.
The kinetic energy term is unknown, due to the non-local Laplacian op
erator. The kinetic energy of one system however, can be calculated exactly;
the case of non-interacting electrons. Therefore the kinetic energy can be ap
proximated by a hypothetical non-interacting system with the same density
as the interacting system, and the solution can be found by self-consistent
iteration.
This process can be succinctly shown by the following equations. The
original problem of the energy functional of the interacting system can be
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expressed as:

E[n] = To[n] + J d \ n { f )
where

(2.25)

Exc = Exc + {T[n] - To[n])

where 2o[?^] is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system with the same
density.
Similarly, the energy fimctional of the non-interacting system is given by:

Eo[n] = To[n] + J d ^ r n{f)Vefi{r^

(2.26)

and the effective potential Vpff is chosen so th at the density of the non
interacting system is equal to th at of the interacting one. Applying vari
ational theory to Equations 2.25 and 2.26 results in an expression for the
effective potential on the non-interacting system:

Veff[n(7-0] = Kxt(r1 + Vk[n(^] +

dn{r)

(2.27)

The ground state energy of the original interacting problem can now be
calculated by iteratively solving effectively single-particle equations (KohnSham equations):

= e„0„(f^
n(70 = 5 ^ 0 :(r)0 „ (rl
n,occ

(2.28)
(2.29)
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However, although its contribution is small, an expression for Exc['A

^till

missing. The Kohn-Sham equations are a technically exact method for de
termining the ground state of the system, and so the exchange-correlation
term is where the first approximation arises so far.
A common method used to calculate the exchange and correlation term
(and th at which is used in Chapter 3) is the local density approximation
(LDA):

£ ’xcW =
where

J

d^r n{f^ excin{f))

(2.30)

exc{n) = ex(n) -h €c(n)

and ex(^) is known exactly for the homogeneous interacting electron gas.
and the prefactors in ec(n) are calculated rumierically using quantum Monte
Carlo.
An alternative method is the generalised gradient approximation (GGA):

Ex c [ n ] = J d ^ r n { f ) e x c { n { f ) , V n { f ) )

(2.31)

Both the GGA and LDA have their strengths and weaknesses, e.g. with
the LDA, the geometry of molecules on surfaces tends to be well-described,
however their binding energies are underestimated. Similarly the GGA can
yield improvements in the binding energies over LDA, but can overcorrect
for the lattice constants in solids.
Further improvements can be made by including higher order gradient
terms, however at the expense of higher computational demand. The Perdew-
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Burke-Ernzerhof form ulation of the GGA [62] is used in C hapter 5 to optimise
the different molecular conformations.
Some of the most drastic advances in recent years have been th e devel
opm ent of D FT with van der W aals corrections included [63]. These come
in various flavours [64 68], each w ith its own strengths and weaknesses, and
some are advanced enough to be included in m ajor commercial D F T codes
such as VASP [69], however the open questions th a t rem ain promise to m ain
tain the vibrancy this held has shown in recent years.

2.6.3

B asis sets and p seu d o p o ten tia ls

In order to solve the Kohn-Sham equations (Equation 2.28), they m ust be
expanded in some i^asis set and solved as a linear eigenvalue problem, however
there are several choices for the basis set: plane waves, local orbitals, or
augm ented functions.
In general, valence orbital wavefunctions tend to have many oscillations
close to the atomic core, in order to m aintain orthogonality w ith cove states,
however this introduces many Foiu’ier components. A common m ethod to
alleviate this complexity is to replace them w ith a more simple pseudowavefunction which m atches the real wavefunction beyond a specific cut-off
radius, as can be seen in Figure 2.13, and can be represented by a small
num ber of plane waves.
Similarly, the Coulomb potential wells centred on the ionic cores are very
deep, and so it is connnon to use a sm ooth pseudopotential w ith th e same
scattering properties as the real potential.

In this work, the augm ented-
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Figure 2.13; Comparison of the 3s and 3p all-electron wavefunctions and
pseudo-wavefunctions calculated for Si using the Quantum Espresso package.
The pseudo-wavefunct ions are shown as dotted lines, and a cut-ofF radius of
2.2 a.u. was used.
plane-waves method is used with the projected augmented wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials [70] included in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP).
The construction of accurate, transferable, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials
could be the subject of an entire thesis in itself and so will not be descril>ed
in detail here.

2.6.4

M eth fessel-P axton sm earing

Since the Fermi level is the level of the highest occupied energy state of a
material, its position determines whether th at material is an insulator or
conductor. If the Fermi level falls inside a gap in the band structure, that
material is an insulator. This means th at the density of states smoothly goes
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to zero before the band gap, and its fc-integration does not cause problems
dining calculation. For conductors however, th e occupation at the Fermi level
is sharp, which makes integration and the use of plane-waves very difficult.
Increasing the num ber of k-points will cause the Fermi level to oscillate
around its exact value, however by allowing k-points to be partially occupied
(i.e. through smearing), a smaller num ber of k-points will yield an accurate
band structure.
A sym ptom of this oscillation is the so-called “charge sloshing” where, for
a small band-gap m aterial, the electrons may transfer from a filled energy
level to an unoccupied one during one iteration, however this switches the
ordering of the levels, and the electrons “slosh” back in the next iteration.
This can lead to calculations on small band-gap m aterials to converge slowly
or never converge at all.
To solve this problem, the occupancies of the levels are “sm eared o u t”
using Fermi statistics, sim ulating an artificial tem perature. In essence we are
calculating the integral over the filled p arts of the bands:

V' 7 ^

[

enfc0(enfe -

(2.32)

which, for a finite num ber of k-points, becomes

^ ^

(2.33)

k

where

Q { e „ k — /i)

is the Dirac step function (Figure 2.14a). The use of this

step function, however, slows down th e convergence, as it ab ru p tly

jum ps
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from 0 to 1 at the Fermi level, and so for metals, Q{e„k —/O is replaced by
a smooth function f{{^nk}) [71]. Using the so-called finite tem perature or
Gaussian method, 0 is replaced by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function:

(2.34)

where a is the ‘smearing’ energy, analogous to koT in Fermi-Dirac statistics
(Figure 2.14b). It should be noted th at this a is not a physical temperature,
despite the name ‘finite tem perature m ethod’. For a —>■0, / ^ 0 , and the
step function is recovered. However, this method gives a non-groundstate
energy, and so a should be chosen carefully.

(b)

(a)
0

Determined
by o

/

Figure 2.14: (a) The sharp Dirac step function 0 and (b) the smooth Gaus
sian function / . The width of the Gaussian fimction is determined by the
smearing energy a, and for a ^ 0, / -^ 0 .

The method of Methfessel and Paxton solves this problem by expanding
0 in a complete orthonormal set of Hermite fimctions, of order N, for which
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N = 0 recovers the G aussian approxim ation [72],
N

5{x) ^ D n =

A n H 2 ne~''^

(2.35)

n

where the step function 0 is recast by a delta function 5{x), and Djv can be
integrated to recover the approxim ation to the step function, and H 2 n are
tlie fjven-order Hermite polynomials.
The energy is then replaced by a generalised free energy functional F =
^ ~ Jink ^'k(7S{fnk), however the entropy term

'^k<yS{fnk) is very small

for reasonable values of a. The main drawbacks of the Methfessel and Pax
ton m ethod are th a t it can introduce unphysical negative occupations, and
increasing the order N introduces ex tra oscillations into the density of states,
which can mask the real features.
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C hapter 3
Cso on W 0 2 /W (1 1 0 ): Prom
S elf-A ssem b ly to P h a se
T ransitions and C harge S ta tes
M uch excitem ent in th e field of Ceo was based on th e p ro sp ects of using these
rem arkable m olecules for co n stru ctin g nano-electronic devices [14-20]. How
ever, 25 years have passed since th e discovery of Cgo an d these ex p ectatio n s
are yet to be fulfilled. T h e stab ility of such m olecular electronic devices is
one of th e ir m ain draw backs, an d n an o m ech an ical m otion can resu lt in th e
generation of noise in Coo-based devices [20]. A n a tu ra l ap p ro ach to con
s tru c tin g such devices is th ro u g h fram ew orks based on a m onolayer of Cgo
molecules.
In th is ch ap ter, by using STM , L E E D an d D F T calculations, we focus
on th e m olecular self-assem bly of Ceo on th e W 0 2 / W ( 110) surface in th e
subm onolayer to m onolayer regim es in o rd er to reveal th e conform ational
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behaviour of Cgo molecules. D FT is utilised to obtain inform ation about the
local density of states.
As the monolayer film is cooled from room tem perature down to 78 K, it
undergoes two phase transitions which are accom panied by several different
types of molecular movement. Close to the first phase transition at 259 K,
some molecules switch between at least two charge states, becoming alter
nately “bright” or “dark” as they gain or lose electrons. These states are
elucidated using system atic STM studies, and confirmed by D FT calcula
tions. The results of this work yield im portant inform ation on the electronic
and structural properties of Ceo molecules adsorbed on the W 0 2 / W ( 110 )
surface.

3.1

E x p erim en ta l d eta ils

All STM experim ents were perform ed using a commercial variable-tem perature STM (78-300 K) from Createc GmbH in an in an ultra-high-vacuum
(UHV) system consisting of an analysis cham ber (with a base pressure of
2X

m bar and a preparation cham ber (5 x 10“ ^* ml)ar). The STM tips

were fabricated from [001]-oriented 0.3 x 0.3 x 10 mm^ single-crystalline tung
sten bars by electrochemical etching in 2 M NaOH and cleaned in the UHV
cham ber by Ar''" ion bom bardm ent [73, 74]. T he voltage Kamp/e corresponds
to the sample bias w ith respect to the tip. No drift corrections have been
applied to any of the STM images presented in this paper, and all STM
images were recorded in the constant-current mode. The experim ents were
performed in the tem perature range of 78-300 K, while the switching phe-
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nonienon, over the time scale of the experiment, was observed in the tem
perature range of 220 260 K. The acquisition time of 10 ms per point was
used to measure the tirne-evolution of the distance between the STM tip
and the surface. All STM images were analysed using the software package
W'SxM [56],
A W (llO ) single crystal, prepared at the Institute of SoHd State Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, was used as the substrate. An atomicallyclean \V(110) surface was prepared by in situ annealing at 1900 K in an
oxygen atmosphere of 1 x 10“ ^ mbar, followed by a series of high tem perature
flashes at 2200 K. The sample was heated by electron beam bombardment
and tem peratures were measiu’ed using an optical pyrometer (Ircon UX20P,
emissivity 0.35). The clean \V(110) surface was verified by LEED and STM
l)efore oxidation. Once a clean surface was obtained, the sample was oxidised
at IGOOK in an oxygen atmosphere of 1 x 10“®mbar for 60 minutes. The
quality of the resulting oxide structvu'e was verified by LEED and STM before
the deposition of Ceo molecules.
Cgo (Aldrich Chemicals) was evaporated in the preparation chamber iso
lated from the STM chamber at a rate of about 0.2 ML (monolayer) per
minute from a deposition cell operated at a tem perature of approximately
TOOK. Before evaporation, the Ceo powder was degassed for about 8 hours
to remove water vapour. The total pressure during Ceo deposition was in the
1 X 10~‘*mbar range and the substrate was kept at room tem perature [46].
The W 02/W (110) surface was covered with monatomic steps and terraces
up to 50 nni in width. Oxide row's and monatomic steps were used to calibrate
the STM scanner in the variable tem perature experiments. The height from
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the su bstrate surface to the molecules’ centers was 5 A, as measured by STM
of the fullerene film thickness at the edges of the closed Cfjo layer.
In order to determ ine which p a rt of the static and spinning Ceo molecules
face the W 02/W (110) surface, density functional theory (D FT) sinmlations
of the partial charge distribution of electron states were perform ed in col
laboration w ith Dr Olaf Liibben, whose work and expertise are gratefully
appreciated and acknowledged. Density of states (DOS) calculations were
perform ed using the Vienna Ab initio Sim ulation Package (VASP) program.
VASP im plem ents a projected augm ented basis set (PAW) [70] and peri
odic boundary conditions. The electron exchange and correlation was sim
ulated by local density approxim ation (DFT-LDA) pseudopotentials with
a Ceperley-Alder exchange-correlation density fmictional [75]. A F-centred
( 2 x 2 x 1 ) k-point grid was used for all calculations to sample the Brillouin
zone. T he applied energy cut-off was 400 eV. The global break condition for
the electronic self-consistent loops was set to a to tal energy change of less
than 1

X

10“ ^ eV. For the DOS a sm earing of 0.2 eV was applied using the

M ethfessel-Paxton m ethod [72].

3.2

Ceo

The fabrication of complex organic molecular structures on technologically
im portant substrates held together by weak and reversible van der Waals
interactions, hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions has been a muchinvestigated topic in the past ten years [9-11, 76-82]. This controlled selfassembly of organic nanostructures offers a num ber of powerful approaches
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for the development of organic molecule-based devices, which possess func
tions such as rectifying, switching and sensing [10, 11, 15, 76-81, 83, 84],
Fullerenes in particular have attra cted considerable atten tio n in recent
years due to their potential in surface chemistry and nanotem plating [84],
non-linear optics [84, 85], single-molecule transistors [15, 20], and especially
molecular electronics because of their tuneable electronic properties, resulting
in superconducting or sem iconducting behaviour [15, 86, 87].
T he form ation and characterisation of fullerene adlayers on surfaces are of
great interest from the fundam ental and technological points of view because
they provide valuable inform ation about molecular interactions and can lead
to potential applications in existing technologies.
T he study of these surface-supported systems is im portant for future de
velopments in molecular electronics, since they represent promising m aterials
for applications in advanced nanopatterning, surface tem plating, molecular
d ata storage, solar cells, sensors/m olecular recognition and functional sur
faces [14, 15, 20, 22, 84 88].
Of particular interest are the natu re of the bonding between the fullerene
molecules and the substrate, as reflected in the electronic charge d istrib u 
tion and their geometric configuration at the interface, and th e dynam ics of
electron-hole transfer between the molecule and th e m etal or semiconduc
tor surface. This inform ation can be obtained by using a com bination of
scanning tunneling microscopy and theory (STM and D FT).
STM is a highly local technique th a t has become a powerful tool for
studying the adsorption geom etry and the conform ation and dynam ics of sin
gle organic molecules and molecular assemblies on conducting su b strates [9-
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11, 76-82], Over the last decade STM has been used intensively for the study
of Ceo self-assembled layers on a variety of metal [18, 24 37] and semicon
ductor [22, 38-42] surfaces.
On most surfaces fullerene molecules self-assemble into close-packed mono
layers with a hexagonal or quasi-hexagonal structure and a molecule-molecule
separation close to 1 nm, as observed in bulk Ceo [18, 22, 24-27, 29-39, 42, 89],
In some cases the formation of a Cgo monolayer leads to an adsorbate-induced
reconstruction of the substrate [25, 30-37],
Surprisingly, only few studies of Ceo on metal oxide surfaces have been
performed to this end [43-45], This is despite the fact that metal oxide sur
faces and thin films have many potential applications in existing technolo
gies [90-93] and may be used as nanostructured temj^lates with preformed
surface patterns [94-97] for molecular self-assembly.
The choice to study the combination of Ceo and \\"02/W (110) in this
work was motivated in part by the expertise present in the research group.
Dr Kevin Radican had recently described the W 02/W (110) surface in de
tail [94], and the width of the oxide nanorows (~2.5nni) was expected to
lead to some interesting templating behaviour of adsorbates. Similarly, Dr
Sergey Krasnikov joined the group and brought with him vast experience
on molecular self assembly, and so Ceo was chosen as a test molecule about
which a large amount was known from the literature. It was expected that
Ceo’s dynamic behaviour could be explored by controlling the tem perature,
which could give insights into fundamental physical processes.
Ceo has been well studied on many metal surfaces, and some common
properties and differences can be derived from past research. Arguably the
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most studied Cgo/metal system is Ceo on C u ( l l l ) [37, 98-102]. The C u ( l l l )
lattice and th a t of solid Ceo have only a small 2% lattice m ism atch, making
the substrate ideal for the growth of films. D etailed theoretical calculations
show th a t the most stable adsorption site on C u ( l l l ) is the so-called “hep”
hollow site, w'ith the hexagon facing down (h-orientation, see below) [99, 100].
However the hep (h-orientation), fee (p-orientation, pentagon facing down)
and bridge (h or p) sites of the close-packed surface are very close in energy,
leading to a very high Ceo niobility when the molecules have rotational and
translational m otion [98]. This leads to a hexagonal close-packed monolayer
formed on the surface [101, 102].
Upon the form ation of a monolayer, the Cu surface is reconstructed, with
the Cu Cu bonds closest to the Ceo’s b ottom hexagon elongating and forming
a nanopit. In tu rn the short and long C -C bonds of th e bottom hexagon
extend by 3% and 2%, respectively [98]. This assembly is accompanied by
a charge transfer of 1.5 2 electrons/Ceo from the surface to th e molecules as
measm’ed by XEXAFS [103, 104].
Interestingly, when a monolayer of Ceo is deposited on a th in layer of
Cu, the sheet resistance of the system is decreased, however when deposited
on a thick Cu layer, its sheet resistance is increased [105]. The explanation
for this is th a t the thick Cu is a good conductor, and the presence of the
m olecule/m etal interface introduced extra scattering processes, causing the
conductance to suffer.
Gardener et al. have studied the dynam ics of a monolayer of Ceo on the
noble A u ( lll ) surface [25]. They observed th a t some molecules appeared
darker than others in the monolayer, and the am ount of dark molecules
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appeared to be correlated to the registry of the overlayer with the substrate.
Figure 3.1a shows a characteristic image of a quasi-periodic domain. The
two bright features highlighted by arrows show the 22 x y/Z “herringbone’'
reconstruction underneath the Ceo layer, however these two isolated regions
are all that remain of the original 22 x \/3 structure, indicating that the Ceo
layer has lifted the reconstruction over the majority of the surface.

1

1

Figure 3.1: Room temperature STM of Cgo monolayer domains on the
A u (lll) surface, (a) Quasi-periodic domain of bright and dim Cfjo. with
two “herringbone” features indicated by arrows, emphasising that this re
construction has been lifted over the rest of the surface, (b) Several different
Ceo domains, with their primary axes indicated by black lines, showing that
the only obvious difference between them is their orientation [25].
Figure 3.1b illustrates several different domains A — D within a post
annealed Ceo monolayer on the A u (lll) surface. These domains are char
acterised by the arrangement of “dim” Ceo molecules which have a lower
apparent height than other Ceo- D shows a domain with a uniform appar
ent height, whereas domains A and B exhibit the so-called quasi-periodic
structure of dim Ceo molecules, and C demonstrates a disordered structure.
The fundamental difference between these domains is the angle made be
tween the primary directions of the Ceo overlayer and the crystallographic
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directions of the substrate, as indicated by sohd black hnes in Figure 3.1b.
C and D are aligned along the [112] direction of the A u (lll) surface, imply
ing a strong correlation between the uniform and disordered regions of the
monolayer, whereas A and B are offset by an angle of 16° from this direction.
This is indicative of a 7 x 7 R14° superstructure for these domains, as shown
in Figure 3.2, where every seventh Ceo molecule occupies the same Au lattice
site, giving rise to the quasi-periodicity observed in A and B.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of the 7 x 7 R14° superstructure of Ceo on A u (lll)
proposed to explain the qiiasi-periodic structure of domains A and B [25].
The apparent height differences between individual molecules in each do
main exhibit a dynamic behaviour, with many molecules switching between
high, medium and low states. This switching has been attributed to charge
transfer occurring between the Ceo molecules and the Au substrate, with such
transfer acconnnodated by nanopits forming via substrate reconstruction.
Early work on Ceo adsorption on A g (lll) disagreed on its binding and
absorption sites, with the group of Eric Altman proposing the p-orientation
Cfio on the on-top site [106, 107], and Takayasu Sakurai showing the favoured
adsorption as the h-orientation on the hollow site [101]. Time has borne out
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the la tte r interpretation, with numerous theoretical [98] and experim ental
works [108-110] and confirming th a t the hollow site model has the lowest
energy, however w ith some dynam ical behaviour observed by STM [108].
Similar to the case on A u ( lll ) , Ceo causes the A g ( lll) surface recon
struction to change position over tim e [108-110]. This is represented as an
apparent contrast between some Cgo- Such contrast is observed to switch
over tim e in a correlated fashion at room tem perature. This behaviour is
explained by the mass transport of Ag atom s along the surface, i.e. at one
point Ceo will be sitting on-top of a Ag atom , and during the next scan the
surface atom s have shifted and it will be sitting in a hollow site. A lthough the
hollow site has the lowest energy, the on-top site w ith the hexagon-hexagon
C~C bond (h-h) facing the substrate is only slightly higher in energy, and
from the tem perature dependence of th e switching rate, an energy barrier of
0.84 eV has been derived between the tw’o states [108].
This dynam ical behaviour on noble m etal surfaces is w ell-understood and
indeed a recent study asserted th a t it appears th a t “interface reconstruction
of close-packed m etal surfaces induced by large-molecule C 50 adsorption is
the rule rath er than the exception” [110], however as will be show'u in Sec
tion 3.6, the results on W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) do not support su b strate reconstruction,
instead the u ltrath in O - W - 0 trilayer decouples the Ceo organic layer from
the metallic substrate, allowing the charge-states to have a finite lifetime
w ithout the need for surface reconstruction.
In contrast to the high-mobility, van der W aals-bound system s discussed
so far, when deposited on P t ( l l l ) , Ceo is very strongly bound and immo
bile [111]. A t room tem perature (300K), the P t surface catalyses the poly-
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inerisation of the Ceo, and at higher tem peratures (~ 1050K ) the molecules
decompose [112], Similarly on P t(llO ), there is a strong interaction with
the surface, w ith Ceo lifting the so-called “missing-row” reconstruction, and
forming a dum bbell-shaped nanowire array above TOOK [113]. Decomposi
tion is also observed on N i(llO ) w ith a carbon layer formed at ab o u t 760K,
transform ing into graphitic carbon at higher tem peratures [37, 111, 114].
On sem iconductor siu'faces the molecules can be even more strongly bound,
however studies of Cgo on Si(001)-(2 x 1) and S i( lll) - ( 7 x 7) show only physisorption until the systems are annealed up to 670 K, at which tem pera
tures strong covalent bonds are formed [115-117]. Decomposition to SiC is
observed w'hen the tem perature is increased above 1000 K.
Xakaya et al. [22] have dem onstrated d a ta storage on the molecular scale
using a trilayer of Coo molecules prepared on th e passivated A g /S i( lll) \/3

X \/3

R30° substrate. By controlling the bias voltage of the STM tip,

it was shown th a t the Ceo hi the overlayers could be induced to form dimer
and trinier structures, which were visible as dark depressions in the formerly
pristine close-packed structure of the film (Figure 3.3).
It was also shown th a t the induced depressions could be repaired by puls
ing w ith a bias voltage of opposite polarity, and the process could be repeated
m ultiple times w ith no adverse effects on the Ceo molecules (Figure 3.4).
Finally, the few studies of Ceo on m etal oxides th u s far have focussed
on either SrT i()2 [43] or T i02 [44, 45].

On T i02(110), Ceo grows in an

island fashion, w ith each Ceo bridging a groove between two oxygen rows [44].
A lthough the rutile T i02 surface is inherently defective, the Ceo overlayer
is (juite free of defects, indicating a stronger m olecule-molecule interaction
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Dimer
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nB o u n d C

Trimer

O0O
Side view

5 nm

Figure 3.3: (a) Pristine Ceo trilayer on A g /S i( lll) - \/3 x \/3 R30°. (b ) After
scanning the tip along the dotted line at 60 nm
w ith a sample bias of
—3.5 V, a dark line of bound Ceo is formed, (c) Schematic of dim er and
trim er form ation [22].

3 nm

Writing

Erasing

Rewriting

Figure 3.4: STM of Ceo trilayer showing single-molecular w riting (a ) to (b ),
erasing ( b ) to (c) and rew riting (c) to (d ) [22].
th an the m olecule-substrate interaction, w ith images of isolated molecules
very rare.
In summary, Ceo has been widely studied on a range of m etal, semicon
ductor and m etal oxide surfaces, several of which show an apparent contrast
between some molecules, a ttrib u te d to either surface reconstruction or molec
ular polym erisation, however it will be shown in the following sections th a t
the contrast observed on W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) cannot be a ttrib u te d to either of these
explanations, and instead is due to charge transfer to the Ceo niolecules.
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P o ssib le Ceo orien ta tio n s

A lthough Ceo is a spherical molecule, it is not completely sym m etric, in th a t
it has discrete faces, bonds and atom s, and so when it is deposited onto
a surface, five different high-sym m etry orientations are possible, as shown
in Figure 3.5. W hen the 6 or 5 atom s in either a hexagonal or pentagonal
face of the molecule is directed tow ards the surface, th a t orientation will be
designated h or p, respectively. Similarly two atom s can form either the
border between two hexagons (h -h ) or a hexagon and a pentagon (h -p ).
Finally, each of the Cco’s 60 carbon atom s are identical, so if the molecule
faces the surface by a single atom it is designated s.

The final panel in

Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between the faces and bonds in one half of
the Cqo molecule.

3.3

W 0 2 /W (1 1 0 )

The liigh-teniperature oxidation of W (llO ) results in the form ation of a thin,
strained-com m ensurate W()2(010) stru ctu re at th e surface [94]. A typical
STM image and a LEED p a tte rn taken from the W 02/W (110) surface are
shown in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b, respectively.
\V02(010) has an O W O trilayer stru ctu re and forms well-ordered ox
ide nanorows separated by 2.5 nm on the surface (Figure 3.6a). These rows
appear as bright regions w ith dark depressions in between. The atom ic stru c
ture of the W O 2 overlayer is shown in Figure 3.7. T he trilayer stru ctu re can
be clearly seen in the side view schematic, looking along the [001] direction
of the substrate.
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h-h

h-p

Figure 3.5: The high-sym m etry orientations of Ceo are shown, and are la
belled according to the p a rt of th e molecule which is facing up; h hexagon,
p pentagon, s single atom , h —h bond between two hexagons, h —p bond be
tween a hexagon and a pentagon. The sixth panel shows all th e bonds and
faces colour coded; p red, h blue, h-h yellow, h-p green.
T he LEED p attern (Figure 3.6b) shows characteristic satellite spots around
each prim ary W (llO ) spot, representing two equivalent overlayer domains on
the surface. The W O 2 nanorows follow either the [337] or the [337] directions
of the W (llO ) su bstrate depending on th e dom ain [94], The W O 2 overlayer
has an oblique unit cell w ith vectors a = 2.5 nm and b = 1.3 nm, as ob
tained by STM and confirmed by LEED, shown on Figure 3.6a as a green
parallelogram.
The presence of oxide nanorows can influence the growth of a Ceo molec
ular overlayer, and so the W 0 2 /W ( 1 1 0 ) surface has been chosen as an inter
esting nanostructured tem plate for their self-assembly.
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(h)

Figure 3.6: (a) Low -tem perature STM image of the W 02/W (110) surface:
ysample = —0.06 V, It = O.lOuA, sizc 6.5 nm x 6.5 nm, 78 K. The green
parallelogram shows the oxide’s oblique unit cell w ith dimensions a = 2.5 nm
and b = 1.3 nm. (b ) LEED p attern from the W 02/W (110) surface, acquired
at a prim ary beam energy of 70 eV

3.4

G row th and topograph y o f th e Cgo film

At a very low coverage (0.2 ML), Ceo molecules s ta rt imcleating at the inner
step edges of the W 02/W (110) surface (see Figure 3.8a), which provides
evidence for a weak m olecule-substrate interaction and for the diffusion of
the molecules on the surface at room tem perature. Ceo molecules appear
as bright protrusions in the STM images and decorate the su b strate ’s inner
step edges, forming molecular chains. The tungsten oxide nanorows of the
underlying su bstrate are also visible (Figure 3.8a).
At interm ediate coverages (0.4-0.7 ML), Ceo molecules self-assemble at
room tem perature into compact two-dimensional islands w ith a hexagonal
close packed structiu'e (see Figure 3.8b). T he Ceo molecular layer is incom
m ensurate with the W 02/W (110) substrate.

However, th e growth of the

Ceo overlayer starts from the su b stra te ’s inner step edges, which follow the
[111] direction on the surface.

This behaviour causes one of the prim ary
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If

Figure 3.7: Top and side view of th e W 02/W (110) surface. Red atom s
indicate oxygen, w ith the large atom s forming the topm ost layer. Blue atom s
represent the tungsten sandwiched in the W O 2 trilayer, and grey atom s make
up the W (llO ) surface. T he side view is looking along the [001] direction
of the W (llO ) surface, parallel to the W W short bonds in the oxide. The
green parallelogram highlights the unit cell of one nanorow.
directions of the molecular layer to coincide w ith the [111] direction of the
W 02/W (110) surface. This is a clear indication th a t the su b strate plays a
certain role in the adsorption and arrangem ent of the molecules. The angle
between this direction of the Ceo layer and the [337] direction of the oxide
nanorows is equal to 23°.
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Figure 3.8: (a ) Low -tem perature STM images acquired after the deposition
of 0.2 ML and (b ) 0.5 ML of Cgo molecules onto the W 02/W (110) surface, (a)
^sample = 1 0 V, If — O.lOnA, size 76 nm x 76 nm, 78 K. (b) Vsampie = 1-0 V,
If = O.lOnA, size 200nm x 200nm, 7 8 K.
The interm olecular bonding th a t occurs through the Ceo 7r-electron sys
tem appears to be stronger than the m olecule-substrate interaction, leading
to the form ation of such com pact islands. This is confirmed by the fact th a t
there are no single Ceo molecules adsorbed in th e middle of su b strate te r
races after deposition, indicating a high m obility of the individual molecules
on the surface at room tem perature. Furtherm ore, each W 02/W (110) sub
stra te terrace is covered with a single molecular dom ain, w ith terrace w idths
of up to 40 mil, and dom ain bom idaries are rarely observed. The distribution
of the C’eo among the substrate terraces is not homogeneous at this coverage
some terraces have almost no Ceo- This indicates th a t Ceo molecules can
easily cross su bstrate step edges while moving on the surface as a result of
inter-terrace diffusion.
At approxim ately 1 ML coverage, the molecules form large domains whose
w idth is hm ited only by the w idth of the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) su b strate terraces.
One molecular monolayer is defined as the case in which the su b strate is
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completely covered by molecules such th a t if one further molecule is added,
it will have no direct contact w ith the su b strate and will form a second layer.
For the Ceo monolayer on the W 02/W (110) surface, the molecular packing
density is 1.25 Ceo molecules per Inm ^.

Figure 3.9: Kamp/e = —1-5V, It = 0.13 nA, size 15.4 nm x 15.4 nm. The luiit
cell of the Ceo lattice is shown in black and has the following param eters:
the unit cell vectors are each equal to 0.95 ± 0.05 nm, and the angle between
them is 60.0 ± 0.5°. This image has been sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m atrix to
remove mechanical noise.

T he unit cell of the Ceo lattice (shown in black in Figure 3.9) contains a
single Ceo molecule and its unit cell vectors are each equal to 0.95 ± 0.05 nm,
w ith an angle between them of 60.0 ± 0.5°, forming a hexagonal close-packed
structure. T he interm olecular separation w ithin the overlayer is very close to
the natu ral molecule-molecule distance of 1 nm observed in bulk Ceo crystals.
The form ation of ordered domains of such an extent and the Ceo-Ceo separa
tion further indicate the presence of a significant interm olecular interaction,
as well as a low diffusion barrier for th e molecules on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) sur
face at room tem perature. Thus, Ceo molecules are physisorbed on this sur-
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face and a weak niolecule-substrate interaction occurs through the molecular
TT-electron system.
At some voltage biases, the Ceo molecules on the W 02/W (110) surface
show a significant difference in apparent height (see Figure 3.10a), which can
be a reflection of local electronic and/or topographic variations.

Figure 3.10; (a) STM image of Cgo on the \V02/\V(110) surface, showing
chains of the ‘dim ’ molecules, which occupy the grooves between the oxide
nanorows of the W 02/W (110) surface; Vsampie = —0.7 V, It - 0.3 nA, size
15.6 nm x 15.6 nni. Dotted lines separated by 2.5 nm indicate the [337] di
rection of the nanorows. (b) A line profile (along the dashed line in (a)
indicating the height difference between the ‘bright’ and ‘dim’ Ceo across the
nanorows.
These so called ‘bright’ and ‘dim’ molecules have been previously ob
served by STM on a variety of surfaces and are often attributed to Ceo*
induced substrate reconstructions [25, 30-37]. Such surface reconstructions
can lead to two topographically different Ceo adsorption sites, where ‘dim’
Ceo molecules are sunk into nanopits of the reconstructed substrate, and
are lower in height than ‘bright’ ones. Other explanations suggest that this
apparent height difference is due to electronic and molecular orientation ef
fects [106, 118].

From Figure 3.10a it is clearly seen th at the ‘dim ’ Ceo
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molecules on the W 0 2 / W ( 110 ) are arranged in dark chain-like structures.
The distance between these chains is equal to 2.5 nm as observed by STM.
From STM images it is clear th a t th e ‘dim ’ Ceo molecules follow the oxide
nanorows of the substrate and are adsorbed between them . The nanostruc
tured W 02/W (110) surface exhibits grooves separated by 2 .5 nm [94], which
are seen as dark depressions in the STM image (Figure 3.6a). The ‘dim ’ Ceo
molecules observed in Figure 3.10a occupy these grooves, and are situated
slightly lower th an the others (‘brig h t’ Ceo)- The line prohle shown in Fig
ure 3.10b indicates th a t the height difference between the ‘b rig h t’ and ’dim '
Ceo molecules is equal to approxim ately 0.6 A. The same value of corruga
tion was observed for oxide nanorows forming the W 0 2 / W ( 110 ) surface [91],
indicating th a t such an apparent height difference l)etween Ceo molecules is
due to the substrate topography.
Furtherm ore, a similar apparent height difference in the range of 0.1

1.0 A, a ttrib u te d to an adsorbate-induced reconstruction of the substrate,
has been observed between ‘bright’ and ‘dim ’ Cgo molecules on other sur
faces and was explained by an adsorbate-induced reconstruction of the sub
strate [25, 30, 33-35].

However, there is also the possibility of a slightly

different interaction between the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface and the electron or
bitals of the ‘dim ’ Ceo molecules, caused by their specific arrangem ent on the
surface, which results in proxim ity of th e molecule to the W layer.
Low -tem perature STM of Ceo molecules perform ed at 78 K dem onstrates
well-resolved molecular orbitals w ithin individual molecules. It was not pos
sible to resolve these orbitals by perform ing STM at room tem perature. This
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Figure 3.11: Low -tem perature STM image of Ceo on the W 02/W (110)
surface, showing th a t most of the Ceo molecules have the same orbital
appearance, and hence the same orientation on the su b strate at 78 K:
Vsmnpie = 0.9 V, It = 0.70 nA, size 10 nm x 10 nm, 78 K. The unit ceh of
the C(io overlayer is shown in black.
is due to movement (rotation) of the molecules w ithin the layer at this tem 
perature. and will l>e discussed further in the following Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
At 78 K however, most of the molecules in the complete Ceo monolayer on
the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface exhibit the same internal stucture, and are rotated
api^roxiniately in the same direction due to interactions w ith the substrate
and the suppression of molecular movement a t such a low tem perature. This
is shown in Figure 3.11 by the ordered molecular orbitals (lobes) of individ
ual Ceo- The molecules appear on the STM image as spheres composed of
three ‘stripes' (molecular lobes), suggesting th a t the same p a rt of each Ceo
molecule is facing the substrate. The similar appearance of most of the Ceo
on the W 0 2 / W ( 110 ) surface indicates th a t th e m olecule-substrate interac
tion is strong enough to align the molecules at low tem perature, when their
movement is suppressed.
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Similar parallel orientation of Cgo molecules has been previously observed

on certain other surfaces by low -tem perature STM [28, 30, 33, 34, 89]. It is
noted th a t STM images exhibiting three molecular lobes w ithin an individ
ual Ceo molecule have been acquired at a sample bias in the range from
0.7-1.0V (0.9V in Figure 3.11). At such a voltage, electron tim neling oc
curs into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of Coo, niaking
the LUMO responsible for the ‘th ree-strip e’ appearance of Ceo molecules
on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface. Ceo molecules exhibiting three ‘stripes' have
been previously observed by STM on different m etal and sem iconductor sur
faces [25, 31, 32, 41, 119, 120].

In m ost of these cases the proposed Ceo

orientation was the one in which the carbon-carbon bond th a t forms the
border between two adjacent hexagons of Ceo (h h bond) is parallel to the
substrate [31, 32, 41, 119, 120].

3.5

R o ta tio n a l tra n sitio n s in th e C gq th in film

The study of phase transitions in two-dimensional (2D) system s is an active
area of research due to their potential applications, such as improving the
perform ance of liquid crystal opto-electronic devices [121] and high-Tc su
perconductors [122, 123], and determ ining th e therm odynam ic properties of
nanoparticles [124]; and also due to the fundam ental physics at play such
as the crystal structure of novel interm etallic com pounds [125]. There are
m ajor differences between phase transitions in 2D and 3D system s [12G-129].
For example, melting in 3D crystals is always a first order transition, whereas
in 2D system s this is not necessarily th e case.
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In the close-packed, two-dimensional layer of Ceo molecules, individual
molecules are weakly bonded to their nearest neighbors. If each molecule
in such a monolayer could be addressed individually, this could provide the
basis for a device w ith an ultra-high element density. T he properties of such
devices are determ ined by the behavior of b o th th e individual molecules and
the Cfio layer as a whole.
The unique properties of fullerenes and fullerene-based com pounds re
sult from the structure and shape of the Ceo molecule. T he sym m etry of
the molecule and its deviations from a uniform spherical shape give it rota
tional degrees of freedom, which often determ ine the physical properties of
C’eo compounds, C6o-l)ased chisters, 2D layers and the 3D crystal. At room
tem perature. Ceo molecules arranged in a face-centred cubic lattice (FCC)
undergo raj:)id rotation around their centers of mass. T he typical tim e for a
single molecular rotation is in the range of 3 picoseconds [130].
Below 259 K, however, ordering occurs, resulting in a change of space
group synm ietry from FCC to simple cubic [131-133]. N eutron scattering
studies [132. 134] have shown th a t between 90 K and 259 K, Ceo molecules
in the 3D crystal shuffle between two nearly degenerate orientations, which
dift'er in energy by llm e V .

The orientations are separated by an energy

barrier of 290 meV [135, 136].
There is a glassy transition in the 3D crystal at 90 K, resulting from a
freezing of the molecules’ hopping between the two orientations [137]. The
relaxation time is estim ated to be about 1 day at 90 K [138, 139]. T he relax
ation process around the glassy transition can be fitted by a non-exponential
fmiction exp{ —(t/r)^ } [137], where P = 0.94 [139]. The deviation of the
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relaxation dependency from a simple exponential {f3 — 1) curve provides
evidence for significant interaction between the molecules.
The rotational phase transition in an 80 nni, single-crystalline Ceo hhn de
posited on G a A s (lll) has been previously studied by X-ray diffraction [140],
T he results of these m easurem ents reveal an anom aly in the lattice param e
ter at the phase transition tem perature Tc = 240 K, 19 K below th a t of the
bulk Ceo crystal. This difference was attrib u te d to a strain effect in the Ceo
film introduced by the substrate.
Mean field theory has been used to model the interactions of solid C(;o.
both at the surface of the crystal and in th e bulk, and these calcTilations have
been confirmed by experim ental results. In solid Ceo, melting of the orien
tational order starts from the top layer of the surface. Lu et al. [138] and
Lamoen and Michel [141] have each modelled the interactions in bulk C 50
using m ean field techniques, and were able to reproduce the experim entallyobserved crystal symmetries, including the phase transition from a lowtem perature simple cubic structure to a disordered face-centred cubic struc
ture at 260 K.
Passerone and T osatti [142], and Laforge et al. [143] later built upon these
models to describe the rotational surface disordering phase transition for the
( 111 ) surface of solid Ceo, for which three separate phases are predicted and
observed. Below 150 K, the surface has (2 x 2) symmetry. Three molecules in
the surface (2 x 2) unit cell have only a twofold axis norm al to th e surface. The
fourth, more frustrated molecule has instead its threefold axis norm al to the
surface. Between 150K and 230 K, the surface sym m etry is still (2 x 2), but
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th e m ore fru stra te d m olecule begins to ro ta te , an d above 230 K, all surface
m olecules are in th e disordered s ta te , w ith (1 x 1) surface sym m etry.
T h is section is focused on th e link betw een an individual m olecule’s tr a n 
sitions betw een different sta te s an d th e phase tra n sitio n of a s ta tistic a l ensem 
ble of Ceo m olecules form ing a single m olecular layer on th e W 0 2 / W ( 110)
surface in th e te m p eratm 'e ran g e betw een 78 K an d 320 K.

A ro tatio n al

phase tra n sitio n a t 259 K and a kinetic glassy tra n sitio n a t 220 K have been
observed. A good agreem ent betw een th e p aram eters of th e observed ro ta 
tio n al tran sitio n s an d those p red icted from th e p ro p erties of individual Ceo
m olecules has been found.

3 .5 .1

T e m p e r a tu r e d e p e n d e n c e

At low te m p e ra tu re s (below 220 K ), STM im ages of individual m olecules re
veal an o rb ital stru c tu re th a t is d eterm in ed by th e o rien tatio n of th e Ceo
m olecule (F igure 3.12a, b). T h e arran g em en t of th e m olecular o rb itals de
pends on th e cooling regime. W h en th e sam ple was quenched w ith a cooling
ra te of lO K /m in , it form ed th e o rb ita l stru c tu re p resented in F igure 3.12a.
T his stru c tu re is ch aracterized by a ran d o m o rien tatio n of Cgo m olecules
form ing a glassy, m e tastab le sta te . No correlations betw een th e individual
o rien tatio n s of neighboring Ceo niolecules have been foimd.
T h e o rb ital arran g em en t shown in F igure 3.12b was realized by slowly
cooling th e film, at a ra te of lO O K /day, from 300 K dow n to 78 K.

T he

m olecular o rb itals of individual Ceo ap p e a r in th e STM im age of th e orbitalcorrelated s ta te as strip es aligned in ap p ro x im ately th e sam e d irectio n (Fig-
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Figure 3.12: STM images of the Ceo nionolayer at different temperatures,
(a) and (b) 12 nm x 14 nm STM images acquired at 78 K. (a) image of
quenched Ceo filni; (b) image of the Ceo fll™ obtained by slow cooling at
a rate of lOOK/day. Highlighted in black in panels (a) and (b) are the
outhnes of individual molecules, (c) and (d) 19nm x 16 nm STM images
of the same Ceo film acquired at 315 K and 256 K respectively. All molecules
in (c) appear as perfect spheres due their fast rotation. Solid black arrows
in panel (d) indicate examples of static Ceo niolecules, solid white arrows
show molecules w'ith unresolved orbital structure, black-outlined and whiteoutlined arrows point to spinning niolecules with a dip or a j^rotrusion at
the centre, respectively (see text), (a) and (b) have had some high-frequency
mechanical noise removed by FFT filter.
ure 3.12b). Almost all Ceo molecules in Figure 3.12b exhibit this striped
structure, which indicates th at these molecules face the substrate with an
h-h bond [46]. Such an approximate orbital alignment has been observed
both along and perpendicular to a close-packed direction of the molecular
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layer. As the state shown in Figure 3.12b results from slow cooling, it would
suggest that the alignment with the h-h bonds facing the substrate has lower
energy than the glassy, metastable state obtained by quenching the sample.
In this chapter, common notations for states characterized by different bonds
between Ceo find the surface are used: h, h-h, p, h-p, and s.
At a tem perature of 78 K, the majority of the molecules retained their
orbital structure and they were static for the duration of the experiment
(up to several days), regardless of whether they were in the h-h or h-p
state. In contrast, at high tem peratures {T > 259K), the orbital structure
of individual Ceo molecules is no longer visible in STM images (Figure 3.12c)
due to the molecules’ rotation, which is faster than the time resolution of the
STM. All Ceo molecules appear in these STM images as perfect spheres.
At intermediate tem peratures (220-259 K), both static and rotating molecules
appear in the STM images (Figure 3.12d). In the tem perature range 220259 K the fraction of static molecules rapidly decreases with increasing temperatiu'e.
At T < 220 K, almost all molecules exhibit the orbital structure. The
few anomalies are likely caused by defects on the surface. Figure 3.13 shows
the tem perature dependence of the square of the probability of finding a
static Ceo molecule,

to demonstrate the observed transitions and reveal

the order param eter r/. Each point in Figure 3.13 corresponds to several
large-scale STM images of the Ceo filni at that tem perature (of similar size to
Figure 3.12d), and p is calculated by counting the number of static molecules
in an image and dividing by the total number of visible molecules.
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According to Landau’s theory of phase transitions, the order parameter

T] is proportional to {Tc —

At low temperatures (T < 220 K),

is

constant with respect to tem perature, but does not cjuite reach unity, since
the few molecules close to the defects appearing in the STM images were not
included in the number of static molecules. The horizontal blue trend line
showm is a fit to the data, with its slope set to 0.
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Figure 3.13: Squared probability of finding a static Ceo molecule,
versus
tem perature, T. Blue (220 K) and red (259 K) arrows indicate the tem per
atures of the kinetic and structural rotational transitions respectively. In
the tem perature range from 220 K to 259 K,
is fitted by a linear function
p^ = a{Tc — T), where a = 0.022 ± 0.002
and Tc = 259 K.
In the tem perature range from 220-259 K, p^ is fitted by a linear function

p^ = a{Tc — T), where a = 0.022 ± 0.002

and Tc — 259 K. Tc indicates

the tem perature of the rotational phase transition. The glassy transition at

Tg = 220 K is a kinetic transition, at which the molecular switching rate
between different states becomes slower than the time scale of the experi-
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merit. Below Tg, the Ceo molecules’ nanomotion becomes virtually frozen
and orbital-resolved STM images of individual molecules do not change.

3.5.2

M olecular tra n sitio n s b etw een different sta te s

Orbital-resolved STM images of Cgo present a unique opportunity to study
the rotational transition mechanism on a molecular scale. Figure 3.14 shows a
consecutive set of STM images of the Cgo monolayer measured at T = 256 K,
in the vicinity of the rotational phase transition, {Tc — T ) /T c = 0.012.

Figure 3.14: Dynamics of the transitions between different molecular states
of a Cen monolayer at T = 256 K. (a )-(d ) 19 nm x 19 nm STM images of the
Ceo filni acquired at Vsampie = 1-0 V and It = 0.07 nA, over a sampling time
of 480 sec. Panels (e) (h) present a zoom of the area marked by the dashed
box in panels (a)-(d). The same molecule is indicated by a white circle in
(e) (h) and it can be seen to switch from the medium-conductance state (e)
to the high-conductance state (f) and to go from spinning (g) to non-spinning
(h). Arrows in panel (g) highlight several molecules that engage in spinning
motion, resulting in their ring-shaped appearance. These molecules do not
spin in (e) and (f). (a) (d) are unfiltered, however the zooms have had some
horizontal scarring corrected to enhance presentation.
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The STM images presented in Figure 3.14a-h indicate how Cfio molecules

can switch between several different states, leading to changes in their ap
pearance. Some molecules switch between a high- and a low-conductance
state, observed in STM images as a repetitive switching between a bright
and dark appearance. This will be explored in detail in Section 3.6. Fur
thermore, static molecules exhibit an orbital structure [4G], while those with
high-magnitude oscillations and molecular rotation appear blurry in STM
images.
Panels e-h show a zoom of the area marked by a dashed box in panels
a-d. A single molecule which switches between states in subsequent scans
is shown by a dashed circle. The mechanism of a molecule's switching is
connected to its rotation, accompanied by charge transfer to or from the
molecule, leading to it becoming polarized [144, 145]. The molecules can
also switch between static (orbitals resolved) and dynamic (orbitals blurred)
states.
We also observe molecules th at appear in the STM images as a ring
shape, or a ring with a protrusion at the centre (Figure 3.12c, Figure 3.14e,
f, h). Such shapes can be explained by the molecules spinning around their
axis perpendicular to the surface. This is shown in detail in Figure 3.17.
Arrows in Figure 3.14g indicate several such spinning molecules exhibiting
the ring shape appearance. These molecules do not spin in Figure 3.14e or
Figure 3.14f.
From the analysis of an extensive number of STM images it was found
that, in many cases, the switching of one molecule into a bright state can trig
ger the spinning of its nearest neighbors. It was also observed that spinning
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molecules tend to occupy positions along th e grooves of the W 0 2 /W ( 110 )
substrate, as shown in Fig. 3.15.

This suggests th a t the energy levels of

the Ceo molecules are affected by the su b strate and also th a t th e molecular
states can be made more stable or less stable depending on the position of
the molecule w ithin the unit cell of the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) structure.

Figure 3.15: (a) 19 nm x 9nm STM image of th e Ceo film acquired at
Ksamp/e = 1-OV aud If = 0.07 uA, dem onstrating the decoration of th e W O 2
rows of the underlying sTibstrate surface by dim Ceo molecules, T = 256 K.
(b ) Zoom of the area indicated by th e dashed box showing a row of spinning
molecules.

Therefore, in addition to the transition between different orbital states,
there are transitions between the static state of th e molecule and spinning
state (in-plane rotation).

Such phenom ena are only observed for isolated

molecules and molecular clusters in the monolayer, and so are not caused by
molecular transfer to the tip or other tip effects, because if th a t were the
case, the tip would affect all molecules being imaged.
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3.5.3

D F T calcu lation s o f Ceo o rien ta tio n & sp in n in g
m olecules

D FT was perform ed using the VASP code and LDA pseudopotentials. The
choice of LDA is justified, as it has been shown th a t DFT-LDA has given
excellent results for the to tal energies and band structures of fullerites and
other carbon-based structures (graphite, nanotubes) [146 151].
Girifalco and Hodak state th a t first-principles calculations for graphitic
structures can be carried out quite successfully, but they are sensitive to the
details of the calculation, and long-range dispersion interactions, such as van
der W aals forces, should be included for separation distances greater than
1.15 of the equilibrium separation [152]. However, the separation distance of
Ceo^Ceo on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface is 9.5 ± 0 .5

A,

which is less th an the

interm olecular distance of 10 A in the bulk Cgo crystal. This strongly sug
gests th a t van der Waals interactions can be neglected for the system under
investigation in this thesis, and th a t DFT-LDA calculations are sufficient.
To find the optim um surface site of a single Ceo molecule on one layer of
W O 2 , several different surface sites (labelled A, B, C, D and E in Figure 3.16)
were sampled and the to tal energy of those systems was calculated.

The

system was found to have the lowest ground state energy when the Ceo’s
surface-facing C -C bond bridged two surface oxygen atoms, each of which
was bonded to a different tungsten atom (site A). This site was chosen for
all further calculations, and in order to further minimize the energy of the
system, different orientations of Ceo on this site were sim ulated.

For all
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Figure 3.1G: Model showing the absorption sites on W 02/W (110) tested
during o])timisation. Each ellipse shows the position of the surface-facing
C’ C bond of the Cgo- Site A wtis exhibited the lowest energy and so was
chosen for all sul)sequent calculations.
orientations, the Cro molecule was allowed to relax on a constrained layer of

WO2.
DFT calculations of the total free energy reveal that the h-h configuration
corresponds to the lowest energy state. The h-p configuration is separated
from the lowest energy state by 17 meV, which is comparable to k s T in our
STM experiments. The energy gap between the p and the h -h configurations
is about 90meV. The h and s configurations are the least favorable, being
separated in energy from the h-h configuration by 360 meV and 420 meV re
spectively. The partial charge density of each of these systems was calculated
in the range from E f to 1 eV, where Ep is the Fermi energy.
The obtained charge distribution images (Figure 3.17, first row) were then
proc:essed by rotating them in increments of 5 degrees. The resulting rotated
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Figure 3.17: First row: DFT simulations of the partial charge density dis
tribution of electron states of static Ceo molecules facing the substrate by
different parts of the molecule, h and p configurations correspond to the
molecule facing the substrate by a hexagon or a pentagon, resj^ectively. In
h-h and h-p configurations, Ceo faces the surface by the C C bond shared
between two hexagons or a hexagon and a pentagon, respectively; and in the
s configuration, Ceo faces the surface by a single atom. Second row: Images
obtained by rotating the charge distributions in the top panel in increments
of 5 degrees. These represent the weighted electron density of a molecule in
a particular configuration with the additional degree of rotation aromid the
axis perpendicular to the substrate. Third row: Cross-sections through the
rotated charge distribution shown in the second row.
images (Figure 3.17, second row) were combined to form a single composite
weighted image for each orientation. This represents a molecule spinning too
fast for the STM probe to resolve. The charge distribution images for h and
p orientations reveal a dip at the center of the molecular image while for h-h,
h -p and s orientations, the ring shape of the molecule is accompanied by a
protrusion at the center. Cross-section profiles of these simulated spinning
molecules are shown in Figure 3.17 for comparison with experiment. STM
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images of individual spinning molecules were found to have either a ring shape
with a dip/dent (Figure 3.18a) or a protrusion in the centre (see molecules
indicated by black arrows in Figure 3.12c and Figure 3.18c).

60H

Figure 3.18: STM images of individual spinning molecules with a dip (a)
or a protrusion (c) at the centre. Panels (b) and (d) correspond to crosssections along the indicated lines in the STM images of the spinning molecules
l)resented in panels (a) and (c). Dashed lines indicate the boundaries of an
individual molecule's cross-section, (a) and (b) have had some horizontal
lines on the ‘bright’ molecules corrected for clarity.
Cross-sections of typical STM images of the spinning Ceo molecules are
presented in Figiu’e 3.18. Panel (b) corresponds to the dip at the centre while
(d) corresponds to the protrusion. About 90% of the examined STM images
of spinning Cgo molecules reveal a protrusion at the centre of ring shaped
images. According to DFT calculations, h-h and h-p orientations are most
favorable in energy. Thus, we conclude that most of spinning molecules face
the surface by C C bonds. The STM image presented in Figure 3.18 with a
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dip at the center of the molecule is most likely due to a spinning molecule
with a pentagon facing the substrate.
The peak-to-peak diameter of the holes has been observed to vary between
approximately 3-6 A, and the diameters of the experimental cross-sections
in Figure 3.18 are approximately a factor of 2 larger than those calculated in
Figure 3.17. This difference, and the distribution of diameters, is attributed
to molecular movement on the surface, such as the precession of the spin
ning axis around the surface normal, for which different precession angles
will alter the apparent size of the hole by different amoimts. The h and s
configurations of the molecules are unlikely to be observed to spin under the
present experimental conditions because of the large gap in energy from the
ground state. Thus the model suggests th at a si^inning molecule presents
a reasonable explanation for the unusual appearance of the Ceo molecules
observed in the tem perature range of 220-259 K.

3.5.4

P h a se tra n sitio n

In the three-dimensional Ceo crystal, two transitions are associated with
molecular rotation: a first-order transition th at takes place at 259 K and a
kinetic glassy transition at 90 K [130-136]. Above 259 K, the molecules freely
rotate. At lower tem peratures, the molecules hop between two orientations
separated in energy by about llm e V . At 90 K, the Ceo crystal undergoes a
glassy transition when the equilibrium relaxation time r exceeds the labo
ratory experiment time, r was estim ated to change from 1 second to 1 day
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between 130 K and 90 K, w ith a relaxation activation energy, IVr of about
290 meV [138].
We foinid th a t at T > 259 K, the Ceo molecules in the monolayer de
posited on the W 02/W (110) surface freely ro tate (Figure 3.12d), similar
to behaviour observed in solid Ceo-

In contrast, at lower tem peratures

{T < 259 K) we found significant differences between the monolayer and
bulk Cgo- However, it is surprising th a t the tem p eratu re of the rotational
phase tran sition in the Coo monolayer on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface coincides
with th a t of solid

C qo-

W hen very close to the phase transition tem perature, fluctuations apl^ear in the form of blinking or spinning molecules. Hence, close to Tc there
will be inhoniogeneity introduced by these fluctuations but not necessarily
large regions of instability, similar to how orientational m elting begins at the
surface of bulk Ceo [1^3]. The am ount of these fluctuations decays exponen
tially away from Tc, and at low tem peratures th e film looks homogeneous
(Figure 3.12b).
According to mean field theory [153], the tem perature of a phase transi
tion, Tc = E /2 k a , is determ ined by the to tal energy of interaction between
the molecule and its neighbors. In a Ceo monolayer, this is determ ined by
the C'eo's interaction w ith its neighboring molecules, th e Ceo“ Substrate in
teraction and the crystal field. The interaction between Ceo molecules has
been studied using several models. Calculations [154, 155] reveal th a t, in
the case of Ceo molecules separated by 1 nm, a distance com parable to the
separation between molecules’ centres in a monolayer, the dom inant contri
bution is due to the Coulomb interaction between the molecules’ respective
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charge densities. These calculations show th a t several com binations of orbital
configurations of two adjacent Cgo molecules are close in energy.
The coordination num ber of a Ceo molecule in a monolaj^er is halved to G,
com pared to the 12-fold coordinated FCC bulk lattice. Therefore one could
simplistically expect a T c reduced roughly by a factor of two compared to
th a t of the bulk, if the interaction w ith the su b strate was neglected. Such a
reduction is indeed observed at the (111) surface of a Ceo crystal [143, 156].
In contrast, our experim ent shows the same value of T q = 2.59 K for the Ceo
monolayer as th a t of the bulk, suggesting th a t an energy contribution on the
order of k s T c = 24m eV originates from interactions with the substrate.
There are two possible mechanisms for such an interaction: via the crystal
field, which has a strong com ponent perpendicular to the su b strate due to
the breaking of z-translational invariance [157]; or due to the effect of the
overlap of the orbitals of the Ceo molecules and the substrate.
The wave function of the HOMO of a single Ceo decays out of the molecule
over the length scale of a covalent bond (1.4 A). This is com parable to the
distance between the C atom s of an individual Ceo molecule and the su b strate
surface atom s, as determ ined experim entally (approxim ately 1.5A).

The

im portance of the interaction of Ceo w ith the STibstrate is confirmed by the
decoration of W 02/W (110) grooves by spinning molecules (Figure 3.15d).
This suggests th a t the energy of the Ceo is sensitive even to relatively small
changes in the environm ent, such as being brought into closer contact w ith
the su bstrate due to the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) coincidence structiu'e.
In the m ean field theory approxim ation, the order p aram eter’s depen
dence on the tem perature is specified as

~

where
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The experim entally-m easured value of a = 0.022 ± 0.002

is approxim ately a factor of two greater th an th a t predicted by theory. One
reason for this discrepancy is th a t correlation effects are ignored by mean
held theory. Examples of such correlation effects th a t have been observed
are presented in Figure 3.12d, where it is shown th a t static molecules form
clusters, and their orientations w ithin the clusters are correlated. This im
plies th a t the to tal energy of a molecule’s interaction w ith its neighbours is
also affected by its conhguration on the substrate.

3 .5 .5

K in e tic tr a n sitio n

The glassy transition and non-exponential relaxation in solid Cgo are due to
the freezing of weakly-correlated orientations of nearest-neighbor molecules
[137].

In Inilk Cgo. the molecules can occupy two rotational orientations

which are almost equivalent in energy bu t are separated by a potential b ar
rier, and these orientations are distributed in a random fashion over th e sites
of an FCC lattice. The relaxation of solid Ceo is determ ined by th e potential
barrier l)etween these two states. All individual molecules in solid Ceo occupy
equivalent positions in the FCC lattice; each molecule relaxes nearly identi
cally in an intrinsically non-exponential m anner according to a homogeneous
scenario [158].
This relaxation is characterized by the K ohlrausch-W illiam s-W atts or
stretched exponential function, q{t) = Qq exp[—(t/r)^ ], where r is the re
laxation time, and /5 is called the non-exponential factor or “stretching
exponent” .

( 3 = 1 corresponds to an exponential, Arrhenius-like relax-
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ation [137]. The temperature dependence of r can be fitted by the VogelFulcher-Tammann (VFT) function,

t (T)

= ^

where /; is the

hbron frequency [158, 159]. When To = OK, the Arrhenius equation is reahzed and W corresponds to the activation energy. According to empiri
cal observations. To corresponds to the temperature of an ideal glass state
( “Kauzmann temperature”), at which the crystal and the extrapolated glass
state attain equal entropies [159] and the relaxation time becomes inflnite.
Both /3 and ^ are a measure of the deviation from Arrhenius relaxation.
The relaxation in solid Ceo was foimd to differ slightly from a piu'ely expo
nential decay {(3 = 0.94) [137]. The kinetic behavior of the Ceo monolayer
grown on the W02/W(110) surface is influenced by several factors. The
low-temperature glassy state of the Ceo fihii is characterized by a random
orientation of the molecules (Figure 3.12a). In contrast, the glassy state in
solid Ceo is characterized by the random freezing of molecules among just two
states. The large number of different molecular orientations observed in the
film results in an averaging-out of the interaction potentials and should cause
Arrhenius-like relaxation processes. However, STM experiments reveal cor
relations in the nanomotion of the Ceo molecules that suggest argmnents in
favour of a constrain-dynamic scenario [160]. It is proposed that the mech
anism for the molecule-molecule interaction required for such a constraindynamic scenario can be based on some molecules acquiring charge. Indeed,
the time-resolved STM experiments presented herein demonstrate that the
rotational transition of an individual Ceo molecule between states is accom
panied by charge transfer to the molecule, and subsequently, charge carried
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by a molecule affects the energy levels and barrier heights of its neighboring
molecules via the CoTilonil) interaction.
From the lifetime of a molecule in a single state, the potential barrier
height separating the states has been calculated to be 617 meV. If one as
sumes th a t the bulk libron frequency of // = 1 x 10^^ Hz and th e relaxation
tim e at the tem perature of glassy transition for solid Ceo, t'5(90K ) = 1 day
can be applied to the film, then the V FT law can be used to estim ate the
K auzm ann tem perature Tq. The obtained value

Tq =

45 K indicates th a t

the relaxation process in the Ceo monolayer film is close to the A rrhenius
scenario of I f = 0.2.

3.6

C harge tran sfer and r o ta tio n

As has been touched upon in previous sections, some molecules appear to
switch between “dim ” and “bright” states [25, 35]. This phenom enon has
previously been attrib u te d to Ceo-hiduced su b strate reconstructions [25, 3036]. Such surface reconstructions lead to two topographically-different Ceo
adsorption sites, where dim Ceo molecules are sunk into nanopits on the
reconstructed substrate, and are lower in height th a n th e bright ones [25, 3036, 46]. The switching between dim and bright Ceo states was a ttrib u te d to
changes in the substrate underneath th e molecular layer due to th e diffusion
of su bstrate atom s [25, 35]. O ther explanations suggest th a t this apparent
height difference is due to electronic and molecular orientation effects [106,
107, 118]. B etter m iderstanding of th e switching of Ceo between different
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charge states is central to further progress in electronic devices utilizing these
molecules.
This section describes th e charge-transfer induced switching of some iso
lated Ceo molecules w ithin the monolayer grown on the W 0 2 / W ( 110 ) sur
face. Such switching of individual Ceo between different charge states repre
sents a phenom enon th a t is different from the “bright” and “dim" contrast
shown in Figure 3.10a, which was due to the “dim ” molecules lying in the
grooves between the nanorows. Furtherm ore, these two phenom ena coexist
on the W 02/W (110) surface. O ur results indicate th a t Ceo switching between
charge states correlates w ith the molecule’s rotation, i.e. some orientations of
the molecule favour its charge neutral state and others favour the negatively
charged state.
Figures 3.19a-c show a sequence of constant-current STM images of the
same area of the Ceo monolayer self-assembled on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface,
acquired at a sample bias of 1.0 V. These images, taken at 255 K, exhibit
an internal structure corresponding to molecular orbitals for most of the
Ceo molecules. Com paring their appearance w ith the p artial charge density
calculated by D FT [46, 47] (Section 3.5.3), it is noted th a t the m ajority of the
molecules face the su bstrate w ith an h -h bond (indicated by a black circle
in Figure 3.19b), exhibiting three distinct “stripes” [25, 31, 32, 46, 47, 161].
Most of the other molecules face the su b strate w ith an h -p bond (white
circle). This is in agreem ent w ith D FT calculations described in Section 3.5.3
which show th a t the h -h orientation has the lowest to tal energy, while the
h~p orientation differs from the lowest energy state by 17 meV [47], which is
com parable to ksT in our STM experim ents.
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F igure 3.19: ( a ) - ( c ) C o n sta n t-c u rre n t STM im ages (5.5 nm x 5.5 nm ) of
th e sam e area of th e Ceo m onolayer on th e W 0 2 / W ( 110) surface acquired
at 255 K. Vgampie = 1.0 V, It = 0.1 nA. T h e m a jo rity of Ceo m olecules face
th e su l)strate w ith an h h bond (in d icated by a black circle), w hile others
face th e surface w'ith an h p b o n d (w hite circle). T h e m olecule a t th e centre
of im ages (a)-(c) sw itches betw een different sta te s, changing its appearan ce,
(c) d em o n strates th e case w hen sw itching occurs fast enough to be seen on
a single im age, ( d ) - ( f ) C o n stan t-cu rren t STM im ages (6 n m x 6 n m ) of an 
o th e r area of th e m onolayer acquired a t 255 K, Vsampie = —1.9 V, /< = 0.1 nA.
A rrows indicate th e Ceo th a t have sw itched betw een fram es. T h e m olecules
exhibiting in tern al structTire in (d )-(f) are in th e negatively charged state.
(a)-(c ) have h ad som e high-frequency noise rem oved by F F T filter, an d (d ) (e) have been sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m a trix to rem ove m echanical noise.

A lthough individual Coo m olecules do n o t a p p e a r identical to one a n 
o th e r due to th e ir different o rien tatio n s on th e surface [25, 30-36], th e orb ital
stru c tu re of each m olecule rem ains unchanged from one im age to th e next,
indicating th a t these m olecules are n o t ro tatin g . However, som e individual
molecules, such as th e one a t th e cen tre of th e im age, sw itch betw een different
states. In th e te m p e ra tu re range betw'een th e p h ase tra n sitio n s (220-260 K)
such molecules change th eir ap p earan ce continuously in a ran d o m fashion
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for the entire duration of the experiment. Figure 3.19c demonstrates the
case when switching occurs fast enough to be seen on a single image. This
phenomenon is observed at both positive and negative biases, with the best
apparent contrast achieved at a positive sample bias of 0.8 V.
Figures 3.19d-f show a sequence of constant-current STAI images of an
other area of the monolayer, acquired at a sample bias of —1.9 V. Several
molecules are observed to switch between scan frames (indicated by arrows).
The apparent height difference between the molecules in the two different
states is much smaller at this bias. The orientation of most of the molecules
cannot be resolved at a negative bias. However, the orbital structure of the
molecules in the state which has a lower apparent height is more pronounced
and they are observed to be in the h-p orientation on the surface.

It is

noted th at imaging the surface with a sample l)ias in the range of —0.5 V
to 0.6 V, was unsuccessful, resulting in noisy images. This was most likely
due to the band gap of Ceo- At lower tem peratures the molecular switching
between the different states ceases and at high tem peratures the molecules
rotate continuously so fast th at no switching is observed and all molecules
appear as perfect spheres [47].
Figure 3.20a shows a constant-current STM image of the Cgo monolayer,
acquired at 257 K. The image emphasizes the difference between the previ
ously described phenomenon of the “bright” and “dim” Ceo contrast [25, 3036] and the Ceo switching between charge states. Three types of molecules
are clearly visible in Figure 3.20a: “dim” , “normal” and “very bright” . They
are different in apparent height, which can be seen from the line profile taken
along the dashed line in Figure 3.20a and shown in Figure 3.20b. The first
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two types represent “dim ” and “bright” contrast due to th e su b strate topograpliy, w ith “dim ” Ceo molecules arranged in dark chain-like structures on
the surface (marked by the arrows in Figure 3.20). Such a contrast is also
observed at tem peratures below 220 K as well as at both bias polarities [46].
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Figure 3.20: (a) C onstant-current STM image (26 nm x 18 nm) of th e Ceo
monolayer on the \V()2/W (110) surface acquired at 257K, V g a m p i e = 1-0V,
I t = 0.1 uA. The m ajority of very bright molecules are predom inantly located
along the top of the oxide nanorows, (b ) A line profile (along th e dashed
line in (a)) indicating the height difference between th e “dim ” , “norm al” and
very bright Ceo-

The distance between these chains is 2.5 nm, which is equal to th e w idth
of oxide nanorows forming the su b strate [46]. These “dim ” Ceo molecules
follow the oxide nanorows along the [337] direction of the substrate, occupy
the grooves between them , and, as a result, are situ ated slightly lower (by
approxim ately 0.5 A, see Figure 3.20b) th an the “norm al” Ceo- There are,
however, very bright molecules in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, w ith a much greater
height difference of about 1 A (Figure 3.20b) between them and the “norm al”
Ceo- These very bright molecules are predom inantly located along th e top of
the oxide nanorows, w ith very few of them found lying in the grooves between
the rows, as can be seen in Figure 3.20a.
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F igure 3.21: C o n stan t-cu rren t STM im age (8 n n i x 8 m n ) of Ceo on th e
W 0 2 / W ( 110) surface, show ing th a t th e very bright Ceo m olecules have th e
h - p orien tatio n : Vgampie = 0.95 V, If = 0.1 nA. Arrows ind icate chains of th e
“dim " m olecules, which occupy th e grooves betw een th e oxide nanorow s of
th e W 0 2 / W ( 110) surface.

A m a jo rity of very b rig h t m olecules face th e su b stra te surface w ith an
h -p bond, as can be seen in F igure 3.21. F u rth erm o re, such Ceo m olecules
change th e ir ap p earan ce in tim e, sw itching random ly betw een two different
states. T h e ra te of sw itching betw een th e sta te s d epends on te m p e ra tu re . In
th e te m p e ra tu re range of 220-260 K, w here sw itching is observed, th e to ta l
num ber of sw itching m olecules rap id ly decreases w ith decreasing te m p e ra 
ture.

3.6.1

S w itch in g tim e-ev o lu tio n

T h e tim e-evolution of th e tip -su rface d istan ce m easured at two different sam 
ple biases (1.0 V an d —1.9 V) is p resen ted in F igure 3.22, w hen th e STM tip
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is placed above an individual switching Ceo- In both cases the STM tip shifts
between two different height levels (indicated by dashed lines), corresponding
to two different states of the molecule. The tip-surface distance changes by
approximately 1 A during the switching of the molecule when a bias of 1.0 V
is apphed (Figure 3.22, top spectrum). This cannot be explained in terms of
different geometrical orientations of the Cgo on the surface or by Ceo-induced
substrate reconstructions [25, 30-36].
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Figure 3.22: The tinie-evolution of the STM tip-surface distance for the
switching Cen molecule measured at a sample bias of l.OV (top) and —1.9 V
(bottom). The acquisition time was 10ms per point. Two different states are
present (indicated by dashed lines): state 1 corresponds to the charge-neutral
Cgo and state 2 to the negatively charged Ceo-

If, for example the Ceo molecules were inducing the substrate to recon
struct, the number of bright molecules would be conserved over time, as
described by Gardener and co-w'orkers [25]. However in the present case,
molecules are observed to switch at random. The quality of the oxide sub-
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strate was confirmed by STM prior to Ceo deposition, and the fihn was found
to have a very low concentration of defects. Since Ceo switching was observed
over the entire sample and was not limited to one particular area, it can be
concluded that the effect is not caused by the presence of defects.
It is suggested that this Ceo state arises due to charging of the molecule,
which causes changes in the local density of electron states and consequently a
variation in tunneling current. Using density functional theory calculations,
it was found th at the two different states of the Ceo on the \\'()2/W (110)
surface can be related to: (1) the charge-neutral Ceo (normal appearance,
Figure 3.19a) and (2) the negatively charged Ceo- which has accepted an
electron (CgQ, very bright appearance, Figure 3.19b). It is noted that, in
most cases, switching between the charge-neutral Ceo hi the h-h orientation
and the C^q in the h-p orientation has been observed (see Figures 3.19d f).
However, in rare events, more than two states were distinguished during
the switching of some molecules, indicating that this phenomenon can be
quite complex. It is proposed th at the negatively charged Ceo state results
from the acceptance of a tunneling electron from the STM tip or the sub
strate depending on the bias applied. This is based on the fact that the
switching of the molecule into the charged state is triggered continuously
when the STM tip is static above an individual

Ceo

with a bias applied (as

in Figure 3.22). Molecular movement accompanies the molecule’s switching
back to the charge neutral state, i.e., as the molecule rotates, it loses charge
to the substrate or neighbouring molecules.
A similar charging process was observed by Repp et al., for the system of
gold atoms adsorbed on bi- and trilayers of NaCl grown on the C u ( lll) and
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Cu(lOO) surfaces [162]. By positioning the STM tip above an An adatom and
applying a voltage pulse, the adatom can be reversibly switched between its
neutral and negatively-charged state. B oth states have been found to be sta
ble due to the greatly supi>ressed mobility of Au adatom s at the tem perature
of the experim ent (5- 60 K) as well as the reduced coupling of th e electronic
states of the adatom w ith the m etal su b strate due to the insulating NaCl
film [162], Recently, it has been shown th a t the charge state of molecules
can 1)0 m anipulated in a similar m anner [163].
STM experim ents perform ed at tem peratures below 10 K have revealed
th a t individual Cu phthalocyanine molecules deposited on th e N a C l/C u ( lll)
surface can be negatively charged by applying low voltage pulses [163]. In our
exi)eriment. the ultratliin VVO2 layer reduces the coupling of th e electronic
states of the Ceo w ith the W (llO ) substrate, which allows the molecule to hold
charge for some time. However, each Ceo molecule th a t undergoes switching
is svuTounded by six neighbours in the monolayer, resulting in van der Waals
interactions between the molecules. This interaction may influence molecular
movement and stal)ility on the surface and hence affect the switching.

3.6.2

D e n sity o f sta te s o f Cgo

Figure 3.23 shows the density of states (DOS) calculated for two different
molecules, the charge-neutral Ceo and the CgQ w ith the h -h and h -p orienta
tions. respectively. The Cgo orientation on th e surface in each case has been
chosen on the basis of experim ental observation th a t most of th e “norm al”
molecules face the substrate w ith an h -h bond, while the m ajority of very
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b rig h t Ceo face the substrate w ith an h -p bond. The a d d itio n o f an electron
to the Ceo molecule changes its electron density o f states.

T his results in

the old lowest unoccupied m olecular o rb ita l (M O ) being half-occupied and
becoming the new highest occupied M O , which in tu rn causes the valence
band stru ctu re to sh ift relative to the Ferm i energy.
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Figure 3.23: The calculated density of states (DO S) for Coo on the
W 0 2 / W ( 110) surface in two different states: negatively charged (CgQ, h -p
orientation, very b rig h t appearance at 1.0 V bias) and charge-neutral (Ceo, h
h orien ta tion, norm al appearance at 1.0 V bias). The highlighted area shows
the m olecular states involved in tunneling, when a sample bias of 1.0 V is
applied. The dashed line indicates the s h ift o f the DOS relative to the Ferm i
energy { E = OeV) when an e xtra electron is added to Ceo-

T he highlighted area in Figure 3.23 shows the m olecular states involved
in tunneling, when a 1.0 V sample bias is applied.

T his bias leads to the
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apparent height contrast of 1.0 A between different molecular states in STM
images (see Figures 3.19 and 3.20) and corresponding changes in the STM
tip-surface distance (Figure 3.22, top curve). Note th at there is a significant
increase in the molecular states available for tunneling (in the energy range
from 0-1.0 eV) in going from the charge-neutral Ceo molecule (state 1) to the
CgQ (state 2), which is reflected in the very bright appearance of the latter
at the 1.0 V sample bias.
A difference in DOS for the Cgg and Ceo molecules (Figure 3.23) suggests
that the apparent height difference A Z should depend on the applied bias
voltage. Indeed, at sample biases higher than 1.5V (or lower than —1.5V),
the observed apparent contrast between different Ceo states was significantly
smaller because multiple molecular orbitals were involved in tunneling. This
minimizes the difference l)etween the DOS for each state of the Ceo charac
terised by the molecule’s charge and orientation on the surface.
From Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, A E A t > h/2, the energy res
olution of a state should be inversely proportional to its lifetime [164], i.e.
an electron should only exist for a short time in a state whose energy range
is broad. This would imply th at the broad states calculated in Figure 3.23
should only lead to an observed lifetime on the order of femtoseconds, how
ever one must remember th at for the system in question, charge transfer is
not the only phenomenon that must be accounted for. In going from the neu
tral Ceo to charged Cgo, the molecule must rotate from h-h to h-p, which will
have its own associated characteristic timescale, and the presence of the STM
tip causes charging to be constantly triggered by tunneling electrons. The tip
itself may also affect the rotation of the molecule, thus the full complexities
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of the switching mechanism are not encompassed by simply calculating the
DOS for the two “final” states, however it is illustrative in explaining the ap
parent contrast between the two observed states. It is unfortunately beyond
the scope of this thesis to develop a full theoretical basis for the switching
mechanism, however it is an interesting avenue for future work.
The STM tip-surface distance changes by only 0.25 A during the switching
of the molecule with —1.9V bias applied (Figure 3.22, bottom curve). This
is due to the relatively small difference between the molecular states of Coo
and Cgo available for tunneling between —1.9eV to OeV. At this bias the
Cgo molecule (state 2) has a slightly darker appearance in STM images than
the charge neutral Ceo (Figures 3.19d-f), which is in good agreement with
the STM tip-surface distance obtained at —1.9 V bias (Figure 3.22. bottom
curve).
In constant current mode, the apparent height difference A Z between the
Cgo and the Ceo molecules can be determined as:

(3.1)

where gb{s) and Qnis) are the DOS of the Cgo and Ceo, respectively, gt{e) is the
DOS of the STM tip and k = 2 k ~ ^ [165]. The DOS of the monocrystaUine
W(IOO) tip, previously calculated in this group [74, 166], exhibits no major
features close to the Fermi energy and can be treated as nearly constant in
the range considered here. Although it cannot be guaranteed that the tip
does not have an attached molecule during the experiments, STM performed
before and after z{t) measurements were consistent with the most stably-
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observed appearance of the fihn, and so it is assumed for simpUcity th at the
tip apex consists of only clean tungsten.
Using this formula, the A Z between the Cgp (h-p orientation) and the Ceo
(h-h orientation) molecules on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface has been calculated
from the density of states presented in Figure 3.23 under the assumption
that gt{s) is nearly constant and is shown in Figure 3.24 as a solid line. This
curve is in good agreement with the experimental data for A Z obtained from
STM images and the time-evolution of the tip-surface distance measured at
different sample biases.

The d ata presented in Figure 3.24 indicate that

l)oth a large value of A Z at certain biases and its overall dependence on bias
voltage can only be exj^lained in terms of different charge states of the Cgo
molecules on the surface.
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Figure 3.24: The apparent height difference A Z between the Cgg (h-p orien
tation) and the Ceo (h-h orientation) molecules on the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface
calculated (solid line) from the DOS shown in Figure 3.23 compared to the
experimentally observed A Z (dots) as a function of the sample bias voltage.
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These observations are in good agreement w ith the results of Yamachika
et al., obtained during their low -tem perature study of controllable Cgo doping
w ith K atom s on the Ag(OOl) surface [167]. They have found th a t approx
im ately 0.6 of an electron is transferred to Coo from each K. T hey have
observed only small changes in apparent size between the Ceo and K 4 C 60
molecules when scanned at 2.0 V sample bias. At this bias the num ber of
orbitals involved in tunneling does not change dram atically when going from
Ceo to K 4 C 6 0 , as observed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy [167]. How
ever, the ^ map measured at 1.25 V and 50 pA was found to be much brighter
in the case of the K 4 C 60 molecule, where approxim ately 2.4 electrons are
transferred to the Ceo, than in the case of undoped Ceo [167].

3.6.3

T h e Fukui fu n ction o f charge sta tes

It has been observed th a t switching Cgo molecules change their orien
tatio n on the surface.

Furtherm ore, most of the “norm al” molecules face

the su bstrate w ith an h -h bond, while the m ajority of negatively charged
Ceo face the substrate w ith an h -p bond. It is reasonable to propose th a t
the process of gaining or losing an electron depends on the Ceo orientation.
Charge transfer efficiency to or from the molecule depends strongly on which
part of the molecule is most reactive. The spatially-resolved reactivity of the
molecule can be visualized by the Fukui function, / ( r ) , which is considered
as a convoluted reactivity indicator [168].
T he Fukui function (/"*"(r) or f ~{ r ) ) is defined as the differential change
in the electron density due to an infinitesimal change (increase or decrease) in
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the num ber of electrons. W hen the molecule accepts electrons, the electrons
tend to go to the part of th e molecule where th e Fukui function f'^{r) is
large, because at these locations the molecule is m ost capable of stabilizing
additional electrons [168].
Figure 3.25 shows cross sections of f~^{r) and f ~ { r ) taken along the h h and h -p bonds through the centre of th e Ceo, calculated using Dmol3
(Accelrys M aterials Studio 4.3). T he value of /'*‘(r) (centre panel) is larger
for the h p bond w ith respect to th e h -h bond, in agreem ent w ith previous
calculations [168]. This indicates th a t the addition of electrons to Cgo is more
effective when an h -p bond of the molecule faces the W 0 2 /W ( 110 ) surface
and. due to the molecule's symmetry, the STM tip.

h -h h -p

h -h h -p

Figure 3.25: Cross sections of the Fukui functions / ^ ( r ) and f ~ { r ) taken
along the h -h and h -p bonds, through the centre of the Ceo- The centre
panel emphasises th a t / ^ ( r ) has a larger value for th e h -p bond th a n the
h -h bond, and the opposite is tru e for f ~ { r ) , right panel. Circles overlaid on
the plots indicate the position of the carbon atom s.

In turn, the analysis of / ~ ( r ) (Figure 3.25) allows one to conclude th a t the
removal of an electron occurs more effectively via h -h bonds. Thus a strong
correlation between the charge state of the Ceo molecule and its orientation
on the surface observed in experim ents can be explained in term s of charge
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tran sfer efficiency. E lectro n acceptance by th e m olecule is facilitated th ro u g h
its ro ta tio n to achieve an h - p o rien tatio n , which is th e m ost su itab le for such
charge transfer.

In tu rn , electron loss is accom panied by th e m olecule’s

ro ta tio n back to an h - h orien tatio n .
C om bining all th e findings, th e following m echanism for th e Ceo sw itching
on th e W 0 2 /W (1 1 0 ) surface can be proposed. W hen th e m olecule in th e
n e u tra l s ta te is facing th e surface by an h - h bond, th ere are four h p bonds
in th e lower (or u p p er) p a rt of Ceo w hich are located in a sy m m etric way
around th is h - h bond. D ue to th e rm al ex citatio n of th e m olecule, one of these
h -p bonds m ay com e closer to th e surface (or th e STM tip) th a n th e o th er
th ree and accept an electron. T his leaves th e negatively charged m olecule
locked to th e surface via th is h - p bond. T h e u ltra th in W O 2 layer reduces
th e coupling of th e electronic sta te s of th e Ceo to th e \V(110) su b stra te ,
w hich allows th e m olecule to hold th is charge for som e tim e. However, each
Ceo m olecule th a t undergoes sw itching is su rro u n d ed by six neighbours in
th e m onolayer, resulting in van d er W aals in teractio n s betw een them . This
in teractio n m ay influence m olecular m ovem ent and trigger th e loss of th e
electron.

T h is view is sim plified to highlight th e correlfition betw een th e

charging of Cgo an d its m ovem ent on th e W 0 2 /W (1 1 0 ) surface. T h ere can
be ad d itio n al com plexities one m ay need to ta k e into accotm t. For exam ple,
our calculatio n of th e F ukui function was done for an isolated Ceo-

T he

proxim ity of th e m olecule to th e W 0 2 /W (1 1 0 ) surface an d to an STM tip
will alte r th e Fukui function.
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C onclusions

In conclusion, time-resolved, variable tem p eratu re STM investigations of the
Ceo monolayer deposited on the W 0 2 / W ( 110 ) surface reveal many interesting
phenomena. The Ceo molecules self-assemble into a well-ordered molecular
layer in which they form a close-packed hexagonal stru ctu re w ith a unit cell
param eter equal to 0.95 ± 0.05 nm. T he nucleation of the Ceo layer starts at
the su b strate ’s inner step edges.
By using the \V 02/W (110) surface as a preform ed nanostructured tem l)late, it was shown th a t the ’‘dim ” Ceo molecules follow the oxide nanorows
of the sTibstrate, occupy the grooves between them , and, as a result, are
situated slightly lower than the others ( “bright” Ceo)At room tem perature the molecules ro tate faster th a n th e tim e-resolution
of the STM and so appear as featureless spheres, and at 78 K their orbital
structure is frozen. Their movement is suppressed, bu t their orbital ordering
depends on the cooling regime. W hen quickly quenched, the molecules’ or
bitals are random ly arranged w ith no correlation between their orientations;
however after slow cooling the “stripes” of th eir orbitals are m ostly aligned
along or perpendicular to a close-packed direction of the monolayer, due to
interniolecular interactions.
Between the two extremes of room tem p eratu re fast rotation and low
tem perature freezing, two separate phase transitions are dem onstrated: a
rotational phase transition at 259 K and a kinetic glassy transition at 220 K.
The tem perature of the rotational phase tran sitio n is identical to th a t of 3D
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Ceo crystals (259 K) and the temperature of the kinetic transition is substan
tially higher (220K) than the bulk (90K).
Different mechanisms of molecular nanomotion, such as rotation, spinning
and switching between different orientations have been observed. The total
energy of the molecular interaction in the film is 48 meV, as estimated from
mean field theory. This was found to be approximately a factor of two greater
than the energy level separation of an individual Ceo molecule, as determined
from time-resolved STM experiments.
The measurements of the phase transition temperature Tc in the film,
combined with the argument of the reduced coordination number suggests
a strong contribution from the interaction between the molecules and the
substrate.

The energy of such interactions was estimated to be 24 meV.

The observation of a glassy transition at 220 K reveals a non-exponential
relaxation in the Cgo monolayer. The Kauzrnann temperature was estimated
to be 45 K.
Individual Ceo molecules in the monolayer have also been observed to
switch between neutral and negatively charged states. The charging of the
Cgo causes changes in the local density of electron states and consequently a
variation in tunneling current. The negatively charged Ceo state results from
the acceptance of a tunneling electron from the STM tij:) or the substrate
depending on the bias applied.
It was found that molecular movement accompanies the molecule’s switch
ing between these states. The results obtained shed light on the switching
of Ceo between different charge states and provide important information for
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the further development of nanoscale molecular devices and molecular switch
concepts.
These experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of STM in the
investigation of phase and kinetic transitions in the vicinity of critical tem 
peratures. This is an unexpected result because, in general, the characteristic
times of molecular and atomic motion are on the order of picoseconds and
the characteristic frequency cut-off of an STM is much slower at 10 kHz
(~ 100 iis). However, as the dynamics are highly tem perature-dependent,
one can hnd a tem perature range where the fluctuations happen on a time
scale able to be resolved by STM and thus the tem perature of the kinetic
transition can be extracted.
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C hapter 4
N iD P P on A g ( l l l ) and
A g / S i ( l l l ) : th e Effect o f
Surface R ea c tiv ity
The interplay l:>etween the role of interm olecular forces and molecule-surface
interactions is a very fine l:ialance. The relative strengths of these two factors
determ ines how molecules self-assemble when placed on the surface.
The effect of the m olecular/inorganic interface on possible future device
perform ance cannot be overstated, as this will determ ine the charge injection
and charge flow in such molecular devices [76-78].
In this chapter, using STM and LEED, the effect of the su b strate on
the self-assembly of a particular porphyrin molecule, (5,15-diphenylporphyrinato)N i(II) (N iD PP) is examined by depositing it onto two related - bu t
different

surfaces, A g ( lll) and A g /S i( lll) - \/3 x
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R30°.
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When deposited onto the less-reactive noble A g (lll) surface, NiDPP is
able to diffuse across the surface to the step edges and grow into close-packed
monolayers. These monolayers are composed of a single domain which covers
the entire sample surface.
In contrast, when deposited on the more reactive A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3
R30° surface, the molecules adopt one of three preferential orientations, and
bind to the middle of terraces. These initially-bound molecules act as nucleation sites for domains which grow across the terraces.

Many domain

boundaries are evident on the surface, with all three orientations present on
a single terrace.
The results contained herein shed light on the complex interactions be
tween adsorbates and surfaces, and show that the reactivity of the substrate
plays a major role in molecular self-assembly.

4.1

E xperim ental d etails

The STM experiments were performed at room tem perature in an ultra-highvacuum system consisting of an analysis chamber (with a base pressure of
2

X

10~^^ mbar) and a preparation chamber (5 x 10~^^mbar). An electro-

chemically etched polycrystalline tungsten tip was used to record STM im
ages in constant current mode. The voltage Vaampie corres[)onds to the sample
bias with respect to the tip. No drift corrections have been applied to any
of the STM images presented herein.
The S i( lll) substrate was p-type boron-doped with a resistivity in the
range 0.1-1.0

cm. The S i(lll)-(7 x 7) surface was prepared by in situ direct
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current heating to 1520 K after the sample was first degassed at 870 K for
12 hours. The A g /S i(lll)--\/3 x %/3 R30° surface was prepared by e-beam
evaporation of silver (Goodfellow Metals, 5 N) from a molybdenum crucible
onto the Si substrate, which was maintained at 770 K during the deposition.
The A g (lll) crystal (Surface Preparation Laboratory) was cleaned in situ
by repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering

= 0.8 keV) and annealing

at 820 K. The substrate cleanliness was verified by STM and LEED before
deposition of the NiDPP.
XiDPP was synthesized according to a published procedure [169] by Dr
Natalia Sergeeva in the School of Chemistry, TCD. The molecules were evap
orated in a preparation chamber isolated from the STM chamber at a rate
of about 0.2 ML per minute from a tantalum crucible in a homemade de
position cell operated at a tem perature of approximately 600 K. The total
pressure during porphyrin deposition was in the 10“ ^°mbar range. Before
evaporation, the NiDPP powder was degassed for about 10 hours to remove
water vapour.

4.2

P orp h yrin s

Due to their interesting physicochemical properties and conformational flexi
bility, porphyrins are widely used for the fabrication of complex supramolecular structures, which are utilized in many technological applications including
light-harvesting arrays for solar energy generation, sensors, molecular opto
electronic gates, photo-inducible energy or electron transfer systems, nonlin
ear optics and oxidation catalysts [1, 14, 78, 170-174]. Furthermore, they
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are essential to various natural biological processes as the main functional
groups of haemoglobin and chlorophyll. To this end, porphyrin derivatives
have been used to prepare a rich variety of molecular nanostructures such as
clusters, wires and extended networks on different surfaces [1-13].
Such nanostructures offer a number of powerful approaches for the devel
opment of molecule-based devices [76-78]. The strength of the porphyrinsurface interaction is a vital param eter for the controlled assembly of these
functional molecular species into ordered nanostructures [10, 80]. The nature
of the bonding between porphyrins and the surface is reflected in the geo
metric configuration of molecules at the interface and their molecular charge
distribution, and therefore can be probed by STM.
Since the porphyrin family comprises such a ric;h and diverse group of
molecules, many moieties have been studied on many different substrates,
from noble metals [8, 10, 11], to semiconductors [175, 176] and oxide sur
faces [177, 178]. Several related classes of molecules are also well-studied on
surfaces, such as phthalocyanine, porphyrazine, naphthalocyanine and anthrocyanine. Depending on the nature of the substrate and the structure of
the porphyrin molecule, the supramolecular ordering can be vastly different,
and the appearance of the molecules in STM is determined by the presence
or absence of a metal centre.
On noble metal surfaces, such as A g (lll) and A u ( lll) , molecule-molecule
attraction tends to dominate over the relatively weak molecule-substrate in
teraction, and their self-assembly is largely determined by the side-groups
present on the molecule.
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Krasnikov et al. have shown the novel self-assembly of Ni-porphine (NiP)
[10] and 5-((10,15,20-triphenylporphyrinato)N i(II))2 dim er (N iTPP-dim er,
structm 'e shown in Figiu’e 4.3a) [11] molecules on the A g ( lll ) surface.
Despite the fact th a t the two molecules investigated are b o th nickel por
phyrins, even when deposited on a similar su b strate they exhibit different
self-assembly and packing, as defined by their individual structures.
It was shown th a t the structure of NiP layers depends very strongly on
their coverage on the A g ( lll) surface. At a coverage of 1 monolayer (ML),
\ i P forms a close-packed, uniform layer, with two equivalent domains rotated
by ± 6° with respect to the Ag substrate. This is an exam ple of non-chiral
molecules self-assembling into right- and left-handed two-dimensional chiral
domains.

Figure 4.1: (a~c) STM of increasing NiP coverages on A g ( lll) , leading to
nanolines one (a), two (b) and three (c) molecules wide, as shown by the
line profiles in d [10].
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At a coverage of approximately 1.5 ML, the second layer of NiP selfassembles into nanolines on top of the first molecTilar layer, as shown in
Figure 4.1. These nanolines are very well-ordered and their length is limited
only by the extent of the Ag substrate’s terraces, with lengths of up to
50 nm observed. They are found to be between one and four molecules wide,
depending on the total molecular coverage, and as they grow wider they
begin to form a hexagonal structure with unit cell ])arameters similar to
those obtained for the first molecular layer.

30nm
M i l l

Figure 4.2: STM of approximately 1.8 ML coverage of NiP on A g (lll), show
ing single-molecular missing rows, separated by a periodicity of 5nni [10].

As the coverage is further increased, the nanolines grow together laterally,
and at 1.8 ML the molecules are seen to form lines with an average width of
5.0 ± 0 .1 nm, with dark rows between them corresponding to a single missing
molecular row (Figure 4.2). When the coverage finally reaches 2 ML, the
closed hexagonal packing is restored, however the unit cell is approximately
4% larger than th at of the first layer. This indicates that the molecule
substrate interaction experienced by the first layer is enough to accommodate
this strain.

Since it experiences less of an effect from the substrate, the
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second layer undergoes a la teral relax atio n com p ared to th e first layer, an d
this relax atio n causes som e of th e m olecules to be displaced o u t of plane,
resulting in a 5.0 nm m o d u latio n of th e ap p a re n t height, corresponding to
th e filling of th e m issing rows in going from 1.8 M L to 2.0 ML.

F igure 1.3: S chem atic of th e N iT P P -d im e r m olecule (a). STM of 1 ML of
X iT P P -d im ers on th e A g ( l l l ) surface acquired a t Kamp/e = —1-9V (a) and
^\«ampte = 0.G5 V (b). A negative bias allows electron tu n n elin g from th e
phenyl rings, and positive bias allows tu n n elin g in to th e p o rp h y rin m acrocy
cle [10].

In th e ca«e of th e N iT P P -d im e r also d ep o sited on th e A g ( l l l ) surface,
however, a difi’e rent behav io u r has been rep o rte d [11]. T h e N iT P P -d im e r con
sists of two nickel p o rp h y rin m acrocycles connected th ro u g h a single c a rb o n carbon bond, w ith phenyl rings occupying th e rest of th e m eso-positions, as
shown in Figiu'e 4.3a. T his m ore com plex s tru c tu re gives rise to an oblique
close packing regim e, and at a coverage of 0.5 ML, large com pact islands are
form ed, th e edges of which ap p e a r “b lu rry ” due to tip -in d u ced m olecular
m ovem ent.

T his, an d th e relatively low d eso rp tio n te m p e ra tu re of 5 0 0 K

im plies th a t th ey form a w eakly bonded, physisorbed system .
W hen th e coverage is increased to 1 ML th e m olecules form oblique closed
dom ains, w ith la ttic e p aram eters o f a = h = 2.7 nm an d 7 = 70°, an d aligned
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along the m ain crystallographic directions of the A g (ll 1) surface. Figure 4.3b
shows an STM image of such a monolayer, obtained at a bias voltage of
ysample ~ —1-9 V, where the central macrocycles appear as dark areas and the
phenyl rings are imaged as bright protrusions. It can be seen th a t the dimers
are very closely packed, w ith the phenyl rings rotated by 50 60°, allowing
them to interlock and form interm olecular bonds through 7r-electron stacking
of the phenyl rings.
By perform ing STM at a negative sample bias, as in Figiu'e 4.3b, the
occupied molecular orbital states are probed, and when tunneling at a pos
itive sample bias, as in Figure 4.3c, the unoccupied states are examined.
The published electronic stru ctu re of nickel porphyrin indicates th a t the hrst
unoccupied molecular orbitals are localised w ithin the niacrocycle, and the
occupied molecular orbitals w ithin the phenyl substituents.
In contrast to noble m etal surfaces, when deposited on bare or lightlypassivated sem iconductor surfaces, organic molecular mobility is severely
restricted even at room tem perature, and isolated molecules can be sta
bly imaged [179, 180]. This allows th e conform ational effects of the sub
strate to be probed w ithout interactions from the molecule's neighbours.
On a highly boron-doped S i ( l l l ) surface, C u-5,10,15,20-tetrakis(3,5-di-tertbutyl-phenyl) porphyrin (C uT B P P ) strongly binds to the surface and under
goes some conform ational adaptation s due to the interaction w ith the sub
strate [180]. A similar pinning of the molecules is observed when phthalocyanines interact w ith defects on the H-passivated H:Si(001) surface [175, 176.
176].
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On the passivated H:Si(001) and H ;S i(lll) surfaces, porphyrins and re
lated organic molecules are free to migrate across the surface, similar to the
noble metal surfaces, however when they encounter a defect they become
strongly attached at the defect site [176, 181]. Voltage pulses from the STM
tip can induce the formation of such defects by selectively removing H atoms,
and in this way it has been hypothesised th at nanoscale organic electronics
can be designed [182, 183].
On oxidised surfaces such as Cu(110)-p(2 x 1)0, the inherently achiral
free-base tetraphenyl porphyrin (H 2 T P P) forms heterochiral domains upon
interaction with the surface. Although the H2 T P P molecule is achiral, it
consists of four phenyl rings which can be rotated in a “propeller” fashion
with respect to the planar macrocycle either clockwise or anticlockwise, thus
gi\'ing rise to chirality. The unit cell of the molecular monolayer on the oxidereconstructed Cu surface consists of two molecules with opposite chirality.
If the unit cell was sc}uare, this would lead to an overall-achiral monolayer,
however on the Cu(110)-0 surface, the commensurate unit cell is oblique,
leading to the formation of mirror domains on adjacent terraces [78, 177].
As mentioned l)efore, transition metal porphyrins possess many interest
ing properties, however in some cases their synthesis by traditional methods
can be tricky, and some oxidation states are unstable in vitro. A solution
to this is to directly metallate free-base porphyrin [184-186]. This versa
tile technique is employed most often by depositing a free-base porphyrin
or phthalocyanine such as H 2 T P P onto the relatively-inert A g (lll) surface,
and dosing the siu'face with metal atoms (e.g. Fe atoms to create Fe-TPP),
and has shown yields of up to 95%, with almost all molecules converted to
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the m etallated form [184, 185]. Conversely metal adatoms can be deposited
on the surface before porphyrin deposition, and the metalation occurs in a
similar way [186]. This novel on-surface synthesis can lead to the creation
of organic molecules whose metal centres have oxidation states which are
inaccessible to other synthesis methods, as they are stabilised through coor
dination by the surface.

4.3

A g ( l l l ) and A g / S i ( l l l ) : similarities and
differences

The crystal structure of silver is body-centred cubic (Figure 4.4a), and so the
A g (lll) plane exhibits a close-packed, hexagonal structure (Figure 4.4b). Ag
is a stable transition metal, and one of the few metals found abundantly in
nature as a pure native element.

This stability is due to its relative in

ertness, and the A g (lll) close-packed surface has the lowest energy of its
high-symmetry surfaces.
As discussed in Section 4.2, molecules on A g (lll) tend to favour closepacked arrangements where possible. Its low surface energy allows molecules
to easily diffuse until they encounter either a step edge (with a higher energy
due to symmetry breaking), or another molecule (with whom the intermolecular interaction is stronger than the molecule-substrate interaction), giving
rise to close-packed monolayers. The surface is not completely ignored by the
deposited molecules however, with the choice of substrate playing a major
role in the properties of NiDPP and M nClTPP (Chapter 5).
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Figure 4.4; (a) Schematic model of the silver body-centred cubic structure,
showing the (111) cleavage plane, (b ) Model of the close-packed A g ( lll)
surface, w ith the principal directions indicated.
A g /S i( lll) - \/3

X

\/3 R30° consists of the honeycomb-chain trim er struc

ture. C’leaving the (111) siu'face of Si creates dangling bonds th a t point out
of the surface into the vacuum. If it is not passivated, these bonds recon
stru ct into chains of dimers, however when Ag is deposited onto the S i( l ll)
surface, it forms pseudo-hexagons on th e surface, which cause the Si dangling
bonds to reconstruct into triniers [187-189], as shown in Figure 4.5.
The A g /S i(lll)-v /3 x \/3 R30° surface was chosen as its reactivity is
expected to be interm ediate in strength between th a t of clean S i ( lll) and
hydrogen-passivated Si(111) [190, 191]. On clean S i(l 11), porphyrin molecules
form covalent bonds and are unable to diffuse or self-assemble into ordered
structures at room tem perature [161, 181], while on the H-passivated surface
they diffuse freely and can form islands [181, 192], The effect of th e A g ( lll)
surface on the N iD PP self-assembly is expected to be minor, similar to th a t
of H-passivated S i( lll) , however the A g / S i( lll ) - \ /3 x \/3 R30° surface’s elec
tron states have been shown to exhibit a resonance close to the energy of the
(1^2

molecular orbital [193], leading to a stronger interaction w ith the surface.
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Figure 4.5: Top and side-view model of the A g /S i( lll) - \/3 x -\/3 R30° sur
face. Ag atom s are represented by large blue spheres, and Si as small yellow
spheres. W hen Ag is deposited on th e S i( l ll) surface, it reconstructs to
form the honeycom b-chain-trinier stru ctu re [189]. The unit cell of S i( ll l) is
shown in black, w ith the \/3 x \/3 R30° reconstruction shown in red.
and the difference between the interactions with these two surfaces will be
explored in this chapter.

4.4

E xp loitin g surface reactivity for N iD P P
self-assem bly

4.4.1

N iD P P : (5 ,1 5 -d ip h en y lp o rp h y rin a to )N i(II)

The porphyrin studied in this chapter, (5,15-dipheriylporphyrinato)N i(II),
consists of a central N i-porphyrin macrocycle w ith two phenyl rings situated
at the meso-positions, in the trans orientation, as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Molecular model of (5,15-diphenylporphyrinato)N i(II), showing
the porphyrin macrocycle, central Ni atom and th e substituent phenyl rings.
Porphryins substituted w ith four phenyl rings have been extensively stu d 
ied due in part to their relative ease of synthesis, and their self-assembly is
well-known [194-198]. The self-assembly and axial ligand lability of a four
fold, me.s'o-aryl substituted porphyrin will be described in detail in the next
chapter (C hapter 5); however by investigating the self-assembly of a linear
molecule s\ich as NiDPP. interesting phenom ena can arise due to its lower
symmetry, such as stacking in a preferential direction, and the form ation of
wire-like structures.

4.4.2

N iD P P on A g ( l l l )

W hen deposited onto the A g ( lll) surface, the N iD PP molecules self-assemble
at room tem perature into large well-ordered domains. At 1 ML coverage, each
porphyrin macrocycle, which includes a central Ni atom , four surrounding
pyrrole rings and four C atom s in the meso positions, has a flat orientation
on the surface w ith the macrocycle plane lying parallel to the substrate. Fig
ures 4.7a and 4.7b show typical occupied and unoccupied state STM images
taken from the N iD PP monolayer, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: STM images taken from 1 ML of the NiDPP on the A g (lll)
surface: (a) It = 0.1nA, Vsampie = 1-4 V, 45nrn x 45nni and (b) It = 1.0 uA,
^sample = 1-2 V, 13 uni X 13 nm. The unit cell of the NiDPP overlayer is
shown in black. Schematic representation of the NiDPP overlayer on the
A g (lll) surface (c). (a) and (b) have been smoothed using a 3 x 3 matrix
to remove mechanical noise.
In Figure 4.7a the phenyl substituents are seen a« l)right oval protrusions,
while the porphyrin macrocycle appears dark. In turn, in Figure 4.7b the
individual macrocycles appear as bright protrusions, each showing a four-fold
symmetry and having dimensions on the order of 1 nm. Such a difference
in molecular appearance in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b can be attributed to a
difference in the electronic structure between the porphyrin macrocycle and
the phenyl substituents and their geometry on the surface.
In Ni porphyrins, the first unoccupied molecular orbitals are localised
within the macrocycle and include unoccupied Ni 3d states [199-201]. At a
relatively small positive sample bias, electrons tunnel mainly into macrocycle
states and not to phenyl rings, making the porphyrin core brighter than
its substituents (Figure 4.7b). When tunneling occurs from a number of
molecular orbitals localised within both the macrocycle and phenyl rings, the
latter appear to be brighter (Figure 4.7a). This is due to the rotated position
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of the phenyl rings, which makes them topographically higher th a n the flat
porphyrin macrocycle. This simplified view does not take into account the
interaction between the molecule and the substrate; however, it is assumed
th a t this interaction is weak for the A g ( lll) surface.
It is observed th a t each A g ( lll ) terrace is covered w ith a single molecular
domain w ith terrace w idths of up to 100 nm. T he N iD PP overlayer has an
oblique close-packed structure and consists of alternating molecular rows.
The molecules along each row are aligned parallel to each other, while the
molecules in adjacent rows are ro tated by approxim ately 17° w ith respect to
each other. This leads to the tilted-row p a tte rn seen in Figure 4.7b, arising
from pairs of j)henyl rings aligned w ith one another.
The proposed model of the N iD PP monolayer on the A g ( lll ) surface is
shown in Figure 4.7c. The unit cell of the N iD PP lattice has the following
param eters; a = 2.00 ± 0.05 nm, b = 1.60 ± 0.05 nm, 7 = 85.0 ± 0.5°. The
formation of ordered structures of this extent indicates a low diffusion b ar
rier for the molecules on this surface at room tem perature. Furtherm ore, a
relatively weak (van der Waals) interm olecular interaction, involving the hy
drogen atom s and phenyl rings of neighbouring N iD PP molecules dom inates
over a weaker bonding between the molecules and the A g ( lll ) substrate. It
is noted th a t the molecules desorb from the surface at a tem perature of ap
proxim ately 430 K, which provides further evidence for a physisorbed system
weakly bonded to the substrate.
As seen in Figure 4.8, the N iD PP molecular rows are oriented along the
substrate step edges. The steps follow one of th e close-packed directions of
A g ( lll) , denoted here as [101], as derived from STM and LEED m easured
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from the clean substrate. This indicates that the overlayer growth starts from
the A g (lll) step edges, which imparts a direction to the resulting molecular
structure. This is a clear indication that, despite a weak niolecule-substrate
interaction, A g (lll) plays a crucial role in the adsorption and arrangement
of the molecules.

Figure 4.8: STM images taken from 1 ML of the NiDPP on the A g (lll)
surface: (a) = 0.1 nA, Vsampie = —1.4 V, 27 nm x 27 urn, (b) If = 1.0 nA,
Vsampie = 1-25 V, 28 nm X 28 nm and ( c ) It — 1.0 nA, Vsampie = 1.25 V,
50 nm X 12 nm. (b) has been flattened to correct the tip change which
occurred approximately half-way up the scan and (c) has been rotated by
approximately 45° to show the molecular alignment across multiple terraces,
and the diagonal lines shown arise from tip instability during scanning.

A similar type of growth has been found for other molecular layers on
surfaces with a relatively low reactivity [46, 202, 203]. As shown in the over
layer model in Figure 4.7c, the porphyrins and the substrate form an almost
perfect 2:9 coincidence structure along the [lOl] direction of the A g (lll) sur
face, where every second molecule along this direction coincides with every
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ninth silver atom. This direction coincides with the long diagonal of the
NiDPP overlayer unit cell.
All STM images of NiDPP on the A g ( lll) surface show the close-packed
structure of the self-assembled layer with a relatively small separation be
tween the molecules. This is a result of significant rotation of the phenyl
rings, imaged as oval protrusions (Figures 4.7a and 4.8a). The plane of the
phenyl rings is usually rotated by approximately 60° with respect to the
macrocycle plane according to ab initio calculations, STM and X-ray ab
sorption experiments [11, 192, 204, 205]. Such rotation allows the NiDPP
molecules to approach each other on the surface in a specific manner and
form an extended close-packed structure to minimize the surface energy'.

(a)

«

Ag[101]

Ag[101]

Figure 4.9: (a) LEED pattern from 1 ML of the NiDPP on the A g (lll)
sm'face, acquired at a kinetic energy of 15 eV. (b) Two-dimensional fast
Fourier transform calculated from the STM image shown in Figure 4.7a.
The close-packed [lOl] substrate direction corresponding to the coincidence
structure is indicated by an arrow'.

Figure 4.9a shows a LEED pattern obtained from 1 ML of NiDPP de
posited on the A g (lll) surface. This LEED pattern with an obhque unit cell
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exhibits good agreement with the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
(2D-FFT) (Figure 4.9b) of the STM images. Note that although similar in
concept, LEED and FFT will not agree perfectly, since LEED averages over
a much larger area (~ pm) than the STM image from which the FFT is
calculated (~ 10 nm), and th at LEED can include contributions from the
substrate and multiple scatterings. Nevertheless, this imj)lies that the sur
face is covered by a single domain and that the STM images included are
representative of the overlayer structure.

4.4.3

N iD P P on A g / S i ( l l l )

The silver-passivated S i(lll) surface has a \/3 x \/3 R30° reconstruction
and consists of the honeycomb-chain trimer structure, as explained in Sec
tion 4.3 [187, 188]. The reactivity of this surface lies between that of the
A g (lll) and the clean S i(lll) . It is expected that the NiDPP interaction
with the A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3 R30° surface will be stronger than that of
A g (lll).
Figure 4.10a shows a typical STM image of a monolayer of NiDPP molecules
deposited on the A g /S i(lll)--\/3 x v/S R30° surface. The NiDPP molecules
form a close-packed structure of dimer rows on this svn’face. There are three
domains, labelled A, B and C, observed on the same terrace in Figure 4.10a.
All domains have a similar pseudo-hexagonal structure and are rotated by
120° relative to each other following the three-fold synnnetry of the under
lying substrate. The inset in Figure 4.10a shows in detail the close-packed
structure of one domain (A).
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Figure 4.10: (a) STM image taken from 1 ML of the N iD PP on the
A g /S i( lll) - \/3 X \/3 R30° surface: I t — O.SnA, Vgampie = 1.35V,
50 mn X 50 nm. Three domains of dim er rows rotated by 120° to each other
are present and are labelled A, B and C in the image. The inset shows the
detailed structure of the dom ain A. (b) Schematic representation of one do
main of the N iD PP overlayer on the A g /S i(lll)--\/3 x \/3 R30° surface, (a)
has been sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m atrix to remove mechanical noise.
The existence of three different dom ain orientations on the same terrace
of the A g /S i(lll)-v /3 x \/3 R30°, in contrast w ith single-domain terraces for
A g ( lll) , implies a much stronger molecule-surface interaction, as expected
for the more-reactive Ag-passivated S i ( lll ) surface. W hen deposited at room
tem perature, the movement of the molecules on th e surface is restricted, w ith
preferential binding sites dictated by th e pseudo-hexagonal stru ctu re of the
imderlying surface.
This results in an oblique (pseudo-hexagonal) unit cell w ith lattice param 
eters of 1.4 ± 0.1 nm x 1.3 ± 0.1 nm at an angle of 60 ± 2°. The proposed
model of the N iD PP monolayer on th e A g /S i( lll) - \/3 x

y /3

R30° surface

is shown in Figure 4.10b. It is noted th a t twice the distance between the
51 trim ers is ec|ual to 1.33 nm.

In order to minimize the num ber of non-
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equivalent adsorption sites and the lattice mismatch, the NiDPP monolayer
is stressed on this surface. This results in a slightly denser overlayer struc
ture compared to the one observed on the less-reactive A g (lll) siu'face. The
packing densities of the NiDPP overlayer on the A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3 R30°
and the A g (lll) surfaces, calculated from the proposed models, are equal to
0.67 and 0.63 molecules per nm^, respectively.
{a

+>Si[110]

Si[110]

Si[10T]

Figure 4.11; (a) LEED pattern from 1 ML of the NiDPP on the A g/S i(lll)\/3 X y/3 R30° surface acquired at a kinetic energy of 25 eV. (b) Twodimensional fast Fourier transform calculated from the STM image of one
domain (A) shown in Figure 4.10a, indicated by the inset. The primary
substrate directions are indicated by arrows, with only that of the A domain
shown in (b).
Figure 4.11a shows a LEED pattern obtained from approximately 1 ML
of NiDPP deposited on the A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3 R30° surface.

It has a

pseudo-hexagonal structure confirming the presence of three domains of the
molecular overlayer. By comparing the 2D-FFT calculated from the STM
image of a single domain A (Figure 4.11b) with the experimental LEED
pattern, it is clear that the dominant features arise from the three equivalent
domains observed in Figure 4.10a, oriented at 120° to one another.
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It is also evident from the symmetry that each orientation contributes
equally to the LEED pattern, indicating that no one orientation is preferred
over the others. This is in agreement with the STM data showing th at the
XiDPP overlayer structure consists of dimer rows growing in three equivalent
directions, dictated by the hexagonal symmetry of the A g /S i(lll)-\/3 x \/3
R30° surface. The significant streaking of the LEED spots (Figure 4.11a),
which are also visible in the 2D-FFT (Figure 4.11b), is a result of the dimer
row structure observed in STM images. This streaking indicates the presence
of disorder along the molecular rows and arises due to a variation in the lattice
|)arametcr of the molecular unit cell in the direction parallel to the molecular
rows. This in turn is attributed to non-equivalent rotation and/or bending of
the individual phenyl rings in order to minimize the lattice mismatch between
the XiDPP overlayer and the substrate.

4.5

C o n clu sio n s

In sunmiary, by using STM and LEED it has been demonstrated that the
self-assembly of NiDPP molecules at room tem perature depends greatly on
the choice of substrate.
If deposited on the relatively-inert A g (lll) surface, molecule-molecule
interactions dominate and the NiDPP molecules form a close-packed, single
domain monolayer, which starts to grow from the substrate step edges.
In contrast, on the more-reactive A g /S i(lll) -\/3 x -\/3 R30° substrate, the
molecule-substrate interaction is stronger than in former case, leading the
deposited molecules to adopt one of three equivalent orientations on the sur-
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face. These initial orientations act as nucleation sites for the three equivalent
molecular domains distributed randomly over the substrate terraces.
By studying the self-assembly of a simple molecule such as NiDPP on
a wide range of substrates, it becomes possible to make predictions as to
the probable supramolecular ordering of more complex molecules on those
surfaces. This kind of work is fundamental to our understanding of moleculesubstrate interactions, and will form the basis of molecular electronics in the
future.

C hapter 5
M n C lT P P on A g ( l l l ) : A xial
Ligand Transform ations
3d transition m etal porphyrins are ideal candidates for a large num ber of
applications due to their rich coordination chem istry [206]. In particular,
manganese-based porphyrin complexes have been shown to selectively catal
yse the halogenation of C H bonds [207] and are often used as catalysts for
the chemical transform ation of alkenes into epoxides [208, 209]. By using
electronegative ligands, the m etal atom can be oxidized from the +2 to the
-1-3 oxidation state. Given the capabilities of porphyrins to bind and release
gases and to act as an active center in catalytic reactions in biological sys
tems, porphyrin-based films on surfaces are extrem ely appealing as chemical
and gas sensors as well as nanoporous catalytic m aterials [210, 211],
In this chapter, STM, D FT calculations, XAS and XPS are used to
study the reaction of molecular oxygen w ith the surface supported m ono
layer (ML) of (5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato)M n(III)C l (M nC lT PP ).
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When deposited onto the A g (lll) surface, M nClTPP form a close-packed
square monolayer.

The molecules adopt a saddle conformation, with the

axial Cl-ligand pointing out of the plane into the vacuum.
Upon annealing at ~510K , the Cl ligand desorbs from the M nClTPP
molecule, however the (III) oxidation state of the central Mu ion is un
changed. This oxidation state is stabilised through ligation by the substrate.
Exposure of the M n(III)TPP layer to molecular oxygen oxidises the metal
centre to the Mn(IV) state, and the molecule binds l)oth oxygen atoms as a
peroxide, to form M n(IV)02TPP. Finally, this bidentate peroxide ligand can
be removed by further annealing to ~445K , refreshing the monolayer to the
M n (III)T P P /A g (lll) state.

5.1

E xperim ental d etails

The STM experiments were performed at 78 K in an ultra-high-vacmmi sys
tem consisting of an analysis chamber (with a base pressure of 2 x 10“ ^^ nibar)
and a preparation chamber (5 x 10“ ^^mbar). An electrocheniically etched
polycrystalline tungsten tip was used to record STM images in constant cur
rent mode. The voltage Vsampie corresponds to the sample bias with respect
to the tip. No drift corrections have been applied to any of the STM images
presented herein.
The A g (lll) crystal (Surface Preparation Laboratory) was cleaned in situ
by repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering {Ek = 0.8 keV) and annealing at
820 K. The substrate cleanliness was verified by STM and LEED before depo
sition of the MnClTPP. M nClTPP was synthesized according to a published
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procedure [212] by Dr Natalia Sergeeva in the School of Chemistry, TCD. The
molecules were evaporated in a preparation chamber isolated from the STM
chamber at a rate of about 0.2 ML per minute from a tantalum crucible in a
homemade deposition cell operated at a tem perature of approximately 600 K.
The total pressure during porphyrin deposition was in the 10“ ^°mbar range.
Before evaporation, the NiDPP powder was degassed for about 10 hours to
remove water vapovu’.
XAS and XPS measurements were performed at the D lO ll bearnline at
MAX II storage ring in Lund, Sweden by Dr Sergey Krasnikov and Dr Tony
Cafolla, and their work and gTiidance are gratefully acknowledged. The XPS
spectra were measured with a Scienta SES-200 electron energy analyzer. The
kinetic energy resolution was set to 100 meV for the Cl 2p spectra. The
photon energy resolution was set to 150 meV at the Mn La-edge (~640eV).
The XAS spectra were recorded in the partial electron yield mode {U =
—100 V) by a multichannel plate detector and normalized to the background
curves recorded from the clean substrate.
DFT calculations were performed under the guidance of Dr Olaf Liibben
using the Vienna Ah initio Sinnilation Package (VASP) program. VASP im
plements a projected augmented basis set (PAW) [70] and periodic bound
ary conditions.

The electron exchange and correlation was simulated by

generalised gradient approximation (GGA) pseudopotentials with a PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation density functional [62]. A sin
gle k-point (P) w’as used for all calculations to sample the Brillouin zone.
The applied energy cut-off was 400 eV. The global break condition for the
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electronic self-consistent loops was set to a to tal energy change of less than
1

X

10“^ eV, and all conformations were fully relaxed (forces < 0.01 eVYA).

5.2

M n C lT P P :
(5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato)M n (III)C l

In nature, the cytochrome P450 (CY P) superfam ily is a chverse group of
enzymes for the oxidation of organic substances. CY Ps are proteins based
around a heme centre - an Fe(III)-containing porphyrin

and are utilised

in many detoxification and biosynthesis pathways [213]. Learning from na
ture, many biomimetic systems containing Fe(III) or M n(lII) hav'e been stu d 
ied [214], and have been adapted for use in oxidation chemical reactions [210].
The chemical structure of the porphyrin (5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato)M n(III)C l is shown in Figure 5.1a. It consists of a porphyrin macrocycle w ith a Mn core and four phenyl rings attached at the 5, 10, 15 and 20
me50-positions. The Mn ion is in the (III) oxidation state, and is bonded to
a Cl ligand pointing out of the plane of the molecule [195]. Also shown in
Figure 5.1b is the 3-dimensional model of th e molecule on the A g ( ll l ) sur
face. The molecule’s conform ation has been relaxed using D FT calculations
and the final optim ised atom ic positions are show'n.
Hulsken et al. have for the first tim e observed the real-tim e catalysis of an
oxidation reaction by a related, M nCl-centred porphyrin (designated M nl)
using liquid-cell STM [211]. The molecule used was very similar to th a t in
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F igure 5.1: (a ) T h e sym bohc s tru c tu ra l m odel of M n C lT P P . T h e M n -C l
bond p o in ts out of th e plane of th e molecule. (b) R elaxed ball-and-stick
m odel of th e M n C lT P P m olecule on th e A g ( l l l ) surface. T h e phenyl rings
are ro ta te d relative to th e m acrocycle, and th e Cl ato m p o in ts o u t into th e
vacvumi.

F igure 5.1a. however th e phenyl rings a t th e m eso-positions are replaced by
long, greasy C 1 1 H 2 3 chains to increase its solubility, as show n in F igure 5.2a.
T h e M n l m olecules ad so rb on to th e A u ( l l l ) surface in regular arrays,
and m ost m olecules exhibit a uniform height.

However, in F igure 5.2c, a

single m olecule shows a larger ap p a re n t height. T his was a ttrib u te d to some
residual O 2 co n tam in a n t in th e solvent oxidising th e M n l molecule.

T he

a u th o rs n o te th a t due to th e p la n ar o rien tatio n on th e surface, an d th e fact
th a t th e free-base p o rp h y rin derivative of M n l does n o t adsorb a t th e sam e
interface, it is likely th a t a A u ato m of th e surface is co o rd in ated to th e Mn
centre [215].
Sim ilarly, it was shown th a t O 2 d id not re a c t w ith th e M n l com pound
in solution w ith o u t th e presence of th e surface, in d icatin g th a t th e A u acts
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Mn1: M = MnCI

*

Figure 5.2: (a) M nl molecule w ith a M nCl centre, similar to th a t of MnCITPP. (b), (c) Liquid-cell STM images of M n l deposited onto an A u ( lll)
surface grown on a mica substrate. The arrow in (c) points to a single
molecule in the scan area which has been oxidised by residual oxygen. The
solvent used was tetradecane and the experim ents were performed in an argon
atm osphere. Vgampie — 0.2 V I t — 2pA [211].
as an electron-donating ligand [214], In order to study the oxidation of the
M nl monolayer, the authors purged th e Ar atm osphere from their system
by backfilling w ith O 2 gas, and a sharp increase in the “bright” molecules
was observed, implying th a t these correspond to oxidised M nl complexes, as
shown in Figure 5.3a.
T he mechanism proposed consists of the surface Au atom coordinating to
the Mn centre as an axial ligand and causing the Cl ligand to dissociate as a
Cl radical, thus reducing the m etal centre from M n(III) to M n(II). This then
allows the reduced M nl to bind to an O 2 molecule and split it between its
own m etal centre and th a t of its neighbour, forming two M n l= 0 complexes.
In order to test w hether the oxidation of the M nl monolayer was ran
dom (i.e. each oxidation event is independent of its neighbouring molecules)
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F igure 5.3; (a ) STM im age of th e M n l m onolayer after a large p ro p o rtio n
of th e m olecules have been oxidised, (b ) H istogram s show ing th e n u m b er of
oxidised neighbours su rro u n d in g an oxidised m olecule, according to a ran d o m
d istrib u tio n , th e ex p erim en tal m easurem ents, and a sim u latio n assum ing th e
s p h ttin g of O 2 by ad jacent m olecules [211],

or w h eth er one O 2 m olecule was capable of oxidising two M n l molecules,
sinuilations were perform ed an d th e nu m b er of oxidised neighbours of each
oxidised m olecule was counted. T h e resu lts are show n in F igure 5.3b, an d it
is clear th a t th e d istrib u tio n of oxidised m olecules is n o t random , an d in stead
a pairw ise o xidation is favoiu'ed.
T he final resu lt of th is work was th e observation of an ep o x id atio n re
actio n catalysed by th e oxidised M n l layer, w here a sh arp decrease in th e
nim iber of oxidised m olecules accom panied th e in tro d u ctio n of a precursor
molecule, and subsequent analysis of th e solution showed th e ex p ected epox
ide reaction p ro d u ct. A lth o u g h th is sem inal p ap er was co n d u cted in solution,
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many concepts are common to the present chapter, such as the dissociation
of the Cl Ugand from M nC lTPP, the axial coordination of the dissociated
M n (III)T P P complex by the A g ( lll) surface and the subsequent oxidation
of the molecules. These results will be elucidated over the following pages.

5.3

M n C lT P P self-assem bly

Although the self-assembly of M nC lT P P has been i^'eviously studied by
Beggan et al. [195], the following high-resolution images reveal some new
behaviour not reported by Beggan and colleagues.
W hen deposited onto the A g ( lll) surface, the M nC lT PP molecules selfassemble into close-packed structures (Figiu'e 5.4). A lthough at low coverages
the Ag step edges are decorated, the m ajority of the growth occurs in the
middle of terraces, forming large, often rectangular islands, with a square
packing geometry and two equal lattice param eters of 1.41 ± 0.05 nni.
T he supram olecular ordering of a deposited porphyrin overlayer has been
shown to be m ostly triggered by the molecule’s side groups; indeed a sim
ilar packing scheme, w ith the same geom etry has previously been reported
for tetraphenyl-porphyrins (T P P s) w ith different m etal centres on noble sur
faces: Co- and Fe-T PP on A g ( lll) [196, 197]; and Ni-, Cu- and C o-T P P on
A u ( l l l ) [198], and the current d a ta agree w ith those reported by Beggan et
al [195],
LEED taken from 1 ML of M nC lT P P on the A g (lH ) surface, published
by Beggan et al, shows a series of 12 spots arranged in a circle [195]. A
similar LEED p attern weis observed for our system (not shown). These 12
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Figure 5.4: (a, b ) STM images of ~ 0.15M L of M nClTPP. In contrast to
the case of N iD PP (C hapter 4), the M nC lT PP molecules self-assemble into
close-packed islands. As can be seen in (a) th e step edges are decorated
by molecules, but the main growth occurs in th e middle of the terrace as
a rectangular island, (c) STM of a monolayer island, showing th e chirality
w ithin the molecular overlayer. Inset shows a schematic model of the tw'o
chiral domains, (b) and (c) have been sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m atrix to
remove mechanical noise.
s]:)0 ts are formed by 3 equivalent squares each ro tated by 30°, corresponding
to the three simple-cubic domains of the M nC lT P P monolayer.
One side of each square lies parallel to one of th e close-packed directions
of the A g ( lll) reciprocal m iit cell, indicating th a t although the monolayer
growth does not begin at the step edges, in contrast to th e case of NiDPP, the
substrate still plays a role in the self-assembly. Again, a similar arrangem ent
has been observed for other T P P s on A g ( lll) , w ith the su b strate im parting
a direction to the overlayer prim itive unit cell, and also one of th e molecular
axes lying parallel to a close-packed A g ( lll) direction [196, 197].
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A lthough LEED indicates th a t three rotational domains coexist on the

surface, figure 5.4c shows the boundary between two domains in the Mn
C lT P P monolayer, w ith the same orientation of unit cells. It is evident th at
the two domains are nevertheless different from one another in th a t they can
not be transform ed from one to the other by simple rotation or translation,
only by a m irror operation, i.e. they are chiral enantiom ers of one another.
It has previously been shown th a t achiral molecules deposited on an achi
ral surface can give rise to chirality in th e adsorbed layer [78, 216-218]. In
deed, Buchner et al. have recently described the local organisational chiral
ity of T P P monolayers in some detail, and a similar treatm en t is applicable
here [194].
It is noted th a t in this study of M nCITPP, as in B uchner’s work, the only
dom ain boundaries observed w ithin the closed monolayer were between chiral
dom ains w ith the same unit cell orientation. Boundaries between any of the
three orientational domains indicated by LEED were not observed together
on the same terrace, but monolayers w ith the three different orientations
were observed separately. This follows from B uchner’s hypothesis th a t chiral
dom ain boundaries, where the molecules are arranged in a “zipper” fashion
are more energetically favourable th an orientational domain boundaries, and
th a t the activation energy for the rotation of an entire chiral dom ain to align
w ith its neighbouring dom ain is less th an th a t required to ro tate all the
individual molecules in a domain to give them the same chirality.
T he molecules are rotated by 15 ± 2° w ith respect to th e close-packed
directions of the monolayer. Again, a sim ilar azinm thal rotation has been
observed for Co- [194, 196], Fe- and free-base-TPP [194] on A g ( lll) , indicat-
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iiig th a t this ro ta tio n arises from in teractio n s betw een th e T P P p erip h eral
groups.
Such a ro ta tio n allows th e phenyl rings of ad jacen t m olecules to in teract
in th e so-called “T -sh ap e” configuration, w here th e edge of one phenyl ring is
directed tow ard th e 7r-cloud on th e face of its n eighbouring phenyl ring [219].
T his accounts for a stro n g ly a ttra c tiv e in teractio n betw een m olecules an d
plays a m ajo r role in th e ir self-assembly, an d h as been n oted to play a key
role in b o th biological an d chem ical recognition an d th e in teractio n s betw een
th e arom atic side-chains of p ro tein s [220-222].
T h e m olecules’ phenyl rings have an axis of ro ta tio n aro u n d th e single
C C bond joining th e m to th e m acrocycle. In o rder to m atch th e m olecu
lar ap p earan ce from STM im ages, two of th e phenyl rings were ro ta te d in
th e opposite d irectio n to th e o th e r two. We will refer to th is as th e “^rans”
conform ation, shown in F igure 5.5a (b o tto m ), d istin ct from th e “cis” confor
m atio n w here all four phenyl rings are ro ta te d in th e sam e direction, shown
in F igure 5.5a (top).
T his "co u n ter-ro tatio n ’' gives rise to som e steric h in d ran ce due to th e
phenyl rin g s’ proxim ity to th e p o rp h y rin centre.

In tu rn , th e m acrocycle

ad o p ts a saddle conform ation, w ith th e o u ter carb o n an d hydrogen ato m s of
th e pyrrole rings being pushed in to or o u t of th e plane of th e molecule.
As an aside, one m ight naively assum e th a t m eso-aryl su b stitu te d p o r
phyrins in th e gas phase w ould assum e a co n fo rm atio n w ith th e phenyl rings
ro ta te d by 90° to th e p o rp h y rin m acrocycle in o rd er to m inim ise steric h in 
drance. However, steric h in d ran ce is only h alf of th e story. C alcu lated s tru c 
tu res com paring H 2 P (free-btise p o rp h in e), H 2 T P P and th e ir diacid analogues
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Figure 5.5: (a) Relaxed models of M nC lT PP on A g ( lll) showing the cis
(top) and trans (bottom ) arrangem ents of the phenyl rings. Yellow arrows in
the bottom frame highlight the saddling of the macrocycle, and red arrows
show the rotation of the phenyl rings, (b) STM (top) and model (bottom ) of
the prim itive 1 x 1 unit cell of M nClTPP. The upperm ost atom s of the phenyl
rings are highlighted to show th a t these correspond to the brightest features
in the STM image, (c) STM of 1 ML of M nClTPP, w ith a schematic showing
the buckling in the monolayer overlayed. The white dotted line shows the
prim itive 1 x 1 unit cell, and the black dotted line shows the \/2 x \/2 R45°
unit cell. The coloured dots and arrows highlight the “upper” phenyl rings
(purple) and “lower” phenyl rings (green) of the molecules.
have shown th a t phenyl substituent rotation is frequently accompanied by
pyrrole ring saddling in order to increase 7r-electron cou])ling betw'een the
phenyl rings and the porphyrin macrocycle, reducing the overall potential
energy of the molecule [223].
Since the occupied state STM images of M nC lT PP are dom inated by the
phenyl rings, these features are used to support the saddling hypothesis. It
is clear from Figure 5.5b th a t the brightest (upper) i)ortions of the phenyl
rings are not evenly spaced around the periphery of the molecule, as they
would be in the ''‘cis" phenyl conformation. Instead, the bright protrusions
are arranged at the corners of a rectangle, implying th a t the upper p arts of
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the phenyl rings are tilted towards one another along the short side of the
rectangle. This conformation is supported by DFT, with the saddle-shaped
molecule (Figure 5.5a, bottom) having a total energy 5 m eV /atom lower than
the planar conformation.
As shown in the schematic comparison between the upper STM image
in Figure 5.5b and the model below, this tm ns conformation reproduces the
packing of the molecules very well, with the upper-most parts of the phenyl
rings highlighted as these are the brightest features on the STM image due
to their proximity to the tip.
Such a saddling of the porphyrin molecule is generally accompanied by
a difference in the apparent height of the pyrrole rings’ features as observed
by STM [194], however at the sample bias Vsampie = —1.4 V, the macrocycle
appears to have a mostly uniform height.
Also noted in STM images is some “buckling” in the monolayer. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.5c. The purple and green arrows point to two phenyl
rings with inequivalent heights within the same molecule.
This buckling of the monolayer can be described by a \/2 x \/2 R45° unit
coll. This is shown in black in Figure 5.5c, and the two inequivalent “types”
of phenyl rings are shown by piu’ple and green circles.
A \/2

X

y/2 R45° unit cell was also suggested by Beggan and colleagues in

order for the molecular overlayer to he commensurate to the A g (lll) surface,
with the corner molecules situated directly above a substrate atom and the
central molecule situated on a bridge site between two Ag atoms, however
they did not observe buckling in the monolayer [195].
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It is unclear w hether this so-called “buckling” is caused by the plane of

some molecules deviating from a parallel orientation with the sinface, or by
one phenyl ring of each molecule being tilted almost perpendicular to the
molecular plane, however from previous studies of porj^hyrin complexes on
noble m etals [194, 196, 198], and the strength of the interaction between such
molecules and the surface, it is suggested th a t the la tte r is the case.
The interaction between the 7r-system of the macrocycle and the substrate
has already been mentioned, and its significance is seen in the fact th a t the
molecular unit cell and the axes of the molecules themselves are aligned along
close-packed directions of the surface. It is therefore clear th a t the strength
of this interaction is much larger th an the energy required to ro tate one
phenyl ring around a single C -C bond. This likely comes about in order to
relieve some strain on the molecular layer and to facilitate a closer edge face
interaction between neighbouring phenyl rings.

5.3.1

B ias d ep en d en ce o f axial ligand reso lu tio n

O ccupied-state STM images of the M nC lT PP monolayer obtained at negative
sample biases (Figure 5.6a) show the molecules as four bright protrusions,
corresponding to the phenyl rings, surrounding the porphyrin core, which
appears as a darker ring w ith a dark centre. This is consistent w ith previous
studies of m etallo-porphyrins showing th a t the occupied molecular orbitals
are m ostly locahsed w ithin the phenyl rings [195, 199 201]. Similarly, it has
been shown for C o-T B rP P th a t in the saddle conformation, the Co d ^ 2 orbital
did not contribute to the HOMO of the molecule observed by STM [224],
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resulting in a dark centre giving further evidence for the proposed M nC lT PP
saddle conformation.

Figure 5.6: (a, b ) STM images of 1 ML of M nC lTPP. Depending on the
bias chosen, the centre of the molecules appear dark (a, Vsampie = —1.4 V,
It = 0.3 nA), or they have a bright protrusion (b, Vaampie = 2.0 V, It = 0.2 nA)
corresponding to the central Cl ligand. Inset in (b) shows a zoom of sev
eral M nC lT PP molecules with the molecular model overlaid, (b) has been
sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m atrix to remove mechanical noise, and some hori
zontal scarring has been corrected.

In contrast, when the unoccupied states of the molecules are probed at
positive a sample l)ias (Figure 5.6b), the molecules show a bright protrusion
in the centre corresponding to the Cl-ligand pointing out of th e surface (green
oval in inset). In the previous study of this system , the Cl-ligand was not
resolved, however it is noted here th a t only under the specific tunneling
conditions used in Figure 5.6b was it possible to observe the a:xial ligand.
M easurem ents were perform ed at 78 K, and so the therm al stability of the
molecules during the ciu'rent experim ents was greater th an th a t of Beggan
and co-workers' room tem perature work, also contributing to th e ability to
image the axial ligand.
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This is the first direct indication th a t the M nC lT PP molecules arrive
at th e A g ( lll ) surface w ith the Cl-ligand intact, however Beggan and co
authors have shown th a t the chemical environm ent of the Cl atom is con
sistent w ith coordination to the central Mn atom , and not reacted w ith the
A g ( lll) surface [195]. They therefore propose th a t the Cl-ligand points out
of the surface into the vacuum, and the current results are in agreem ent with
this theory.

5.4

A x ia l ligan d tra n sfo rm a tio n

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) perform ed on the as-deposited MnC IT P P exhibits the characteristic shape of the M n(III) oxidation state, as
show'n in Figure 5.7 (bottom spectrum ).
T he Mn

2

p 3 / 2 (L 3 ) XAS edge consists of three features, labelled A, B

and C in Figure 5.7. These correspond to a convolution of the interactions
between the core

2

p electrons w ith th e outer valence electrons, and have

been shown to reflect the oxidation sta te of the Mn ion [225, 226]. However,
the decom position of such spectra is complex, involving up to 7 individual
peaks [227], and so the m ain features will be treated as a '‘fingerprint” of
the oxidation state here. W hen the M n ion is in th e (III) oxidation state,
the B feature dom inates, w ith a significant contribution from A and a lower
shoulder at C, as shown in the initial and final spectra in Figure 5.7. In the
M n(IV) state, the contribution of the C feature dominates.
W hen the M n(III)C lT P P ML is annealed at 510 K, the Cl ligand is re
moved b u t from the shape of the XAS (red curve) it is clear the oxidation
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F igure 5.7: M n 2p XAS sp e c tra acquired d u rin g th e an n eal an d oxygen
exposure of th e M n (III)C lT P P m onolayer. In itially th e M n L 2 an d L 3 peaks
have a sh ap e ch aracteristic of th e M n (III) o x idation s ta te , w hich is preserved
upon annealing a t 510 K to yield M n (III)T P P . U pon exposure to O 2 , however,
th e central M n shifts to th e M n(IV ) o xidation s ta te , an d th e O 2 binds to th e
m olecule as a peroxide. T h e M n (III)T P P s ta te can th e n be reg en erated by
fu rth er annealing at 445 K. R elaxed m odels of th e different m olecules are
shown beside each sp ectru m , an d th e yellow arrow in d icates th e o rder in
w hich th e exp erim en t was perform ed.

s ta te of th e M n ion is unchanged. W ith o u t th e Cl ligand, th e M n (III) ion
w ould be u n d erco o rd in ated by only th e p o rp h ry in m acrocycle alone. It is
suggested th a t th e M n is co o rd in ated by th e A g ( l l l ) surface, w hich acts as
a fifth ligand for th e i\In ion, stab ilisin g th e (III) o x id atio n state. A sim ilar
hypothesis has been p u t forw ard for previous stu d ies of axial ligand tra n s 
form ation [195, 211, 228], w ith an ato m of th e noble m etal surface ligating
to th e tra n sitio n m etal core.
U pon sTibsequent exposure of th e M n ( I I I ) T P P / A g ( l ll) com plex to O 2 ,
th e M n 2p lineshape changes significantly. As oxid atio n tim e increases, th e
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relative contributions of the A and B features diminish, and the C peak grows
to be the principal feature. This implies that exposure to oxygen causes the
Mn ion to change from the III oxidation state to the IV. Also noted are clear
changes in the Mn 2pi/2 peak, which are harder to quantify, but nevertheless
support the oxidation of the Mn core.
It is postulated that the oxygen molecule binds to the Mn(IV) ion intact as
the peroxide anion, O^” , with the two O atoms sharing a single bond and the
anion bound to the Mn centre, and this will be shown in detail in the following
sections. The Mn oxidation is reversible however, and further annealing at
445 K removes the bidentate peroxide ligand, restoring the Mn(III) lineshape.

5.4.1

R em ovin g th e C l-ligand

STM performed after the initial anneal step to remove the Cl-ligand is pre
sented in Figure 5.8. The occupied-state appearance of M nTPP (Figure 5.8a)
appears almost identical to th at of M nClTPP prior to annealing.
The four phenyl rings are still visible and the centre of the niacrocycle appears dark, as in Figure 5.6a, and the monolayer exhibits unchanged
square lattice parameters of 1.41 ± 0.05 nm. The rectangular arrangement of
the phenyl rings is also unchanged, implying that the removal of the axial
ligand does not greatly affect the aryl-group substituents. However, when
the unoccupied states are probed at a positive sample bias (Figure 5.8b), the
molecules’ appearance is strikingly different.
The central protrusion previously seen is gone, giving further evidence
for the removal of the Cl-hgand. Instead, the molecules appear as four large
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Figure 5.8: (a, b ) STM images of 1 ML of M n T P P after annealing. The
occupied state image (a, Vgampie = —1-4V, It = 0.3 nA) appears unchanged
from the case of M uC lT PP (Figure 5.6a), however when the unoccupied
states are probed (b, V^ampie = 2.0 V, It = 0.2 nA, 20 nm x 20 nm), the
molecuk's now have dark centres, where the Cl-ligand was previously visible.
These images have been sm oothed using a 3 x 3 m atrix to remove mechanical
noise.
protrusions, corresponding to the positions of the phenyl substituents. The
“buckling'’ described in a ]:)revious section is still visible in b o th the occupied
and unoccupied state images, suggesting th a t it is topological in n ature (i.e.
a rotation of one phenyl ring out of the surface), however in the la tte r case
it is less pronomiced.
In order to examine the behaviour of the M n T P P molecules after th e Clligand is removed, M n (III)T P P on A g ( lll ) was sim ulated using D FT, and
the relaxed model is shown in Figure 5.9, along w ith the relaxed model of
M n(III)C lT PP. In the simulation, four layers of Ag were used, w ith the lower
two constrained to sinnilate the bulk. The molecules were placed on top of
the A g ( lll) surface and allowed to relax along w ith the top two layers of Ag.
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A vacuum slab of IDA was used to separate the system from its translational
images.

Figure 5.9: Relaxed models calculated for M n(III)ClTPP (a), and
M n(III)TPP (b), on A g (lll). After the Cl-ligand is removed, the central
Mn ion is situated closer to the surface, and a Ag atom is pulled upwards
towards the Mn, thus forming a fifth ligand for the transition metal, and
stabilising its III oxidation state.

As can be seen from the side-views in Figm’e 5.9a and b, the removal
of the Cl-ligand has little effect on the porphyrin macrocycle and its phenyl
substituents, consistent with STM images.
The Mn centre in M n(III)TPP, however, is situated 3.4 pm closer to the
A g (lll) surface, and in turn the Ag atom directly below the Mn ion is pulled
out of the surface towards the molecule by 8.7 pm. This supports the theory
th at the A g (lll) surface is indeed acting as a fifth ligand and stabilising the
(III) oxidation state of the Mn ion centre.
In order to measure the activation energy required to trigger the desorp
tion of the Cl-ligand, XPS was performed on the M nClTPP monolayer while
it was annealed. The spectra obtained are presented in Figure 5.10a.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Cl 2p XPS taken while annealing the M nClTPP molecules
at varying tem peratiu’es (shown on right hand side of graph). The Cl 2p
peaks are reduced to the level of the background at 510 K. (b) Arrhenius
plot derived from the intensities taken from (a). The rate k was determined
as the difference in area between two successive spectra. The slope of the fit
line gives a value of AE ci = 0.35 ± 0.02 eV for the activation energy of the
Cl-ligand desorj)tion.
The spectra were measured while the tem perature was increasing, with
the tenii)erature shown on the right of the plots. It is observed th at at around
510 K, the Cl 2p peaks are reduced to the level of the background noise.
The Arrhenius rate equation (Equation 5.1) relates the rate of a reaction,
k with its activation energy, A E and the tem perature of the reaction, T.

k =

(5.1)

where k[j is the Boltzmann constant and A is the prefactor.
The two Cl 2p peaks were each fitted by a Gaussian, and the area of that
ht peak was was used to calculate the rate of Cl removal, taking into account
the deviation of the spectrum from the fit to calculate the uncertainties. Since
the experiment was performed with a constant heating rate of 0.15 K/sec, the
difl’erence in area between two spectra can be used to derive the rate of the
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desorption. ln{k) vs. 1/T is plotted in Figure 5.10b, and the slope of the fit
line gives a value for the activation energy of A E qi. = 0.35 ± 0.02 eV.

5.4.2

R ea ctio n w ith O 2

After removing the Cl ligand from the MnClTPP molecules, they were ex
posed to oxygen gas for various lengths of time in order to study the effect
of oxidation on the molecular layer.

Figure 5.11: STM images of 1 ML Mn(IV)02TPP after various oxygen expo
sures: (a) 15 minutes with ~15% of the molecules oxidised, (b) 30 minutes,
~4G% oxidised, (c) 90 minutes, ~80% oxidised. Kamp/e = —1-1V It = 0.3 nA
in each case, (a) and (b) have been smoothed using a 3 x 3 matrix, and (c)
by a Gaussian smooth to remove mechanical noise.
STM images recorded after 15, 30 and 90 minutes’ oxygen exposure at
a partial pressure of 2 x 10“®mbar are shown in Figure 5.11. It is observed
that some molecules exhibit a very bright centre, and the number of these
molecules increases with oxygen exposure, so it is reasonable to assume that
this appearance corresponds to the Mn(IV)02TPP complex. The lattice
parameters of the ML are unchanged from those of MnClTPP and MnTPP,
consistent with observations that the meso-aryl substituents are the main
factors in supramolecular ordering [194].
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The percentages shown on each image indicate the am ount of M n (III)T P P
molecules th a t have been converted to the M n (IV )0 2 T P P state. T he cov
erages correspond approxim ately to the XAS spectra shown in Figure 5.7,
w ith the green spectrum showing ~15% of the molecules oxidised, dark blue
~40% , and light blue ~80% .
After exposm'es of 90 m inutes or more, approxim ately 80% of th e molecules
are converted to M n(IV ) 0 2 T P P, however at this point the extent of oxida
tion appears to saturate. T he ~20% unoxidised molecules are a ttrib u te d to
those molecules th a t lie on top of defects on the surface, or the very few th a t
still have the Cl-ligand attached.
The M n 0 2 T P P molecule was also sim ulated using DFT. Identical con
straints were applied as in the previous section. The relaxed stru ctu re is
shown in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12a shows the side view of the molecule, showing th e saddling
of the molecule, similar to th a t of A lnC lTPP and M nTPP, although the
view is ro tated by 90° to Figure 5.10 in order to show the orientation of the
0 () bond.

Initially before relaxation, the bidentate peroxide ligand was

positioned “diagonally’’ across the molecule, w ith the bond pointing along
the line between two phenyl rings. It was first assumed th a t the 0 - 0 ligand
would be repelled by the N atom s of the pyrrole rings, however when it
was allowed to relax, the O O bond ro tated to lie along th e convex slope
of the saddle. Several starting positions were attem p ted , however th e 0 - 0
bond consistently aligned itself parallel to the M n-N bonds of th e porphyrin,
although the alignm ent along the convex slope (not shown) gave a higher
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Figure 5.12: Relaxed model of the M n 0 2 T P P after oxidation, (a) Side view
showing saddling in the macrocycle, and the 0 0 bond oriented along the
convex slope of the saddle, (b ) Isometric view illustrating the orientation of
the 0 - 0 bond w ith respect to the phenyl rings.
total energy, and so it is assumed th a t the arrangem ent shown is the optim al
structure.
It is unclear w hether this relaxation is due to the 0 \~ anion avoiding
the phenyl rings’ steric hindrance [229], or due to an interaction between its
electron lone-pairs and the 7r-electron system of the macrocycle, however hy
drogen bonding between the anion and the phenyl rings can be ruled out, due
to the form er’s preference to orient away from the latter, and the unaltered
position of the phenyl rings after relaxation.
It was found th a t annealing the M n 0 2 T P P monolayer up to 445 K caused
the desorption of the peroxide bound to the molecules w ithout disturbing
the structure of the monolayer, and STM images of M n (III)T P P identical to
those presented in the previous section were obtained (not shown).

5.1. Axial ligand transformation
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In order to measure the activation energy for the desorption of O2 from
the molecules, XPS was performed while the monolayer was annealed, similar
to the case of the Cl-ligand desorption. The O Is spectra are presented in Fig
ure 5.13a, with the temperature at which each spectrum was recorded shown
at the right side. The same heating rate as for Cl-desorption of 0.15K/sec
was used.
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Figure 5.13: (a) O Is XPS taken during the anneal of the Mn(IV)02TPP ML
(temperature in K shown on right hand side). The O Is peak diminishes until
it com{)letely disappears at 443 K. (b) Arrhenius plot of the logarithm of the
() peak intensity vs the recij^rocal of the temperature, giving an activation
energy for the desorption of O 2 to be A E 0 2 = 0.26 ± 0.03 eV. Again, the rate
k was determined as the difference in area between two successive spectra.

The XPS data was treated similarly to the previous section describing
the Cl desorption, and Figure 5.13b shows the Arrhenius plot for oxygen
desorption.
In this case, the activation energy for the desorption of O2 was found to
be A E 0 2 = 0-26 ± 0.03 eV. This value is lower than that for Cl desorption,
indicating a weaker binding for the peroxide ligand than for the Cl ligand.
Interestingly it was noted that it was not possible to directly substitute
O 2 for Cl at room temperature by exposing the MnClTPP monolayer to O 2
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gas. T his follows in tu itiv ely from th e fact th a t th e Cl ligand is m ore strongly
bound to th e M n ion th a n th e peroxide ligand, and so it is n o t energetically
favourable for O 2 to displace th e Cl ligand.

5.5

C onclusions

In sum m ary, STM , XAS, core-level X PS an d D F T were used to stu d y th e
self-assem bly and th e cen tral ligand tran sfo rm a tio n of th e surface-sujiported
m onolayer of (5 ,1 0 ,1 5 ,2 0 -tetrap h en y lp o rp h y rin ato )M n (III)C l (M n C lT P P ).
W hen deposited onto th e A g ( l l l ) surface, M n C lT P P m olecules selfassem ble into large w ell-ordered m olecular dom ains. E ach molecule ad o p ts
a saddle conform ation w ith th e axial C l-ligand po in tin g out of th e plane of
th e molecule. O ne phenyl ring of each m olecule is ro ta te d slightly closer to
th e perpendicu lar, giving rise to a \f2 x \/2R 45° m olecular Bravais u n it cell.
A nnealing th e M n (III)C lT P P layer up to 510 K causes th e chlorine hgand
to desorb from th e p o rp h y rin w hile leaving th e supram olecular o rder unaf
fected. T he M n (III)T P P is stabilised by th e A g ( l l l ) surface actin g as a h fth
hgand for th e m etal centre.
W hen th e M n (III)T P P m olecules are th e n exposed to m olecular oxygen,
th e oxidation s ta te of th e cen tral M n changes from M n(III) to M n(IV ), and
O 2 is bou n d to th e cen tral M n ion in peroxide form. F u rth e r annealing at
4 4 5 K reduces th e M n (IV )0 2 T P P com plex back to M n ( I I I ) T P P /A g ( lll) .
However, exposure of th e M n C lT P P layer to O 2 ex h ib its no d irect s u b stitu 
tio n of th e Cl ligand by O 2 .

5.5. Conclusions
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The activation energies for Cl and O 2 removal, derived from the XPS
data, were foTuid to be 0.35 ± 0.02 eV and 0.26 ± 0.03 eV, respectively.
In conclusion, it has been shown th a t STM, together w ith spectroscopic
surface science technicjues such as XAS and XPS can shed light on th e chemi
cal make-up of single molecules and even oxidation states of individual atoms.
W hen combined with D FT, structures observed by high-resolution STM can
be explained w ith a high degree of confidence.
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C hapter 6
D iscussion &: C onclusions
Although the j)rimary technique used during the course of my studies was
STM. it is clear from the preceding chapters that STM alone does not give a
complete picture of the complexity of the organic molecule-substrate system.
A combination of theory, modelling and DFT calculations, and ensembletechniques such as LEED and spectroscopy complement the ultimate preci
sion of STM.
In this work, the self-assembly and properties of three distinct organic
molecules on a diverse range of surfaces, such as a conducting oxide (Chap
ter 3), a semiconductor (Chapter 4), and a noble metal (Chapters 4 and 5)
have been demonstrated.
C(io fullerenes on the W 02/W (110) surface exhibit rich dynamic behaviours.
It could instinctively be assumed th at the time-resolution of STM would not
be sufficient to observe the individual molecular switching seen, but with
a careful choice of experimental parameters, single molecules gaining and
losing charge have been observed.

The rotational and kinetic transitions
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observed also show the power of STM in m easuring phase changes in the
reduced-sym m etry 2-dimensional monolayer. Phase transitions are vital for
m any biological and industrial reactions and the results obtained by STM
reveal the nanoscale mechanisms driving them.
T he m olecule-substrate interface governs charge injection in molecular
devices, so in order to study this, N iD PP has been used as a probe molecule to
show the difference between its interaction w ith the noble surface of A g (lll)
and the more-reactive A g /S i(lll)--\/3 x \/3 R30° surface. Large single-domain
monolayers are observed on A g ( lll) , indicating th a t the sul)strate plays only
a m inor role in its self-assembly. In contrast, assembly on the A g /S i( lll)\/3

X

\/3 R30° surface results in the form ation of random ly-oriented domains

due to the higher strength of the m olecule-substrate interaction.
In the design of a molecular device, control over the self-assembly of the
molecular com ponents will be key. If pristine long-range order is required it is
likely th a t noble m etals such as A g ( lll ) would represent suitable candidates
for supporting substrates, however for more complex architecture it is likely
th a t a tem plate would be necessary. In this way, the A g /S i( lll) - \/3 x \/3
R30° surface w ith its strong molecular affinity directs th e monolayer order
by forcing the molecules to adopt one of three orientations, dictated by the
substrate symmetry. Control over th e balance between these two extremes
by carefully choosing the adsorbate and su b strate will be a key step in the
development of molecular electronics and future devices.
T he chem istry of industrially-relevant organic molecules such as the epoxidation-catalysing M nC lT PP is of great im portance to current and future
technologies. By transform ing the axial ligand attached to the m etal centre
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of th e M n C lT P P m olecule, it is possible to control th e o xidation s ta te of th e
m etal centre. T he chem ical and electronic s tru c tu re in fo rm atio n revealed by
X PS and XAS an d th e s tru c tu ra l d etails calcu lated using D F T allow com plex
STM im ages to be in terp rete d w ith high confidence.
A lthough recent stu d ies [211, 228] m ake th e case th a t liquid-STM is su])erior for th e stu d y of biologically relevant reactions, STM in U HV can
provide m ore d etail an d allows for g reater co n tro l over th e condition of th e
molecules. M olecules in solution are in h eren tly u n stab le due to in teractio n s
w ith dissolved substances; a p ro p erty w hich is exploited in every biological
and sohition-phase chem ical reaction, b u t w hich m akes accu rate ch ara cteri
satio n of th e m olecular s ta te difficult.
By perform ing a single reactio n step a t a tim e - cleaving th e axial bond
or adding a new axial ligand - th e different stages of th e reactio n can be
easily observed in UHV, as show n in th is work.

However, as w ith m ost

aspects of surface science, th ere is no single technique w hich can provide
all th e inform ation required, an d so by com bining detailed s tru c tu ra l and
electronic d a ta m easured in UHV w ith th e dy n am ic b ehaviour m easured in
stfAi, a com plete p ictu re can be b u ilt up.

In sununary, alth o u g h organic m olecules s u p p o rte d by surfaces have been
w idely stu d ied for decades and show a lot of prom ise, th ere is still m uch
unknow n ab o u t th eir behaviovu'. In o rder to develop fu tu re devices, a clear
})icture of th e kinetics, chem istry, charge injection an d m o lecu le-su b strate in
teractio n s governing these in terestin g m a teria ls m u st first be b u ilt up th ro u g h
fm idam ental stu d ies and (juality surface science.
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6.1

Future work

Through the course of this work, different molecules have been examined
separately on several surfaces. This has been beneficial in understanding
their individual behaviours, however the next step seems clear, to take this
information and combine the molecules on the same surface.
Taking the dechlorinated M n (III)T P P /A g (lll) system as the starting
point, fullerenes can act as ligands in organometallic chemistry, and their
size is comparable with th at of the T P P molecule, so it is possible that
the Ceo may ligate to the midercoordinated Mn(III) centre. This would be
an interesting result, as Ceo has been shown to form a 1:1 mixture with
octaethyl-porphyrins, but to completely replace the Hrst layer of T P P on
Ag(llO) [230, 231].
Control over the orientation of a Ceo molecule adsorbed on top of a CeTPP
dyad has been shown using STM, with large changes in the conductance
depending on the Ceo orientation [232], If the Ceo was more strongly bound
to the porphyrin however, as in the case of Ceo ligating to MnTPP, it may
not be possible to switch its orientation using the STM tip, but their relative
orientation may determine charge injection through the system, and so it
may be possible to distinguish between Ceo orientations by their apparent
height in STM even at room temperature.
On the A g (lll) surface, the number and size of substituent groups has
been shown to determine the ordering of fullerene/porphyrin adlayers [8],
and so it may be interesting to compare the small, linear NiDPP molecules’
effect on the co-adsorption with the square M nClTPP molecules.

6.1. Future work
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A nother interesting avenue of exploration would be to test the effect of
other gases on the M n (III)T P P /A g (lll) system . If th e central M n(III) ion
could be shown to bind selectively to other oxygen-containing gases such as
CO, CO '2 or the oxides of nitrogen: com bustion by-product NO; greenhouse
gas N 2 O; or pollutant and toxin NO 2 ; the molecule’s sensitivity and selectiv
ity as a gas sensor could be examined, which could have prospects for future
applications.

C hapter 6. Discussion & Conclusions
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